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PRESSED READY FOR WEAR.
Street.

t Brands its Novitiates with

nearly covered; his torturing
to behold ;he had no peace
and but lit' le rest night
or day.
Ue was under
treatment
at
different
tiroes at
two hospitals
and by seven doctors in
this city
without
the
least
benefit;
every
prescrip'ion of the doctors was faithfully tried,
but he grew worse all
the time. For months I
expanded about 83 per
week
for
medicines,
and
was
entirely dis1 purchased
couraged.
Cuticura
Cuticura,
Boap and Cuticura Resolvent and followed
the directions to the letter, be'ief was immediate, his sufferings were eased, and rest and
sleep permitted. He steadily improved and in
nlue weeks was entirety cured, and has now as
clears skin and is as fair a boy as any mother
could wish to see. I recommend every mother
to use it for every Bal>v Hutnor.
MRS. M. FERGUSON,
86 \V. Brookline st., Boston.

head, until he
agonies

were

was

pitiable

1 IE. GARRISON'S COEPLAINT AND
PRESIDENT ELIOT’S REPLY.

I Ir. Garrison

formances
ment

of the

Holidays

are near

at

hand, and
my friend,
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Cigars.

standard of this famous brand of
Cigars recommend'it to ell who are desirious of
procuring a fine artiolle. Druggists and dealers in
eeneral sell them.

IRWIN CIGAR CO., Mrs.,
165
my9

Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura.GOc. ;Soap,
26c.; Resolvent. $ l. Prepared by the Pottkb

milk St., Boston.
S.TuSThlstply

DIMPLES, blackheads, red, rough, chapped,
and oily skin cured by Cuticubasoap.

0LDF0LKSr PAINS^

tug strengthening plaster. Mew, instantaneous,
dec2S W&S&wlw

wnr
NEW YEAR

By only smoking the Famous

Made of only the
best stock by flrstclass union labor.
See blue label on
boxes.

S. S, SLEEPEK & CO.,

Factory, Boston.

All leading wholesale houses handle these
goods, including: Harris, Gage & Tolman,
Chas. McLaughlin & Co.. E. M. S'fidman & ro.,
Mililken, Tomlinson & Co.. 0. A. Weston & Co..
Cook, Everett Si Pennell. Portland, Me.; Thurston & Kingsbury, Chas. Haywan & Co., Bangor, Me.; Cobb, Wright & Co Rockland, Mo.
dec22
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DAINTY

VIOLET, LAVENDER, FLORIDA.

DEERING, WINSLOW
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THE WEATHER.

nine

ago

she began to fail.
The glow of
health left her
cheeks—they be-

colorless.

nm-

Coukl not

well,
groan
cry out
in her sleep for

and

The
Death Angel drew near, but the Rescueii was at hand—DANA’S SARSAPARILLA gave her a good appetite;
brought the roses back i© her
checks and gave her refreshing
sleep and the father and mother are very
grateful for it. Do you wonder at it?

breaking with agony
the little arms clasp
and mama’s for the last time.

day

papa’s

appetite.

are

Washington. December 25.—Following
Is the forecast of the weather for Maine:
Showers and warmer; south winds Saturday; colder Sunday.
Boston, December 25.—There's a decided cold wave west of the Mississippi, moving very slowly eastward. For New England: Cloudy to partly cloudy until Sat-

urday

night;

warmer;

winds.

southwesterly

Local Weather Report.

Portland, Me., December 25,1891.
18 A. M.I8 P. M.

Barometer. 30.143
Thermometer. 36.
Dew Point..
85.
Humidity. 96.

WiDd.
Velocity.

N
10

30.173
37.
36.
91.

NW
1

Remedy

while you may.
DON’T LET YOUR CHILD DIE!
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

A BOTTLE OF

CHRISTMAS.

“Then there is the matter of hazing.
Phat died away ten to fifteen years ago.
t was at one time carried to great ex
,*
remes, but there is nothing left of the cus-

I

I om.

“Again, the men do not carry on in the
xtravagant manner they did in my time,
remember one occasion where they went
o far as to carry a barrel of pitch to the
* op of the building and were
preparing to
et fire to it when discovered."
“And you took part in those little af^ airs?"
“Iu many of them of course.”
President Eliot also said that Mr. Garrion thought his son's illness from scarlet
1
uccu a^pirtVrtiru
1111113uy LUIS
into the society hence
the com! Ion
laint.
(

uau.

Mean daily ther....36.0 Max. vel wind..
Maximum ther.38.0 Total precip ...
Minimum ther.31.0

They Couldn’t He Made to Testify.
New York. December 25 —Samuel West ervelt, a clerk in Lord & Taylor’s store,
* ras called as a witness yesterday at the
c oprt-martial ol Mrjor Charles B. Throck\ lorton, in the army building. When
udge Advocate Barr fired questions at
j he clerk’s head the only reply was a shake
f the head or a refusal to answer ques10ns.
The Judge Advocate was aghast,
1 'hen he called Henry Tompkins, advocate
or the same firm, who refused to answer
uestions concerning the major’s transb ctions with the firm.
Mr. Barr then
s cored the witnesses for obstructing justice
nd the court held that the witnesses were
a contempt, butithat, being
civilians, tney
® ould not be punished by the court.

i
«
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Welcome Christmas Presents.

.28

Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday December 25, taken at 8
p. m. 75th meridan time, the observations
for each station being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:
Boston. 40°, NE, cloudy; New York, 46°,
S, cloudy; Philadelphia, 46°, S, lain; Washington, 50°. SE, cloudy; Albany, 46°, S,
cloudy; Buffalo,48°. SE. clear; Detroit,50°,
S. clear; Chicago, 34°, SW. clear: St. Paul.
12°, W, snow; Duluth, 140, NW, snow;
St. Vincent, —14°, N, clear; Huron, So.
Dak.,—4°, NW, clear: Bismarck, —10°,
NW, clear; Jacksonville, 64°, E, clear.

Neglect Which Caused the Loss of
Eleven Lives
A BRAKEMAN LOITERING WHILE A

TRAIN DASHED BT.

Washington, December 25.—Pensions
ave been granted to the following Maine

1 eople:

Stop—Brakeman

ijUHBLiuu

in the

Deeds, Eng.,

CRIME

■

AND ACCIDENT

Apoplexy—

,T W

Fog.

prevailed

until

midnight.

a. m.,

DURING A CHRISTMAS

SERVICE

Church in Valencia Shattered by the Ex-

plosion of Bombs.
Rome, December 25.—While a midnight
mass in celebration ot the Christmas festival was being performed this morning in
the church in Valencia, four bombs were
exploded in the edifice in rapid succession.
A number of the lights in the church were
extinguished and the church was filled
with smoke and dust. The frightened
worshippers uttered shrieks and loud cries
for help. A wild rush was made for the
door. It was afterwards found that the
high altar had been destroyed and several
The
persons standing near it injured.
side of the church was wrecked and a
number of worshippers bruised by fa1 ling
debris.
Two persons were arrested on
suspicion of having exploded the bombs.
.•

REPUBLICAN CLERKS PROFIT
By the

Means Taken

by Mills Men

to An-

mw&lUp.
Washington, December 25 —The action
of Representative Breckinridge of Kentucky in the House yesterday, preventing
the newly appointed committee clerks
from getting their names on the pay roll
until after the holiday recess, has been the
subject of much comment and criticism today. At first tbe incident appeared to be
of no importance, except to tbe employes
kept out of two weeks salary. It begins to
look, however, as though this conspicuous
member of tbe Mills following in the
House acted deliberately, with the purpose
of announcing to tbe Speaker and his
friends what kind of treatment they might
expect herealter in more important matters, from the men who have been so conspicuously snubbed.
Had it not been for the single objection
of Mr. Breckinridge, the Democrats who
are to be appointed clerks of the newly
made committees could all have been sworn
in yesterday and begun at once to draw
their salaries. Owing to the objection tbe
Republican clerks remain on pay all during the holidays and until after the House
reassembles on January 5.
IF CHILI WANTS WAR
A Yankee Navy Will Appear

as

It

Did in

Rebellion Days.

New York, December 25.—The owners
of steamship lines Hying the American Hag
whose vessels touch this port are watching
the Chilian complications with close attention. Secretary Tracy has been in the city
for several days, and his presence has given
rise to the report that the Navy Department will soon notify the various lines
that, should diplomatic negotiations with
Chili be brokeD cif, it may ask for tbe use
of a number of steamships as transports,
cruisers and coal ships.
No such notice
bas as yet been given, but tbe agents say
the government can have their ships if it
The companies interested
wants them.
are

the United

States

and

Rrn7.il

Mail

Line, the Old Dominion Line, the Cromwell Line, the Clyde Line and the Ward
Line,
One agent said yesterday: “The simple
question of patriotism, aside from the matter of being well paid for our ships, would
impel us to turn our ships over to the government should they be called for. I estimate that the following number of ships
controlled in this city, Baltimore and Philadelphia would be available should occasion demand:
Ward Line, 9; United
States and Brazil Mail, 5; Pacific Mail, 25;
Clyde, 16; Savannah Line, H; Old Dominion, 10; Merchants and Miners’, 10: Windsor Line. 3; Southern Pacific
Railway
Steamship Line, 9 ships, or 112 altogether.
Each of these vessels has a tonnage of
from 800 to 5500 gross, and the majority are
of recent and modern build.
The larger
ones could very easily be altered to carry
either four or six breech loading rifles of
six inch calibre on the main deck.
Their
speed varies from 10 to 15 knots.
Such a
fleet could carry any number of men needed, and some of them if loaded with coal
could carry enough fuel to steam entirely
around Cape Horn to Chill without coal-

\ Vm. N. Butler.
C harles A. Parker,

1 aleb W. Brown,

ADDITIONAL,

c eorge A. Wilson,

George M. Washburn.

80TPLEMNTABY.

j oseph Hatch.

Balmaceda,

INCREASES,
T

gress.

Work,
London, December 25.—Fire atRvland’s
r liii, Barnsley, has done 50,000
pounds
A thousand
arnage.
t brown out of work.

an

exception,

however

being

made of members of the Balmaceda Con-

oseph J. Roberts.
One Thousand Out of

c

London, December 25.—a despatch to
the Times irom Santiago, Chili, says that
the speech of President Harrison at the
reception of the Chilian Minister produced
an excellent impression.
The last act of
the Provisional Government has been to
present in the Senate a proposed law granting amnesty to the followers of President

employees

were

The Judge of Crime’s report in the matter of the attack on the Baltimore’s sailors
is to the effect that the Chilian police did
their duty, and that two Chilians who were
guilty in connection with the affair are to
be punished by imprisonment.

n/irtar nf t.ho

nar

“rUKrol

•

It is clearing off.
road
and
traffic due to
in
railway
Delay
the fog has consibetably hindered the progress of Christmas festivities. At Leeds
}69terday, a driver of a loaded omnibus
lost his bearing in the fog, and horses and
omnibus were precipitated into an excavation. Five persons were seriously injused.
At this hour, 1.30

WmTW

tar.”
Miss Lillian Baldwin, New York.
Dr. E. Best, dentist, New York.
One man not identified.

London, December 25.— The oppressive
fog in which London has been wrapped for
two or three days

Concord, N. H., December 25.—Isaac B.
Sawtelle was stricken with apoplexy about
uine last night and has remained in an un-

The Injured Are:
Mrs. Homes R. Baldwin, New York.
Miss Annie Ford, Brooklyn.
D. B. Murphy, lawyer. New York, who
may die.
Harry A. Jacobs, New York.
J. R. Balle, editor of the Evening
Star.
The accident was due to the carelessness
of a brakeman, Albert E. Herrick, of the
Niagara express, which was at a standstill
below Hastings.
Herrick fled and has
not yet been found. He left his uniform
in the train. From the official report given
out today, train No. 93, which left New
York at 6 p. m., last night, stopped at
Dobbs Ferry to make some slight repairs
on the engine.
The distance signal was
thrown out and the following train, the
Buffalo and Niagara Falls' special, which
left New York at 6.30, stopped about threequarters of a mile south of Dobbs Ferry
station. The conductor of the latter train
immediately sent Brakeman Herrick back
to signal the coming train.
He proceeded
as far as the station at Hastings.
He
went inside and talked to the station master
waiting for the Cincinuati and St.
Ssonls express which left this city at 8
o'clock.

Rushing to Destruction.
While Herrick was standing near the
door, the St. Louis express whizzed past
going at the rate of 40 miles an hour. Engineer Donohue of the St. Louis express
received no warning of the presence of the
Buffalo express on the track ahead until
almost on that train. He reversed his engine, put on the air brakes and jumped for
his life.
The engine of the Si. Louis express crashed into the rear sleeper “Gibraltar” of the Buffalo special with terrific
foice. Twenty-two people were in the
sleeping car at the time. A Tarry town dtsdatch says the accident was one of the
worst that has happened on the New York
railroad in it3 recent history. Several of
the wounded died in the hospital at Yonkers in great agony. Editor Balle is unconscious.
Fire Adds to the Horror*.

The moment afte r the collision the wagsleeping car Gibraltar took fire and the
hands of both the trains rushed to the aid
ot the imprisoned people.
The passengers
on both trains followed suit.
One after
another the wounded and dying were taken
out.
Some of the uninjured passengers
hurried hack to the depot at Hastings to
summon help and stop other trains that
might be coming. The Buffalo and Niagara Falls train was composed of one combination baggage and smoking car, one ordinary coach and two Wagner sleeping cars,
the “Burnside” and “Gibraltar.'' The St.
Louis Express was made up of two express
cars, two ordinary coaches and three sleepAt midnight the north bound
ing cars.
track was cleared, and Bhortly before the
St. Louis Express went on its wav, using
the locomotive from the Niagara Express.
The uniDjured cars of the Niagara train
were united with the St. Louis Express
cars and taken to their destination.
An
inquest will be held Monday next.
ner

Bodies of tlie Victims Bobbed.

To add to the horrors of the occasion,
thieves robbed the dead and injured pasHow much they secured is not
sengers.
known. This morning an undertaker in
preparing the remains of Mr. Polley for
1._I
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ets had beeu rilled and cut from the garments.
All of Mr. Policy's jewelry and

his wallet

are

missing.

and the

probabilities

tbat

are
a

will. His death is only
short time.
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City Republicans

Make the Convention

Determined
a

to

Success.

New Yobk] December 25 —Colonel J. S.
Clarkson, chairman of the Republican National Committee, is at the Plaza hotel,
having returned from a trip to Minneapolis
to look over the accommodations theie for
the next Republican National Convention.
Speaking of b|s visit he said:
“The citizens of Minneapolis are determined to make the convention a marked
success.
They have plenty of hotels near
together for accommodations, while St.
Paul and Lake Minnetonka are near at
hand with still more convenient facilities.
The convention hall can be fitted up to accommodate readily more than 10,000 per.
sons, and it is already being put in shape
for the purpose.”
General Clarkson said of Iowa, that the
Democrats tnere were linking Cleveland
and Boies together. Boles had been elected, he said, on a tariff reform issue rather
than on a free coinage one, although there
was such a plank in the platform.
Harrison Endorsed; Blaine Nominated.

Rome, N. Y., December 25.—A big
meeting of Oneida county Republicans yesterday endorsed Harrison’s administration
and declared that James G.

be

the next

President.

Republican

Blaine should
candidate lor

in Massachusetts Cities.

GRIP.

Saw

of

the

Green

New York, December 25.—The Health
Office recorded twelve deaths from the
“grip” for the twenty-four hours ending at
noon yesterday.
This is a gloomy reminder of the old saw, “A greeu Christmas
makes a fat graveyard.” This has been a
green Christmas.
The Yule tide season
has been changeable, treacherous and alto_4L_A.__
>
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baccillus that thrives and strengthens itself
in the warm damp air.
Dr. Cyrus Edson said yesterday: “All I
can say is, take good care of
yourself.
Keep away from crowded places, especially
when that that crowd is composed r.f people with damp clothes on. In short, live
according to the ordinary hygienic rules,
and you.are no more apt to catch the ‘grip’
than you are to get run ever by a street
car, when you keep your wits on the alert
on crossing a crowded tnoroughfare.”
Dr. Nagle said: “The ‘grip’ is not such a
serious disease as many suppose. It weakens the sy stem and
and more serious

lays

it

open to other

maladies. That is its
chief danger. There are many, of course,
who canDot afford to wear warm, clean
underware, and others who are too heedless to attend to the ordinary healthful precautions, such as avoiding a pernicious
draught or of rushing around in thin
office coats atter just having taken off a

heavy

Another Blaze In the Same
Death and

Christmas and Fat Graveyards.

overcoat.

“The most painful phase of the Russian
’grip’ has not been general. The terrible
muscular pains in the shoulders, chest and
hips, which are almost as acute as those of
inflammatory rheumatism, have not been
prououuced in most of the reported cases,
flie nose and air passages are the most
disturbed.”
The hospitals are filled to overflowing,
but nearly all of the cases are being treated

successfully.

THE NEWS OF THE STATE.

City Cao«e*

Injury.

Lowell, Mass., December 25.—A murder look place In Aldrich’s block, 124 Appleton street, between 11 and 12 last night.
Frank L. Moulton, a dissipated barber,
beat out the brains cf his wife, Alma R.
He appears to
Moulton, with a flat iron.
have been sober at the time of committing
the crime.
He worked for a Centralville
barber until 10.30 last night, when the latter paid him some money, and fearing that
Moulton would spend the money for
drink, went borne with him, leaving Moulton at the steps of his house at 10.45.
The
crime was
committed soon afterwards.
Moulton confessed to
James Coughlin.
who lives in the same house. He said he
was going to give himself up.
At the time,
Coughlin did not believe it, and on investigation reported to the police. Moulton
wandered about the rest of the morning,
drinking over a pint of whiskey meantime.
About 6 o’clock this morning be was arrested and locked up.
Moulton was married to Alma R. Skay,
April 23,1889, aud tbey have lived a quarrelsome life ever since, besides having quarreled frequently before marriage. In their
quarrels, she sometimes got the better of
him. As Moulton tells the story, last
night’s quarrel began in bed because his
wife would not give him room enough. She
slapped his face aud he tried to choke
her.
They arose,
partially dressed,
and went at it again. He got a flatiron,
after her asking if she would give up, to
which she said no. He says:
"I let her
have the flatiron three times as hard as 1
could hit.” The first blow felled her. Her
face aud head were pounded out of shape.
One ear is severed aud the skull fractured.
Moulton says: ‘T did the job and its a
d—d goo(Vf»ne. She will never talk to me
agslu about New Hampshire.”
Moulton
is 35 years of age. His wife is a few years
younger. Moulton was sentenced about
six months ago for larceny aud assault and
last Monday night was in the police station for drunkenness.
v

Sudden Death of Mr.

Stephen I*. Littlefield

CRIME AND FIRE.

at Lisbon Falls.
Two

[Special

Burned

to

Death

and

One

Badly

Hurt in Lawrence,

to the

Press.l
Lisbon Falls, December 23.—Stephen
P. Littlefield died very suddenly this morning- He had been unwell for a few days
and dropped dead at his hotel about half
Mr. Littlefield was
past nine o'clock.
born in Durham, and when a young man
went to Wilton and engaged In
farming
for twenty years.
Selling his farm he
moved to Auburn for a time. From Auburn he came to this village and became
proprietor of the Androscoggin House for
about two years. He then built tbe Maine
Central House and continued as proprietor until his death.
Mr. Littlefield was a
highly esteemed citizen, and his death
casts a gloom over the place.
He was 73
He leaves a wife and three
years oi age.

Lawbenck, Mass., December 9ft.—ThU
morning at 3 o'clock an officer met John
O’Hare and the latter’s seven year old son
looking for a fire alarm box. The boy said
their bouse, at 652 Essex street, was on die.
The officer, on arriving there, found icen
putting ont the fire, which had started to a
bed. On the floor, terribly burned, lay
She died a few
Mrs. Fannie O'Hare.
hours later. The city marshal investigated
the case and found that O’Hareand his
wife had been drinking and quarreling.
The little boy says his fatner prevented
him from throwing water on the blazing
bed where the mother lay. O’Hare was
arrested and an inquest will ba held.
Fire in a boarding house at 203 Canal
street shortly after was quickly extinguishPatrick Kline, aged 50, was found
ed.
burned to death.
He went to bad late,
daughters.
leaving a lamp lighted, which either exBiddeford Democrats Stirring.
ploded or overturned, setting the bed on
Are. During the fire a hoatder in the next
iSpecial to ihe Press.]
block. James Langan, lost his balance at a
Biddeford, December 25.—At a largely window, and fell three stories, receiving
attended meeting of Democrats held this serion* injuries.
Two More Cases in Lawrence.
afternoon in this city, a Young Men’s
Mass., December 25.—T wle
Lawrence,
Democratic Club was organized and a comwas arrested this evening for stabmittee was appointed with full powers to Bishop
blug bis wife. He stabbed her three times.
secure suitable rooms for the accommoda- She is still alive.
Hannah Crowley fell down stairs at her
tion of the club. Wm. A. Roberts, secretary
of the York Mutual Aid Association, was residence and broke her neck. Her husband was drunk in the house at the time
elected temporary president and Charles and was arrested. He could not
explain
H. Leslie,city editor of the Daily
Standard, the affair.
On motion of Col. Frank W.
secretary.
BRIEFLY TOLD.
Roberts, the by-laws of the Young Men’s
Democratic Club of
Portland were
The Saco river Is again clear of ice.
adopted. The next meeting of the club to
Another black hare has been captured in
hear the report of committees ana for
eastern Maine, this time at Columbia Falls,
election of permanent officers, will be held and it looks as if the Smithsonian Institute might be able to obtain the much deFriday evening.
sired specimen after all. They have beeu
Fryeburg’s Historic Academy.
offering $10Q for one.
Fbyebubg, December 25.—Tbe academy
The Boston Herald yesterday devoted
at Fryeburg was founded in 1792, and the several columns to an account of a gang
f “green goods” sharks who have made
centennial anniversary of the event is to
their headquarters in Portsmouth, N. H.,
be celebrated next August. Tbe trustees and have found victims In
many places,
of the academy wish to publish in season including Poitland and Bangor.
The
for the anniversary a general catalogue of nang’s methods are not materially different
fromlthose employed by the New York
all the students who ever attended the incrooks who have found victims in Maine.
stitution.
They have a full list of the
Like the Prisons Described by Kennan.
students from 1792 to 1832, and from 1879
to the present time, but for the
St. Pktebsbcro, Dt-eember 28 —The
intervening
narinrl nf 47 vpara thov will Kn
prison at Samaruv, Unlit to hold 900 inmates, is now crowded with thousands of
rely upon a few odd catalogues and upon unfortunates, among whom tvphus and tythe recollections of the surviving ex- phoid fever are rife. A rapid Increase m
teachers (about 25 in number) and alumni. the number of deaths due to famine Is reported to the authorities.
Will Handle Big Guns.
Mr. Field Still Improving,
Bangor, December 25,—New companies
Nkw York, December 25 —Cyrus W.
are to be orgenized at Eastport and Calais.
Field today showed marked improvement.
They will be formed into a battalion and
He Is expected soon to be convalescent.
drilled in coa9t defence service.
Alaj.
Newcomb, ex-captain of the Frontier
Guards, will probably be the battalion
commander.
They will be supplied with
the heavy guns, which the government has
arranged to supply, and everything necesgood drill in coast
sary for obtaining a
defence will be placed at their disposal.
«

HUSTLING IN MINNEAPOLIS.

Id the Midst of Christinas Cheer

conscious condition ever since. The notice
of the guard was attracted by his breathing at that hour and ou going to bis cell
the guard found Sawteile unconscious.
Warden Colbath immediately summoned A WOMAN BEATEN TO DEATH BF
Prison Physician Clarke, who remained
HER HUSBAND IN LOWELL.
with Sawtelle all night. At four this afternoon hid breathing was hard and bis
pulse weak. It is not thought he will rally
from the attack as he is in a very critical
A Boy In Lawrence Say* HI* Father
condition.
Later—The condition of murderer SawWould Not Let Him Put Out the Fire
telle continues unchanged at a late hour toWhich Caused His Mother's Death—
night. He has not regained cousciousness,

The Head:

Mrs. A. N. Baldwin, New York.
Thomas W. Pollet, New York, of the
firm of Polley & Co, Boston.
Abraham Knight, conductor.
Miss Van sad ate, New York.
Miss Mabel Slocum, Lockport, N. Y.
Mi3s Gertrude Moore, Medina, N. Y.
Miss Lizzie Ford, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dost

Chilian Police and the Sailors.

Emerson Keene,
Walter W. Gregg,
George G. Richardson,

New York, December 25.—The accident on the New York Central railroad,
near Hastings, on the Hudson, proved
worse than last nights’ reports Indicated.
The official list of dead numbers eleven.

DROVE INTO AN EXCAVATION.
Driver of au Omnibus in

Flag

Collision

Wreck—Bodies of Victims Robbed.

tuc guuik
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Herrick Sent to

Third Stopped to Talk- The

Resulted—Fire Added Its Horror to the

adjourned until Saturday.

ing.
Reynolds,

a

Denver, Col., December 28 —In the
Graves trial last evening the time was
spent in arguing upon the admissibility of
a letter written by Dr. Graves to Mrs.
Barnaby at San Francisco. She left there
the letter arbefore
for Denver
rived, so she did not reoeive it. The letter
Graves
to
returned
was
through
The defense
the Dead Letter office.
wished to show by this that Dr. Graves
did not know Mrs. bnrnaby's address and
could not have sent the bottle of whiskey
The judge took the
to her at Denver.

original.
no. A.

Accident to One Train Caused Another to

Unexpected Appearance.

»

Weather.ICloudy Cloudy

as

JSrOh! Parents, banish disease,
baffle death, by using the Great

FOR

Kind Today—A Cold

Wave Out West.

Makes

{

PORTLAND, ME., HEAD BROWNS WHARF.

DO YOD LOVE YODR CHILD?
Grade Gilman
lives in Dexter,
Me., and she is
the light of her
little home. A

—

■

His Death Near.

Letter from Dr. Graves to Mrs. Barnaby

f

i

SOUTHERN PINE

More of the Same

Hearts

n

!

Timber, Flank and Flooring Boards.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices.

Schlotterbeck & Foss

every

inrl i/inilnn

Foss S

Scblotterbeck

B ^“ftochiffiaann’s
Asthma Cure nover/ails to givo B
~
instant relief m the worst cases; insures com- M
B tortable deep; effecto cures Where all others fail. A 9
B trial convinces the most skeptical. Price, 60 cts and H
■mi .00, of Druggists or by tnail. 8amDle FREE for El
DR.
St, Purcl. Minn. H

Toilet Waters.

Graoie Gilman.
hours at a time. No

or*

J

Full of comfort for all Fains. Inflammation, and Weakness of the
Aged is the Cnticurn Anti-Pain
_Pln«ter, the ttrst and only pain-kill-

SCHLOTTERBECK ’S

came

o □

•luck and endurance, the victim’s arm is
I •ared for branding. In the case which has
j ust come under my observation, six deep
£ nd savage burns, from the shoulder to the
f lbow, were inflicted with a
lighted cigar,
] .lifelong scars and disfigurement are bad
nougb, but the shock to systems already
educed in vitality by previous physical
* xactions is severe and dangerous.
In
c omparison with a cigar, a branding iron
vould be merciful, but It seems necessary
t o add to the danger of the bum that of
flood poisoning.”
President Eliot was seen last evening
.nd this communication shown to him.
“The language is a little strong, certainy,” he said. “Mr. Garrison takes an overerious view of the matter. The Dickey,”
-the society is known in the university by
hat name—“is an old society and is a rel c
-the only survival of the savagery of the
Aden time. The only cure for it is public
lentiment—an education away from lit.
iiVe try to exert an influence against its
lomewhat barbarous initiation and hope to
•one it down in time.
The only possible
emedy. however, is to reach it within it.
seif In that way. It is not essentially a
secret society. Everybody knows of its
!orms of initiation and knows its members
ind its applicants for membership. What
t imposes in its initiation is rather ridicuons than severe.
“The worst thing about it is this brandwhich is done with a lighted cigar. It
Dg,
|J las been
a part of the initiation for
years.
1 do not know of any serious results tuat
lave attended, although there has been
iqme talk of Instances of blood poisoning,
initiation is not the same in all cases,
! rhe
rhe newcomer is required to do whatever
le is directed, and generally it is some
i ibsurd thing,
such as riding from Camiridge to Boston in a 6treet car wearing
tome striking costume, or with coat turned
wrong side out, or applying at a Beacon
I itreet residence for cold victuals.
They do
1 ;hese things as a matter of honor.
This
whole matter is silly, in fact.
“The society is considered one of the
nost exclusive of the university, and our
>est men are among its members.
There
ire probably sixty men waiting to become
uembers of the society and there are
irobably one hundred and fifty who are
uembers—not a
very
large
prolortion in a total namber of 2700 students.
Vhen I repeat that this is the only thing
( if the kind In the university I have this to
;dd: When I attended this university,forty
ears ago, there were things dune beside
rhich the performance of theDiekey society
vould not be mentioned. In the first place
here is comparitively no drunkenness. At
hat time more university men went to
lieces through drink out of a total of a few
mndred than do so now out of our neatly
hree thousand men—not in proportion to
he number, I do not mean, but absolutely
greater number than now.
This reform
las not been worked by any laws that we
nade or could have made. It is simply a
<
bapge in moral sentiment. It is no longer
1 ashionable to throw one's life away in

i I ill

,
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Dbuo and chemical Cobpobation. Boston.
B3P"Seud for “How to Cure Skin Diseases.”
64 pages, 60 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.

JanlO

,

WTas One

Boys.

Ha PPrpmoniuQ

At Moderate Prices.

high

Diguilied President

1

IRWIN Celluloid Goods
The

Isaac Sawtelle Stricken With

a

St. Paul, December 28.—it is snowlDg
The mercury Is
here and driitinfjl hard.
dropping rapidly and a regular blizzard is
developing which extends all over the
West.
At Redwood Falls, Minn., the
worse snow storm of the season is raging.
At Mason City the thermometer has fallen
A general
over 80 degrees since noon.
blockade is feared.

Per:

Only Silly—ImproveCollegians Since the Days

\

of the skin, scalp, and blood, with loss of hair,
from Infancy to age, whether simple, scrofulous, or hereditary, when all other methods and
best physicians fail.

my father or my beru for a present, what belter
advice conld we give than to say a box of the

10c.

Its

Are

t 0 the severities practised in the initiation
t f members into the secret societies of the
diversity—notably the D. K. E. In his
3Her, Mr. Garrison says: “The (secret soc iety known as the D. K. E. has long been
j source of scandal and of private indigoat* ion.
Aside from the witless penalties amt ending the initiation of members, a cruelty
1 las been superadded, akin to the barbarism
( f the Fejee islands, or the practices of deAs a culmination of
* raded Indian tribes.

TRADE MARK REGISTERED.

Now that the

Cruel—

( larrison writes an open letter to the facult y of Harvard
University, calling attention

psoriasis, and speedily, permanently, econotnically, and|infalllbly cure every species of torturing, disfiguring, itching, burntug, bleeding,

and infallible.

the

Boston, December 25.—William Lloyd

The greatest skin cures, blood purifiers, and
humor remedies of modern times, instautly relieve the most agonizing forms of eczema and

uuradcn

in

When the

Cuticura Remedies

auu

Says

Society Is
President Eliot Replies that

eodtl

SPECIAL NOTICE.

GALLOWS CHEATED.

AlURliER.

PROSECUTION SURPRISED.

fosier’s Forest City Dye House

everybody is wondering what shall I make

Lighted

Cigars,

out with

_

nov29

LIKE

Kegular Blizzard Developing and
Blockade Feared.

A

SLEEPER’S EYE:
CIGARS

DYED

^o. 13 Preble

eczema

Mv baby boy, 6 months old, broke

Garments Cleansed
-AND

snowing out west.

THE HARVARD DICKEY.

eczema. The itching and burning was intense;
the eczema spread to his limbs, breast, face, and

NOTICES.

INSURANCE.

PRICE THREE CENTS
—

i——

Maty.
Nnfrtri»gi of I.iltle
Keren Diclsn and Two llotipUala
Fail. Cared by Cuticura.

vtuoovu,

Page 6.
^
lor Comedians; a story.

BanatfJHSIjB

Terrible

Obituary.
Sunday services.

Music and Drama.
January dividends.
Massachusetts Cattle Commissioners vs.
Dr. Bailey.
Southern California; a Portland gentleman's letter.

DECEMBER 26, 1891.
~

miMCGM ANKOVS.

THIS MORNING’S NEWS.

MORNING,

SATURDAY

PRESS.

— —1

Turkey Supper and Dance in

v>

a

Mill.

Newport, December 25.—Special and
regular trains yesterday brought crowds to
the dedication of the new woollen mil)
situated at the foot of Lake Sabasticook,
with a water power of 15-foot head. The
mill is owned by local parties. S. P. Judkins has superintended the building and
C. C. Pickering has set up the machinery.
The building was well filled, and at 8 o’clock an orchestra gave a concert until 9
when one entire floor was covered with
dancers. At midnight a fine turkey supper
was

served.

Walt Whitman Somewhat Better.

December 25.—Wall
Philadelphia.
rallied somewhat early this
morniug from the dying condition he wain last night, and tooay is somewhat better
than for the past three days.

Whitman

e

t

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A cream of tartar

baking powder.

High*

est of all in leavening strength,—latest V.
S. Government Food

Report,

Ml (*c K I.JL Aft K«»US.

a

ruinfiiM

xm.

FOR SCROFULA
scrofulous humor
in the blood,

Day

Was

South “Bifore thj War Came.”

ll leers,

catarrh, and
consumption,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

with

Ucurty Good Will—Lot;
to

tion.)

HRISTMAS

in
the Bouth is more
nearly assimilating that of the
north every year,
but in antebellum times it was
a season of festivity which, beginning on the
24th of December, did not end
until after New

effective of all

blood*purifiers.
Has Cured Others
cure you.
-I,

Year’s, a period
master and slave enjoyed relax-

in which
ation from every care.

Trne, there are at

present family gatherings

at which egg-

nog and all the good things aro dispensed
with a generous hand; the little people
have their Christmas eve and Santa
Claus pays his midnight visit; the small
VlAlT

tuirvn

M/In

«4-
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Mr. FRED FOOLER
SAYS

QqooEif’s Sy/fup
REMEDY.

Mr. Fred Pooler, of Waterville, Me., a
leading Grocer and 'Real Estate
Dealer, for many years Town Selectman and City Alderman, says:—
I cannot call myself a chronic dyspeptic,
although I am often troubled with distress
after eating, and at times, Heartburn and
Sour Stomach, also Headache
and Con-

stipation.

I must say that I never use Groder’s
Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup without receiving almost instant relief. 1 keep it in my house
as a household remedy.
My wife thinks
that she cannot live without it. I have
given it to my children with very satisfactory results for the last few years. Have
sold different patent medicines in my store,
but Groder’s Syrup seems to be the leading seUer, and everybody praises it in the
highest terms.
I recommend it as a household remedy
for old and young; if you once test its
merits you will never be without it.

Yours respectfully,
Feed Pooler, ‘Waterville, Maine.

THE

MED™ NIU

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that In case it does you no good you can
receive yonr money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Doss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Beand Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless hearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GRODER OYSPEPSIA CURE

COMPANY,

WATEftVIXUE, MAINE.
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has left the horses uncurried, and there
may be an unsteadiness about the footsteps of even old Daddy Ben. But who
cares? Who complains? Christmas comes
but once a year!
F. G. de Fontaine.

t

uiiuweu near a

when bedtime came the girls were content to “bunch” in the big spare rooms,
while the gay gallants slept on the cotton
VMU

VIMJV

UCX

VXi

DWXXXD

_

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
ft regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion, Boss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c., and $1.00. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors.

Dr. J. F- TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.

JylB

TT&SAWtU

BOYNTON,
547 Congress St.

Beys’ Nicks! Watches, Warranted to
keep good time.

After supper—and such a supperl—the plantation fiddler took his
place, and then the fun began. “Fore
an back two; tu’n yo’ pa’tner at de corner;
Bhasha all ’roun; my Lor, ole massa, yo’
spile eberything!” and away the young
people, led by the host and hostess, would
go in the mazes of cotillon and country
dance until the Virginia reel announced
eport ended for the night.
Before the faintest streak of dawn appeared to warrant the assumption that
Christmas had really come, Santa Claus
himself could not be more alert than old
Daddy Ben, when -with stalwart arms
piled high with cut wood and a flaming
“light ’ood” knot in his hand he crept
through the never locked doors of the
big house into the chamber where the
master and mistress were still asleep
and threw his burden on the floor. But
Daddy Ben’s noisiness is a well understood maneuver to break the slumber of
the “w’ite folks,” so that he may catch
them with his “Chrismus gif, massa;
Chrismus gif, missus,” and the slightest
rustle of the bedclothes is warrant
enough for the suspension of the fire
building process, while he rises to his
feet and in stentorian tones shouts his

EO

547

in

faithful service.
Before breakfast the guests have been
refreshed with a cup of coffee, milk
punch or “peach and honey.” Afterward they assemble on the piazza to
witness the distribution of the gifts.
First come the “yard folks” according
to seniority, and next the “field hands,”
the latter frequently numbering hun-

dreds, and each receives

a useful presThe women receive bandannas,
dresses, shawls and articles in bright
colors; the men receive jackets, trousers,
comforters, fancy pipes and tobacco; the
children caps, shoes, calico dresses,
worsted hoods and sacks, in addition to
which are needles, thread, buttons, scissors, etc., for the heads of families. Then
warm punch and eggnog,
previously
provided in huge buckets, are set out on
the lawn, and as the people file by, each
to quaff his cupful, there is again the
“Merry Christmas” and “God blessyo’”
from every lip.
Still one more custom remains, in
which hosts and guests alike participate,
namely the throwing of handfuls of dimes
to the youngsters, and the leaping, heaping, squirming, scrambling mass of legs

ent.

Yf^TO
Congress Street,

Ladies’ Solid Gold
Waltham & Elgin, $25,

Watches,
28, 30.

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE IN-

8UBANCE COMPANY is now in the
It
forty-third year of its existence.
has already paid more than Twenty
five Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and

their beneficiaries and

assets of more than Six
[illion Dollars and a large surplus

Sossesses

crown crav

wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

and

arms

and woolly heads and

shining

ana

if

tneir siaies

they

were

are

dogs.

Once a hero, now hardly a reminiscence! The memory of General Boulanger receives scant respect from the
fickle Parisians, for the busts and portraits which Ms admirers onco bought
up so early are now flooding the montsEven “my
de-piete, or pawnshops.
aunt” does not value a handsome bronze
bust of the late popular hero at more
than two dollars.

lent floor.

wnnllv hfiads that have

$4.00.

as

A Drug at the Pawnshops.

A Seventeenth

Century Christmas.

“Christmas Day (1662)—Had

greeting.
i

map

thrown to them

VA/U V CXi*

Then he goes off chuckling to the
other bedchambers in the house to repeat his ruthless enterprise there. Close
behind follows old Aunt ’Riah, and as
the thrusts her turbaned head in the
door there’s another glad cry of “Chrismus gif, massa; Chrismus gif, missus.”
By this time, July finds a pretext for intrusion in gathering up the family shoes
to blacken, and he, too, makes the grand
rounds. Then come Judy and Bee and
Car’line and Phillis and Cynthy and
Scipio, the carriage driver, and the rest
of the army of house hands who so
clogged the domestic machinery in those
lavish days, each repeating the formula
of Daddy Ben, until the angel of sleep
is fairly routed and the family good
naturedly resign themselves to the fusillade of Christinas greetings from the

It is hard to eradicate old customs,
Public education in India labors under
special difficulties through the various
caste distinctions. For instance, the
low castes in the public schools of the
central provinces are treated like pariahs
by the teachers and the pupils of a superior rank. They are obliged to lurk
about the doors or windows, are never

i

j

a

pleas-

ant walk to Whitehall, where I intended to have received the communion with
the family, but I came a little too late.
By and by down to the chapel again,
where Bishop Morley preached on the
song of the angel, ‘Glory to God on
Mgh, on earth peace and good will toward men.’ Methought he made but a
poor sermon, but long, and reprehending the common jollity of the court fox
the true joy that shall and ought to be
on those days.
Particularly concerning
their excess in plays and gaming, saying
that he whose office it is to keep the
gamesters in order and within bounds,
serves but for a second rather in a duel
meaning the groome porter. Upon which
it was worth observing how far they are
come from taking the
reprehensions of
a bishop seriously, that
they all laugh
in the chapel when he reflected on theii
ill actions and courses. He did much
press us to joy, and to hospitality. Bui
one that stood by
whispered in my oare
that the bishop do not spend cue gi'oate
to the poor himself. The sermon done
a good auLheui followed with
\iulls, and
the king came down to receive the sacrament.

“Christmas Day (1665)—To church in
the morning, and there saw a
wedding
in the church, wliich I have not seen in
many a day; and the young people so
merry one with another, and strange to
see what delight we married
people have
to see those poor fools decoyed into oui
condition, every man and woman gazin# turn Bimiiug at tnem.

“Christmas

To dinner
Day (16G8)
alone wiih my wife who, poor wretch!
Bat undressed all day till 10 at night, altering and lacing of a noble petticoat,
while I by her, making the boy read to

Prices Bock Bottom,
Every lady

responsibility,

his countenance grew

longer

and longer. When he was leaving one day,
the lady’s husband followed him. “X
greatly appreciate the anxiety you feel for
my poor wife,” he whispered, “but please
don’t let her see It again, for after you had
left the room she asked me if you were the

undertaker.”—Argonaut,
German Kasier Than French to

Acquire.
German is on the whole easier than
French; its character is in accordance
with the genius of the English language,
and, if it has retained inflection of the
sentence, making it necessary to put the
verb at the end of every subordinate
clause, this peculiarity does not constitute any special obstacle in the way of
progress.—Boston Herald,
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pair

Warm Comfort Slippers.
Ladies’ Misses’ and Children’s Button Overshoes f >r Christmas preseut*.
Seasonable goods in many styles.
Men’s $3.00 and $4 oO shoes a spe-

WHAT WILL

cialty.
$2.00 Shoos for your inspecW* desire to merit your patronage. WE PROPOSE to sell Footwear
and shall endeavor to make our TWO
Men’s

tion.

YOU HAVE?
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and bookcase for your
best girl will cost you
anywnere from $10 up,
but you can get a neat
little desk for $5.
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BRANCHJBRQWN,
Round th« Corner,

MONUMENT

decl2

Congress St.

all Wasting
Cures Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Scrofula, and
Diseases
It is pleasant and palatable to take as honey. Does not produce Nausea,
and is easily assimilated.
Its strengthening effects are almost immediate.
It does not come up to assert Itself semi occaslonally after being swallowed, as other Emulsions certainly do.
It is a Croat Producer of BONE and MUSCLE, it purifies the Blood, ana
patients gain rapidly in weight while taking it.
It is a true Emulsion, the only one that is always ready, always alike, and
that never has a thick, gummy, and greasy blob at the top to upset the
patient’s stomach.
It is used in all the leading hospitals.
It is prescribed by the most eminent physicians In the United Stated
and Canada, and many assert that it is
*

_

_

_
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UNION Ml'AllOt, HIju of Gold
944

COMPOUND SYRUP OF HYPOPHOSPHITES

BEST

Easy Comfortable Plush
Rockers at $5 and less

Hoot,

MAGEE EMULSION 08.,

461 Congress St.
eodtf
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111

and more,

according

to

Good for mother

style.

First rate Platform Rockers at $3.50 for your
big sister.
Good
Easy Chairs in
which rest is assured,
Father would like one.
$5 will buy one.
A pretty five-foot Easel
and a Picture all for $2.
Very nice present and
not much money.

more

**

THURSTON'S
PIANO HOUSE
supplies these

in

good pair

of

Blankets,

very nice thing to give,

always

acceptable,

ALSO ORGANS,
see or send for Catalogue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

Rockers
were
never as handsome for
$6 as they are this
Christmas
for $4.50.
Just think of it.
Some

and

for regulating the periodic course.
_None genuine unless signed ''Blahcakd, 40 ruo
Bonaparte, Pari*." SOLD BY ALL DRUGOI8T3.
E. Fongera & Co., N. Y. Agents for U. S.

S,THURSTON,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St., Portland
dec24

Open evenings until Jan. 1st.
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SOME OF OUR SELLING OUT PRICES.

dtl

DRY GOODS
AT COST.
Proposing to make a change in onr
business, we will offer onr entire
stock of Dry G ods at cost for the
next (!© days. N<i such cbauce to buy

nice fresh goods at cost was ever
fore offered iu Portland.

be-

English Silesia 12 1-2 cents,
Lining Cambrics 3 cents,
46 inch Serges 59 cents,
Striped Cloakings 98 cents*
White Lawn 8 cents,

J.M.DYER &.C0.
decl5

not, accept

LADIE8 AND GENTLEMEN.

.'-■■■

r

beau-

Don’t mother want a Sewing Machine? $28 will
buy a beauty. $5 down
$4 a month.

Berry Dishes, Castors,

m
n
VAVVAOj

very
H mil

VUU1U

will

$5

get

1\ a
MV

a

splendid clock.

WE SOLICIT
uecl8

ONE

You can’t select a more useful gift, or one
that a man will appreciate more, than one of
l those comfortable Neglige Garments. Our line
this year is far superior in quantity and quality
to those we have shown in previous seasons,
and the prices are exceedingly low lor this class I
of goods. We carry them in sizes from 34 to
44. You should call and look over our stock
before the assortment Is broken. Here Is a list
of articles which we make a specialty of for
Holiday buyers:

TRIAL.
dim-

A REWARD

Of®

Comforters.

Centre Tables and Bible
Stands.

dlawSly

Do not pay the big;
which jewelers have

Portland,

itte.

Ifangor Biddtf.rd,

Narwa^j

ATKINSON.

IHoauiuruc

Square#

charged.

profits
always

20N T 1'iniout Si., Ito.tou, fflaM.
For the treatment of paralysis, deformities,
epilepsy, braiu and nervous diseases in all their
forms. The only paralytic institute in the United
States. Consultation and advice at the institute
free. Patients waited upon at their homes In
Boston if desired. Circulars malle« to any
address. Institute open daily from 9 n ui.
o 5 p. m.
augSdlawSly

Oldiown,

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE
IN8URANCK COMPANY vary in accordance with ihe p!au of insurance
selected and tile aje an issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and hence
are suited to all cimunst.’ices.

C H RISTM AS
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c*
Music Books.
latest Series! Just Issued I
Ne Pins Ultra Piano Collection.
160 pages. Brilliant but easy places
Ne Pins Ultra Ballad Collection.
160 pages.

Latest and best songs.

Ne Plus Ultra Sons: and Chorus Coll’n.
Each song has a rlngiog chorus.
Ne Pins Ultra Banco Collection.
Every style of dance music; uot difficult.
All lh«M bothaaie large slice! aiair size.
ANY VOLUME SENT POSTPAID FOR 30c.

B

O YNTO
547 Congress St.

fU
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Make the boy happy by buy
ing one of my $8 Waltham
GENERAL MANA6ER.
du
Watches for him.

Waterville.

FOR

“BOYNTON,

-HEADQUA11TEK8Cur. Pearl and M.ddle Streets

Utc2a

OUTFITTERS,

dec9eodtl

547 Congress St.

HOUSE FIIBMIiG CO.

ISAAC C.

Haskell & Jones,
MEN'S

THE ATKINSON

Kocklaud nad

,

■.

BOYNTON,

We could go on, but we want to
517 Congress St.
have yon see our spleudid array of
presents and oureleiraut line of FurnU
Silver Piclnre Framesfor Card and
ture. t'arp^ts and House Furnishings Cabinet
Photographs, all the latest
of all kinds.
styles.
decl2
Open every evening.
dtf

(inrdiser,

Beautifnl N«ckwear, Vine Glares, Silk
I'inbretins, « tines, Hen f Pins, Hleere
Buttons, Elegant
Fancy
Night
Hkirta, Hilk mufflers, Hilk Initial Hdkfs,, etc., etc,

is hereby offered by the Megantic Fish and Game
Corporation for information leading to conviction of any party taking fish or game on the
Megantic preserve in the lose season.
J. O. WOODRUFF. President.
Attest: A. W. KOblNaON, Clerk.

Boston Paralytic and Nerve Institute,

Draperies, Chenille Table
Covers, iiugs, Puffs and

Branche.—Auburn,
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Christmas Presents.

Cake Baskets, Tea Sets
and all kinds of nice

things
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COATS
—
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offer of $10 down
and $5 a month for an
worth
organ at $65
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Breakfast Jackets

mas

$100.
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Christ-
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organ?
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foxjEper price 15

Congress Street.
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Rockers, $1. Nothing
pleases a child more or
lasts as long as a Chair.
Have you

former price 6 cents
former price 75 cents
former price $1.25

ETTA M. OWEN &

—

Chairs

former price $1.25
former price 17 cents

Colored Velvets 98 cents,

$2.50._
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Come and

$3.50, fine Blankets.
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perfection.

Banquet Lamps for $5.

A
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PIANO?
NAUGHT CAN.

Lamp and nicely
decorated bhade $1.50.

fancy trimmings.

I

>

really good

A Table

Hall Lamps for $3.00
with ruby globes aud

t
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beautiful, more pleasing,
morn appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER tban
a
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Ask your Druggist for it, AND TAKE NO OTHEK.
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Too Much Anxiety.
The famous English physician, Sir Edward Quain, when quite a young man, was
placed in temporary charge of a patient,
und full of the weight of his unaccustomed

should

Brown’s

—

the ‘Life of Julias Caesar’ and Dea
Cartes book of music.”—Pepy’s Diary.
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SLIPPERS FOR EVERYBODY,

Caste Still Exists.

pany” in those days was no trouble; hospitality was as easy as breathing, and
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the toothsome articles simmering in the
vault below. Stands have been erected
in front and all through the yard, upon
which a thick layer of earth is piled and
fat lightwood knots kindled. Old Aunt
’Riah goes up to the house to report progress to her “missus.” “La, honey,” she
says, “dar’ll be chicken pie an tater
pudd’n an ’simmon bser fur dem niggers
ter eat an drink, twel j'o’ll be sick er de
sight er de vittles. Ebbrybody’s gittin
ober de groun wid er dubble shuffle.”
And then the feast begins, and the
clamor is kept up until after the prodigious supper is disposed of. Fiddling
and dancing ensue until they can fiddle
and dance no more. Breakfast in the
“big house” may be an hour late the next
morning. July hasn’t finished blacking
the boots of his young massas; Scipio

uaiu

ancient right to usher in the day by filling the air with firecrackers and making
all the noise on toot horns of which his
lungs are capable; a marvelous dinner
is eaten with the usual result of pills
and paregoric; “charity trees” abound
in the church chapels and some of the
large mansions, from which useful donations are made to the poor, and the people perpetuate the memories of the time
in many ways, but the old order of
things, the genuine plantat/on Christmas, has long passed into the realm of
legend and tradition.
Christmas in the country then meant
a great deal, for every planter kept open
house, and the idea of his city friends
spending the season in town was something not to be entertained. Preparations were begun early in December.
With “hog killing time” came the great
stores of hams, spareribs, sausages and
cracklings that went to enrich the
larder. The chosen turkeys, geese and
ducks were inclosed in special pens, to
be fattened for the sacrificial day; the
aunties who presided over the kitchens
plunged into the depths of ancestral recipes, and housekeepers busied themselves in piling upon the pantry shelves
assortments of preserves, jellies and
other delicacies that were to tempt the
tastes of guests.
When these arrived the mansion was
usually filled to overflowing, but “com-

~

FOB

CHRI8TMASJSLIPPERS.

the quarters at night, an event in anticipation of which the mouth of every hau l
on the place has ueen watering for a
month. It lias been foreshadowed for
weeks by the fattening of geese and
chickens, the hunting of ’possum, squirrels and wild ducks, the killing of “the
fatted calf”—the gift of the master—and
the accumulation of eggs and sweet
’taters for pone and pies. The long
table, built for the occasion, has been
spread, and Old Alex has dug his
“grave,” and started the barbecue. He
has thrown fat lightwood splinters and
huge sticks of hickory into the pit, and
now there is a bed of red coals from
which a stream of hot air arises.
Across the opening are laid poles, from
each of which is suspended by a strong
twine a side of pork or kid or beef. Near
the pit stands a big bucket containing a
mixture of butter, salt, vinegar and
black and red pepper, with which and
a mop, mixed with the drippings from

Lai.
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economical,
safe, speedy, and

TO PROVE

—

The great Christmas feature of the
plantation, however, is the supper up at

Which the Master, Guests and Slaves
Joined

of Fun aud Luts

The most

OUR

Headquarters

enjoyment.

Vivid Description of the Festivities, in

IS

SPECIAL SALE.

or

every hour is tilled with its wealth of

use

will

Fpeiit in the

a

gallop,

_miscellaneous.;

perhaps a race between
some of the thoroughbreds, or it may be
that a fox is started by the hounds. In
the afternoon there is more dancing on
the piazzas; and so from morning until
night, including the big feast of the day,
for

How the
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eyes makes sport unrivaled even by the
“rashes” of a college football team. This
frolio over, the horses are brought out

OLIVER DIISON COMPANY, Boston.
Tu&Fri&wly
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hTe. mills,
Piano Tuner.!
Order Slate at Chandler's Music More,
eboeodlt
431 Cungress Slitei.
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cottoleh!
READ!

MARK!

The

Right Man
Together.
If your dairy has not been paying, try
fcnd find out where the trouble is before
going any further. You know that lots
pf dairymen find the business profitable,
pmd it is a confession of weakness to admit that you cannot do as well as they.
Look to your cows first, and see if you
have the right sort. Out of them all if
you find one poor milker, or a dozen, sell
such at once. They will help spoil the
profit of all the rest. Then Btudy up on
the feed question, and find whether you
have been feeding judiciously, keeping
in mind that you want to feed for milk
—not for flesh.
If the cows are good and they are
properly fed the foundation is all there
for successful dairying.
The rept is
merely a matter of application and
proper business qualifications. Do not
blame the cows if you have not got
those. In looking into the question of
winter dairying, and figuring upon the
probabilities of profit to be derived from
adopting this method, it must be borne
in mind that the cows would have to be
wintered in any event, and it is certain
if they are fed a full milk ration of bran
and meal they will not consume more
than half the amount of fodder that
would otherwise be required to winter
them. Consequently the grain fed must
not all be charged against the winter
butter, as there is such a saving in fodder.
Further than this, fall cows, stabled

LEARN!

INWARDLY DIGEST.

depend

upon

wholesome digestible food. Food
to be easily digested must be
properly prepared. This means good

cooking,

and

a

good

cook must

have healthful fine flavored

terials.

awaking

People

ma-

everywhere

are

to the importance of
greater care in the selection of
food materials.

COTTOLENE

TAKES THE LEAD
Among cooking materials, because pies, biscuits, and
pastry
are better flavored, more delicious
and

nutritious than food
with animal fat. Wein-

more

Sared
ialso everything FRIEDsuch
as
hnmirn?

potatoes,
r

eggs,

»f/-

fish, mush,

Everybody knows that

vegerun, far

is, in the long
readily assimilated by the

table food
more

digestion than

animal

products.

COTTOLENE
essentially a vegetable

Is
preparation and is guaranteed to be a
sure preventive of dyspepsia.

finrl

their
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Manufactured only by

N. K. FA1RBANK & CO.,
CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.
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Sore Throat

Lameness

Complaints
Rheumatism
AND ALL

Inflammation
only
druggists.
Sold

In our

own

bottles. All

POND'S EXTRACT CQ.J765thiK»aN.Y.

_

PONkiS

^EXTRACT

N T ¥1N T.
oq 0!
It’s
remarkable specific

_

action upon the affected parts
gives it supreme control over

however severei,
fl~——Hies,
Also

for Burns, Scalds,
Eruptions, Salt Rheum &c.

™

Testimonials from all classes
prove its efficacy. Price 50a
Sold by all Druggists or sent
by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only bv
POND’S EXTRACT CO., 76 6th Ave„ N. 7.
B
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of milk for some time when
they get to grass in the spriDg, especially
if some feeding is continued after they
are put on pasture, and they will not go
dry so long. That cows fresh in the fall
will give more ttilk during the year than
such as are fresh in the spring is an established fact. Add to this that in winter dairying the bulk of the work comes
at the season when there is little else to
do, and you have several good reasons
for studying the subject carefully.
Running a dairy of cows so as to have
them dry in winter and have nothing to
sell when dairy products are highest is
not the sort of financiering that will
make farming pay.—Nebraska State

yield

Cheese Slaking in Ontario.
Mr. Bell’s factory is considered to be
the best in Canada.
It was selected
for dairy school last summer, and
over eighty cheese makers were here,
staying from two days to two weeks,
taking in the milk testing and taking a
look at the way the curd is worked. For
milk testing we used Dr. Babcock’s test in
connection with the Quevenne lactometer, the corrected lactometer reading
added to the percentage of fat. This
divided by four gives us the correct
amount of solids not fat. Taking 9 per
cent, for average solids in milk, we can
easily find out if any water is added, and
if so how much. Before setting the
milk every vat is tried as to the ripeness
of the milk with the rennet.
As soon as the milk is ripe rennet is
added (no color now), the milk being at
a temperature of 86 degs.
Then comes
cutting, after twenty-five minutes, stir,
ring is done by paddles moved by steam
power. When the curd is firm and
shows one-sixth inch of acid, it is dipped
into a curd sink, thoroughly stirred and
covered up. Then it is broken in pieces,
turned continually and kept warm nntil
it is fit for grinding, one inch of acid.
In May we use Harris’ curd mill. Now
we use a common curd cutter, driven
by
steam power. The cut curd is stirred
in good shape, turned and
kept warm.
After some time it is fit to salt, inch of
acid a little over 2.5 to the 1,000. After
a short while, when the curd does not
feel harsh, it is put to press and 90
pounds of cheese are made out of the
1,000. A few times we had gassy curd.
In such cases the curd is piled up and
kept warm until the pinholes disappear.
We are getting about 20,000 pounds a

day.—Cor. Creamery Journal.

ST&Tnrmtfc w& w46
American Butter In Europe.

WINTHROP
are the

product of an A-l factory, located in
Springfield, Mass., and established in 1852.
This brand of Cigars is exceedingly

POPULAR
with smokers everywhere
smooth flavor.
Try them.
dealers everywhere.

JOSEPH

for Its mild and
Sold by the best

WHITCOMB

&

Hpria(fl«ld| Man*.

nov27

CO.,
dim

BLANKET

IS THE STRONGEST.
Hose Genuine without Hors; stamped inside.
Price of 6 lb. Shaped Blanket, $4.50

“
“
8 lb.
6.50
Ilk to see the 100 other B/a styles at prices to
suit everybody. Sold by all dealers.
WM. AYRES & SONS.PHILADELPHIA.
“

“

sep23_WS&M3m
PNEUMATIC

AND

CUSHION T RES
to
ANY
of Safety Bi-

applied

cycle. Pneumatic,
$i5; Cushion, $15.
For full particulars
and description of
Tires, address

c.

on

Journal.
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A

Cows

Mast Come

—AND—

Life and health

Right

FARM.

h.scanlan&co.,
B«i P-vble

Nl., Portland, Me.
Telephone No. 429 3.
dec24dlw»
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ard—namely, class 1, American; 2,
Asiatic; 3, Mediterranean; 4, Polish; 5,
Hamburgs; 6, French; 7, English; 8,
game and game bantams; 9, bantams
other than game; 10, miscellaneous; 11,
turkeys, entries (single specimens, adult
fowls only); 12, ducks, entries in pair,
male and female; 13, geese, entries in
pair, male and female (black Wyandottes, white Langslians and Indian
games are classed in their places); 14,
ornamental, golden, silver and English

pheasants (single), peafowls (single), pearl
and white guinea fowls, pairs.
How Ohio’s Progressive Farmers Changed
Wet Soil Into Fine Wheat Laud.

Terry, writing to The Rural New
Yorker, expressed his respect for tiles as
Mr.

follows: “I have some land that was
caturally cold, wet and hard. From
,ong experience I find that tile draining,
good tillage, rotation with clover and

light manuring

will

make

such land

bring good crops of wheat and clover.
In fact, on what was once the poorest,
hardest

the farm, I had last
as
fine
as
I ever grew; but
wheat
year
these places will not produce large crops
of potatoes. If my land were all of that
character I would never plant any. It
would be wiser to grow what the land is
better fitted for. I have reduced these
hard places to such a condition that they
are not eyesores when the field is in potatoes, as they once were. In riding by
they would not particularly attract one’s
attention; but the digger would perhaps
find 300 bushels per acre on the natural

clay spot on

1

a

putcttu DUii,

spots

1

1

J
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there would be

only

100

1

LI1CSO

or

less.

“Now, the above is the practical part
The question is, whether ‘it is
of it.
I would hardly want to say
to that, as man can do almost anything. With tile draining and an unlimited supply of manure, and clover grown
and plowed under, it is possible that the
natural condition of the soil could be so
changed in time that great crops even of
potatoes could be grown on it; but it
would not pay.
“The time was when a man could afford to go to great expense to grow a
crop in a locality where the soil was not
naturally suited to it; but that day has,
as a rule, gone by.
Transportation is
cheap now, and the raising of special
crops in localities naturally adapted to
them has come to stay, and this practice
will steadily increase in the future, because it is business, and our farmers are
gradually becoming more businesslike.”
W. I. Chamberlain, with a rich and
varied experience of forty years with
underdraining, gives his experience with
tile draining and permanent timothy.
He says:
One strip of 10 acres had about 8$
tiled and the rest not, until last winter.
Six years ago it was seeded down to
clover and timothy with wheat; and
phosphates were used costing four dollars per acre. The clover (best on the
tiled part) nearly all “went out” after
two years and left clear timothy. On
the tiled part the timothy has fully held
its own and even increased year after
year, but not on the part not tiled. This
year I cut forty immense loads from the
10 acres—loads, I say, cocked overnight
and drawn chiefly on a hay rack 17$
feet long, and loaded heavily because it
had to be drawn about half a mile. One

possible.’
no
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pounds on

the scales. But the point is
this—while the timothy on the tiled part
has held its own or increased year after
year, that on the part not tiled has
grown thinner and shorter, and weeds,
coarse grass and especially that miseratjje pest plantain, have come in. This
year the hay on the tiled part was easily
twice as heavy as on the part not tiled—
as strong, clean timothy as I ever saw,
with no plantain or weeds in it. The
timothy was so dense that it shaded the
weeds to death before they got a real
start.

Story of a Man with a Sure Thing.
This is the dispatch he sent to a friend at
the race track just before he invited every
one in sight in to have a drink:
“Put thirty dollars on for me. Missed
train.”
This is the reply received as he was ordering the third rouud and telling every
one that he had a dead sure twenty to one
shot in the second race:
“Put thirty dollars on what?”
This is the answer he made all haste to
“On

Stick-in-the-Mud to win

live Stock of the

Country.
office has issued a bulletin
showing that on farms of three acres or
over there were on hand June 1, 1890,
14,970,017 horses, 2,240,936 mules and
41.109 asses; that in 1889 there were foaled 1,814,404 horses, 157,105 mules and
7,957 asses; that there were sold in the
same year 1,309,557 horses, 329,995 mules
and 7,271 asses, and that there died from
all causes 765,211 horses, mules and asses
during the same period. The increase
of horses from 1$80 to 1890 is shown to
be 44.59 per cent.
The increase of mules from 1880 to 1890
was 26.66 per cent.; between 1870 and 1880
the increase was 61.08 per cent., while
from 1860 to 1870 there was a decrease
of 2.24 per cent. Of the aggregate number of horses and mules in the whole
country on June 1, 1890, 86.95 per cent,
were horses and 13.05 per cent, were
mules. The south Atlantic group had
the largest proportion, 32.04 per cent.,
as against 67.96 per cent, of horses.
census

Nicoli Andersen, assistant chemist at
the Colorado agricultural experiment
station, states with truth that American
butter in Europe is depreciated, not because it cannot be made well in this
country, but it lacks the uniformity,
keeping qualities and flavor of the Danish or Schleswig-Holstein export butter.
The difference is caused, he says, in a
large measure from improper treatment
while ripening the cream. It has been
shown by the Wisconsin and Texas stations that the yield of butter from
ripened cream is 18 per cent, larger than
from sweet cream. H. W. Conn, of this
country; V. Storck, of Demnark, and H.
Weijman, of Germany, hold that certain
bacteria play an important part in the
process of ripening, but no study has
thus far been made of the changes that
Fair and Square.
really take place in this process.
The professor hopes to find time in
We need the facts about lots of comthe near future to examine into this
parative and competitive tests between
matter from an economical and sanitary
different kinds of separators, and the
standpoint and demonstrate: First, what fiTtrAftoT all rmirirur of iliffornnf crmn/lo
happens when cream ripens? Second, ! and feeding, temperature, etc., that we
how does the ripening of cream influmay have a safe limit placed upon each,
ence the quality of butter?
Third, at and then if operators do not heed the
what stage is cream ripe and by what
rules and the admonition, hold them reeasy test shall this be ascertained?
sponsible for the results.
Fourth, a certain bacteria makes butter
In this connection we will note that
tallow, the butter principles oil, etc.
we have read of one large factory that
This being the case the professor queries:
had hit upon a plan to at least relieve an
Would a cream, separated by centrifuhonest butter maker from unjust suspigal force from a new milked milk after cion of incompetency or dishonesty. It
pasteurizing (heated to 70 degs.), cool- was to have a competent person, of their
ing and inoculation with a pure culture own choosing and under their pay, preof the bacterian thought to produce this
side at the weigh can and take the samso called ripening, produce a better,
ples and make the tests. The butter
more uniform butter than now obtained?
maker has in such case nothing to do
—Field and Farm.
with the individual patrons, either as to
weight of milk or the per cent, of fat
in it. He takes the milk in bulk, and is
Poultry at the World’s B air.
under obligation only to make a good
The exhibition of poultry, pigeons and
showing in product according to the
other birds at the World's fair will begin
weight and average test given him by
Oct. 18 and continue to the 30th of the
another person.—Hoard's Dairyman.
month. Numbered with other rules already issued for the guidance of exhibA Panacea for Moles.
itors is one concerning the limit of enis
stated
that if corn is soaked in
It
tries, which reads as follows: “No one
Fowler's
solution
of arsenic and dropped
exhibitor of poultry from the United
into the runs of moles it will be readily
States and Canada will be allowed to
eaten by the rodents and is a sure
enter more than four birds—i. e., one
of the most stubborn of
cock, one heu, etc., in any one class and panacea for one
pests. The corn should be soaked until
but one breeding pen in any one class.”
it is quite soft, as otherwise the moles
The poultry department is division F
will not attempt to eat it.
and is classed the same as in the stand-

Klrkup, of Sproat’i Landing,
Desperado Out of Town.
There was only one policeman to enforce the law in a territory the size of
Rhode Island. He was quite as remarkable in his way as any other development
of that embryotic civilization. His name
was Jack Kirkup, and all who knew him
spoke of him as being physically the
most superb example of manhood in the
Dominion. Six feet and three inche# in
teight, with the chest, neck and limbs
of a giant, his 300 pounds of weight were
bo exactly his complement as to give him
the symmetry of an Apollo. He was
good looking, with the beauty of around
faced, good natured boy, and his thick
hair fell in a cluster of ringlets over his
forehead and upon his neck.
No knight of Arthur’s circle can have
been more picturesque a figure in the
forest than this Jack.
He was as neat
as a dandy.
He wore high boots and
corduroy knickerbockers, a flannel shirt
and a sack coat, and rode his big bay
horse with the ease and grace of a Skobeleff. He smoked like a fire of green
brush. In a dozen years he had slept
more frequently in the open air upon
pebble beds or in trenches in the snow,
than upon ordinary bedding, and he exhibited, in his graceful movements, his
sparkling eyes and [ruddy cheeks, his
massive frame and his imperturbable
good nature, a degree of health and
vigor that would 6eem insolent to the

the second

Don’t fail.”
This is what the ticker said as he told
the bartender to put half a dozen bottlee
on the ice:

“Second race—Stick-in-the-Mud first, Old
Hoss second. Time, 1:51J^.”
This is the dispatch he received as he was
about to order the first of the half dozen
bottles opened:
“Too late. Why didn’t you give me the
name in your first telegram?”
This is the reply he sent as he walked
out of the hotel barroom and started in the
direction of the government pier:
“Can you give me the name of a good
asylum for idiots and feeble minded

sports?”—Chicago Tribune.

Three Ancient Tree*.

Washington has three trees, each connected with some important event in the
laying out of the town of Washington in
1783. The commissioners who made the
survey began their work under the great
white oak in the front yard of Judge
Andrews’ old
home
at
Haywood.
the
following century this wan
Through
one of the finest trees in Wilkes countv.
Another historical tree is the great poplar on the Alexander homestead. In 1790
the first ordination of a Presbyterian
minister west of the Savannah river took
place under that tree. This was Rev.
John Springer, a man of noted character
and talents, and who would have been
president of Franklin college had he
lived.
Finally, coming down later in time,
we reach the memorable debate between
Robert Toombs and Benjamin Hill in
1856? This was one of the greatest intellectual contests in the history of
Georgia, and will never be forgotten by
those who heard it. It took place under
an oak in the grove of Haywood. It was
followed by a typical barbecue of the old

i'lOW

———

Bipeds Meet.

A gentleman slowly sauntering down
Seventeenth street the other night was
startled by a shrill whistle that sounded
close behind him. He naturally stopped
and looked around, but saw no one. He
started on, but had proceeded only a few
yards when the whistle, louder and
shriller than before, was repeated.
Again he looked around, and again he
saw no one.
Then his heart misgave
him, for the hour was almost midnight.
Vague, unutterable fears clutched at his
soul, until his sleek locks grew to resemble the quills of that notoriously fretful
the

solved.
mystery
He chanced to glance overhead, thinking that probably, like the May Queen,
he had heard the angels call, when he
perceived a parrot in a cage that dangled from a second story window. The
eyes of the feathered and featherless
bipeds met, and the parrot quickly and
was
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blamed fool!”—Philadel-

How Acorns Are Eaten.

Acorns form an important article of
diet among many tribes of Indians.
They are bruised into meal and made
into dough for bread. The meal is usually soaked preliminary in water to take
away its bitter taste. Acorns are stored
away in trees by wood packers, and in
times of scarcity the natives rob these
deposits.—Washington Star.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Mrs. Henpecker is one of those wives there is
pleasing. On the return of her husband
from the city last week she greeted him thus:
“Ob. Adolphus,” she exclaimed, “how short
you have had your hair cur l”
“But my ear Diane,” replied Mr. H. meekly,
‘T haven’t had my hair cut at all.”
•‘Then It’s high time you had,” returned Mrs.
no

H., severely.- Exchange.
I have been troubled

with chronic eatarrh
for years. Ely’s cream Balm is the only remedy
among the mauy that I have used that affords
me relief,—E. W. Willard, Druggist, Joliett
111.
_

New York’s Clean Streets.

Stranger—Walter, remove this flsh. The
smell Is very offensive.
Waiter (with digniiy)—You have been misled,
sar. by de aroma what comes in from do street—
Texas Siftings.
I have

been troubled with catarrh for ten

years arid have tried a number of remedies, but
fouud no -relief until I purchased a bottle of

E y’s Cream Balm. I consider it the most reliable preparation for catarrh and coldin the head.
—Geo. E. Crandall, P. M., Quonocliawntang,
R I.
_

“Say, Hairy,” said one small boy to another
“they is people In the moon.”
“No, they haln’f.”
“Yes, they is; my pa said so.”
“How dos’your pa know? He

the moon.”
no.
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guess he know s morn us ”-St. Louis Repub-

Physiclans and scientists recommend Hall’s
Hair Renewer for gray and thin hair.
Mistook Cause for Effect.
“Does a diet of baked beans improve the
brain?’’ asked Mr. Porscen of Chicago, addressing the lovely Miss Emerson of Boston.
“I do not know,” she answered.
“But the people of Boston are very intellectual,”
“You mistake a cause for an effect ” she said.
“Intellectual people eat beans.”—New York
Press.

Ayers’ Sarsaparilla braces up the system;
purifies and invigorates. Invalids need It.
As Good as New.

Customer—Kr-how about the lasting qualities of this bat?
New C e'k-Oh, that’s all right.
We’ve had
It in the store for more than five years, and you
can see for yourself it is as
good as new.—Indianapolis Journal.
That distressing disease, the piles, is
relieved aud cured by Ayer’s Pills.

speedily

Well Expressed.
Little Mabel, three years
old, suddenly burst
out crying at the dmner table.
*

yh«:,Mabe1’” 8ald tier mother, “what Is the
matter?”
“Oh,” whined Mabel. “My teeth stepped on
my tongue-”—Pick Me Up,

luincx.

Now that the railroad was building
be kept ever on the trail, along what
was called “the right of way”—going
from camp to camp to “jump” peddlers
and gamblers and to quell disorder—except on pay day, once a month, when he
6taid at Sproat’s Landing.
The echoes of his fearless behavior and
lively adventures rang in every gathering. The general tenor of the stories
was to the effect that he usually gave
one warning to evil doers, and if they did
not heed that he “cleaned them out.”
He carried a revolver, but never had
used it. Even when the most notorious
gambler on our border had crossed over
into Jack’s bailiwick the policeman depended upon his fists. He had met the
gambler and had “advised” him to take
the cars next day. The gambler, in reply, had suggested that both would get
along more quietly if each minded his
own affairs, whereupon Kirkup had said,
“You hear me; take the cars out of here
The little community (it
tomorrow.”
was Donald, B. C., a very rough place at
the time) held its breathing for twentyfour hours, and at the approach of train
time was on tiptoe with strained anxiety.
At twenty mjnutes before the hour the
policeman, amiable and easy going as
ever in appearance, began a tour of the
houses. It was in a tavern that he found
the gambler.
“You must take the train,” said he.
“You can’t make me,” replied the

south.—Washington (Ga.) Gazette.
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But suddenly
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"WHO ARE YOU WRITING TO, DEAR?**
“
I am answering Mrs. Pinkham’s letter, that reached ns at Cairo. She
has told me just what to do, and I am feeling mnch better; besides, she
has given me a list of places where her preparations are sold. I found
them here in Alexandria, and have laid in a stock. My mind is
easy now,
so any time you wish to start, I’m
ready 1
American ladies travelling abroad find the Compound invaluable. It
energies in the most trying climate, and is a faithful friend
whenever needed. Mrs. Pinkham’s foreign correspondence is
very large,
and increases rapidly.
sustains the

LYDIA E. PINKHAM ’S VEGETABLEI

Is the only Positive Cure and Legitimate
Remedy COMPOUND
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It cures the worst forms of Female Complaints, that
Bearing down Feeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life. Diesolves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an
early stage, and checks uny tendency to
Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness,
Excitability, Nervous Prostratiop, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General
Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
the Compound lias no rival.
All Druggists sell It as a standard article-, or sent
by mall, in form of Pills or
Lozenges, on receipt of f l.Q<».LVDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO.. LYNN. MASS.
..
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tL--An Illustrated book, entitled “ Guide to
value to ladies.

We will present

a

Health and Etiquette.” bv Lvdia E. Pinltham. is nf
peat
us with two 2-cent stamps.

\

copy to anyone addressing

]Ul
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“Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend itas superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.
“The use of ‘Castoria* Is so universal and
Its merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria
within easy reach.”
Carlos Martyw. D. D..
New York City.
Late Pastor Bloomingdale Reformed Church.

Cast or la cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives Bleep, and promotes di

gestion,
Without injurious medication.

“
For several years I have recommended
your' Castoria,' and shall always continue to
do so as it has invariably produced beneficial
results.”
Edwin F. Pardkk, M. D.,
“
The Winthrop,” 125th Street and 7th Are.,
New York City.

Tmt Cektaur Coepaky, 77 Mcrrat Street, New Tore.

gambler.
There

were

no

more

minutes tne giant was

words.

carrying

In two
the

limp

of the ruffian to a wagon, in which
he drove him to jail. There he washed
the blood off the gambler’s face and
tidied his collar and scarf. From there
the couple walked to the cars, where

body

f

they parted amicably.
“I had to be a little rough,” said Kirkup to the loungers at the station, “because he was armed like a pincushion,
and I didn’t want to kill him.”—Julian
Ralph in Harper’s.
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REICHARDT’S PERFUMERY
FOR THE-

HOLIDAY

TRADE.

Young Woman’s Tact.
pretty touch of courtesy
in a Brooklyn church on a recent Sunday. After the service began some late
comers, evidently strangers, were shown, WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF THESE STANDARD ODORS
AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING:
other seats being occupied, to the very
•
front pew. There were four of them and
they scrupulously followed the routine YLANG YLANG, WHITE ROSE, JOCKEY CLUB, CASHMERE
of worship, rising and remaining seated,
LILY, WILD ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
as they noticed those around them
doing.
BLOS?*0>1, LILY OF
THE VALLEY,
At the hymn before the sermon, having
FRANGIPANNI.CLOVE
PINK
stood during the singing of all the others,
AND
NEW
MOWN
HAY.
they rose as well. It is the custom of
the congregation, however, to sit for this
We take pleasure In recommendiog these perfumes to onr patrons feeling that they
hymn, and the four stood alone when the will give entire satisfaction.
They are put up in a handsome stoppered bottle containing
first note was struck.
a half pint, for only Sl.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents.
Only for a few seconds, for a young
woman, a church member, who saw the
mistake, rose to her feet to share the
330
situation with them. An old gentleman
Street.
0
dec23
dti
just behind her followed suit, another at
his side joined the standers, and in less
than a minute the entire congregation
was on its feet, put there by the
quick
tact of one young woman.
And the
strangers never knew they had blundered.—Her Point of View in New York
WE HAVE THE FINEST LINE OF
A

There

was a

GEORGE

O. FRYE,

Congress

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

Times.

An English Soldier’s Record.

Lord Wolseley, since his nineteenth
year, has served in nearly every important military expedition in which British
valor has engaged. He served in the
second Burmese war as an ensign. As
a lieutenant he served in the Crimea
and was twice wounded. Attaining a
captain’s rank, he served in India and
received a brevet majority. In 1800 he
became a lieutenant colonel and served
in the China war, while in 1862-70, as
colonel, he served in Canada. As inainr
general he commanded the troops in the
Ashantee war, 1873-4; and as lieutenant
general, in 1879, in the south African
In 1882 he served in Egypt, and
war.
in 1884-5 commanded in the Soudan
He received £25,000 for
campaigns.
services in Ashantee and £20,000 for
Egypt. In October, 1890, he became
commander in chief of the army in Ireland.—London Tit-Bits,

Illustrated, Standard, Miscellaneous

and Juvenile

BOOKS
EVER DISPLAYED IN PORTLAND.
Also

a

Full Line of

BOOKLETS

ana

CARDS.

SILVER, PLUSH MD LEATHER FMCY GOODS.

STEVENS & JONES COMPANY,
Under

deOPEN

PalmoutH Hotel

EVENINCS

UNTIL

CHRISTMAS.

*
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She Broke the Buie.

Not all American ladies are docile.
Borne years ago we used to be permitted
to take ladies into the Home library, but
the rule was strict that they must not
be allowed to sit down there.
I once
escorted a young American married
woman through the various rooms of the
library, and I mentioned to her, as a
matter of more or less interesting fact,
that it was against the rules for a woman to sit down there.
“Is that really a
law of the place?” she asked, with wide
open and innocent eyes. “The very law,”
I answered. “Then,” said she
calmly,
“just see me break it!” and she drew a
chair and resolutely sat down at the

table.—Justin McCarthy’s Letter.

Senator Crisp, wheu away from
sends a letter daily u> his

_00126_
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PORTLAND

DApiT PRESS

the constitution.

Welch, it will be remembered, was sent to jail for contempt
in disobeying the mandates of the court.

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription

He was not tried nor convicted. If the
Governor’s action in this case was legal it
will be readily seen that the Supreme
court of New York is always at the mercy
of the executive, inasmuch as he can
by promise of pardon effectually deprive
it whenever he sees fit of the power to
enforce its owu mandates.
If Hill’s
interpretation of the constitution is right
the executive of New YorK can paralyze
the courts whenever he desires to and their
functions can be performed only so long as
suits his pleasure. Instead of being a coordinate branch of the government they
practically become subordinate to the executive. It can be safely asserted that the
people when tney made their constitution
never Intended such a state of
things.

Rates.

Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $i .60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
Daily. (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday,

$2 per year; $1 for six
a quarter; 25 cents for trial

months; 60 cents
subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Rates.
In

Daily Press $1.60 per squire, first
Three Inserweek; 76 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special notices, on first page, one third
additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2 00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less

DE PROFUNDIS.
BY ANNE KEEVES ALDRICH,

I cannot understand; I asked no meed
Of gold, no gi atcr i adlsnce than a smile
To light my lif and looking gravely iu
I see some childish iaults but no deep guile,
Xuat God suouid choose 10 smtto me lu his

$1.50 per square.
Wants, To Lets, For Sales and slmlliar advertisements, 26 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these heading will be
charged at regular rates.
*'**»*■»'"
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wrath,

To make mo feel the weight of his strong
bund.
What have I done, 0 God, to suffer thus?
what have I done? 1 cannot uuderstaud.

B'JUSIO

or first Insertion

and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent lnseitton.

I cannot understand, and so,
meanwhile,

m
..in u.7 si in aim win mu
question linn,
Ann will not seek the less to see his face
Because through tears my eyes ure very aim.

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER

Aua In the hand that choo e to cliasteu "me
rwill slip tiustfuliy my feeb e han«;
For Faitli can still cry out in blackest night,
‘All’s well with me, 1 need not uudu> standi’’
Traveller.

26.

_--Boston
THE

Christmas weather wasn’t much to brag
of in this locality, but cabled accounts of
the situation in London show us that it
might have been infinitely worse.

UUJEGULABIYV OF MEALS,

A

him chairman of the wayB and means committee he has undertaken a task in comparison with which the labors of Hercules

pastime.

The Boston Qlobe thinks that, in view of
Chicago's failure to keep its promise not to
ask the government for more than $1,500,000 for the Columbian exposition Congress
ought to relocate the show, either in New
York or Boston. It ought to have been
located in New York in the first place, but
)o move it now would kill it.
The success of the Parnellites at Waterford is probably the very worst thingIhat
could have happened for the Irish cause.
Defeat would have put an end to the Parnellites as a distinct political faction, and
gradually harmony would have been restored. But their victory will of course
inspirit them to continue the fight, with the
effect of widening the breach in the ranks
of the Irish representatives and the Irish
people and keeping up the succession oi
shindies which have already done so much
..II_A.
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idea.
Our esteemed independent contemporary,
the Boston Herald, after due deliberation
has arrived at the conclusion that “Speaker
Crisp is a bad failure at the beginning.”
It says he has injured the Democratic
party at a critical time, much more than it
was in the power of its opponents to
do,
aud it fears that he has put an obstacle and
an important one in the way of the Democracy carrying the next Presidential election.
People who are alive to
the
welfare of the country however will
hardly look upon a man who puts
an
“important obstacle” in the way
of
the
Democrats
the
capturing
Presidency as a failure. Rather will they
commend him as a great success and bid
him keep right on creating “important
obstacles.”
The Bangor Whig puts the esteemed
Boston Herald in a very unpleasant predicament by publishing in parallel columns
these two extracts from its columns, one
published before the election of speaker
and one after:
The business community has good reason
to be thankful that in the next Congress
the Democrats will hold an indisputable
control of the House. If the Republicans
could have their way silver legislation, as
they had in the 51st Congress, there would
be great danger of the passage of another
silver law increasing the present perilous
inflation of the currency by still larger issues of coin notes.
The committee is a rank free coinage
body. The chairmanship is assigned to
Mr. Bland of Missouri, the most raoid silver crank on the Demooratic side of the
House. The committee, as a whole, comprises eight thoroughpaced supporters of
lree coinage ranked against five more or
less trustworthy opponents of that noxious
The sound money men are
principle.
greatly overbalanced.
There are many signs that the Balmacedists are only waiting lor a favorable opportunity to rise and turn the tables ou the
existing Chilian government. A war with
the United States would furnish such an
opportunity and they would not be slow in
taking advantage of it. This fact is un-

doubtedly appreciated by

the government

and it cannot be without influence in determining what answer to make to our demands.
There is no doubt a very strong
feeling of hatred toward us among the
populace of Sentiago and Valparaiso which
the Government Is obliged to appear to
defer to, but we are inclined to think that
it will taka good care not to cater it to the
extent of bringing on a physical contest with
us.
The Government is intelligent enough
to know that in such a contest Chili would
stand no chance of success and that defeat
would bring on a rising at home which
would cut off their heads publicly, and very
likely physically also. After It has indulged
tu enough bluster to appease the rabble
probably the government will simmer
down and settle our claim.
The legality of the action of Governor
Hill in pardoning election inspector
Welch la exceedingly questionable.
The
constitution empowers the governor to
grant reprieves, commutations and pardons after conviction.
It i3 claimed by
those who deny the governor’s right to do as
he did that there had been no conviction in
the case of Welch within the meaning of

indigestion is irreg-

formance of its functions in accordance
with the habits formed. In respect to digestion this is especially observable. If a
meal is taken at a regular hour, the stomach becomes used to receiving food at that
hour, and is prepared for it. If meals are
taken irregularly, the stomach is taken by
surprise, so to speak, and is never in that
state of readiness in which it should be for
the prompt and perfect performance of its
work.
The habit which many professional and
business men have of allowing their business to Intrude upon their meal hours,
quiet frequently either wholly depriving
them of a meal or obliging them to take it
at an hour or two later than the usual time,
invariably undermines the best digestion
in time. Every individual ought to consider the hour for meals a sacred one, not
to be Intruded upon by any other circumstances. Eating is a matter of too tremendous importance to be interrupted or delayed by ordinary matters of business o»
convenience.
The
habit
of
eating
regular
should
be
cultivated
ear'y
in
life.
Children should be
taught
to be regular at their meals, and to take
nothing brtween meals. This rule applies
to infants as well as to older children. The
practice of feeding the little one every
time it cries is a most serious oue to its
weak digestive organs. An infant’s stomach, though it needs food at more frequent
intervals, two to four hours, according to
its age, requires the same regularity which
is essential to the maintenance of healthy
digestion in older persons. The irregularity usually practised is undoubtedly one of
the greatest causes of the fearful mortality
of infants from disorders of the digestive

If it be true that the Speaker is {going to
try and suppress Springer after appointing

A. ..
vvs

common cause of

ularity respecting the time of meals. The
human system seems to foim habits, and
to be in a degree dependent upon the per-

Foraker’s friends have raked up Senator
Sherman's attitude toward the anti-Chinese bill of 1882, and are using it to
prejudice him with the laboring men of Ohio.
They must be pretty hard up for campaign
material.

were mere
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ports.—Boston Journal of Health.
A WORD OF ADVICE.

1

Now and then a young girl in writing a
note signs herself “Miss Jane Smith,” we
will say instead of, as she should, Jane
Smith. It is not her fault that she has perhaps never had the opportunity of learning
that no person, man or women, should
ever sign a letter with any title prefixed.
The greatest of men and women sign their
letters with the utmost simplicity. Mr.
Howell, with a number of honorary titles
conferred on him by the greatest universities and learned societies of the world,
would sign simply James Russell Lowell.
Rev. Dr. Brooks, also, with several honorary titles conferred on him,would sign himself, only, Phillips Brooks. When a young
women in business employment has occasion
to write a note and signs herself “Miss
Jone8,”or “Miss Mattie Brown,” the recipient
wants
to
tell
always
her,
in
a
to
friendly
way,
sign
her name only, as that alone is wellbred. In the case of a married woman she
may sometimes, when necesssary to give
her title of “Mrs.” put it in parenthesis,
as (Mrs.) Jane Hunter Wilson, but never
otherwise. To write a thoroughly wellbred note or letter is always a most desirable thing, as it marks the difference between good breeding and the lack of its
opportunities, and a little care will enable
one to acquire polite and accepted forms.
QUICK SWEDISH BREAD.
Swedish bread is best when made with
raised dough, but Miss Parlca tells how to
make it with baking powder. Mix in a
6ieve and then iub through it, a quart of
unsifted flour, three heaping teaspoonfuls of baking powder, three tablespoonfuls of;sugar, one-half a tablespoonful of
salt; then rub thoroughly two tablespoonfuls of butter into tbe mixture and wet it
with a scant pint of cold milk. Stir quickly into the shape of a ball. Sprinkle upon
the dough three tablespoonfuls of sugar
and a light grating of a nutmeg, and finally spread a cupful of dried currants over
all. Roll up the dough and cut into slices
about an inch thick. Place tin a baking
pan which has been well buttered and
bake twenty minutes In a very hot oven.
The

currants mav

WHEN YOU WANT

he

if lik-ori

SOMETHING

APPETIZ-

ING.

Select a small firm cabbage and shred it
fine with a sharp knife. Mix the yolks of
three eggs, one-half cup of vinegar, onehalf cup of water, one-half teaspoonful of
made mustard and a few drops of the essence of pepper.
Put all together in a
double boiler and cook until the dressing
thickens, stirring occasionally.
A few
grains of cayenne may be added instead of
tue essence v«hlcu is used in nice cookery
where the taste Is desired but not tue
specks of pepper.
HOME SALVE.

There are a great many excellent salves
which are prepared at home and are far
better than anything to be found at the

ordinary druggist's for chapped hands,
sunburn or any simple roughness of the
skin. A lettuce cream Is one of the most
efficacious of these. The healing effect of
lettuce is well commended. One of the
best toilet soaps we have lu market Is the
lettuce soap. Chop enough young, tender
lettuce to fill two cups; add to it a cup of
melted mutton tallow; let the lettuce cook
in the mutton tallow for about ten minutes; then strain the cream through a
cheese cloth strainer into a clean earthern
bowl. A little essence of violet may be
added for perfume if you wish,

UP A BORNEO RIVER.
Borneo Is a

!

Country Where if You Woult l

Walk You Must Go In

a

Boat—Arch!

■

tecture, Cooking, Fishing, Music—Other
Blatters.

[Special Correspondence.]
London, Dec. 12.—Borneo is

one

ol

[hose places where, as Paddy would say
all land travel must be done by water
for Stanley himself would find it hard t< ,
force a way through the bristling masi (
of impenetrable jungle—too tough anc
pliant to be cut down and too full ol
moisture to be burned up—which fully
bears out the eastern proverb, “An ele
phant cannot break it down, nor an anl
wriggle through it.” In fact, the thick
ets of Borneo, like those of South Amer
ica or Central Africa, may be best conceived by imagining a forest of interlaced telegraph wires, relieved by an
occasional patch of fishhooks or of pen-

knives.
Thus, when you start
here you hire

on

a

journey

boat instead of a horse
or a carriage, and inquire, not about the
state of the roads, but about the tides
and currents. Your native “house boat,”
with a roof overhead and windows along
the sides, a cabin amidships for yourself,
a small pantry farther aft, and a few
little rabbit hutches at tlie stem for
yoar Malay crew and servants, looks
like a cross between an overgrown gondola and Noah's first, attempt at an ark
overcrowded by a false alarm of the
deluge. The only novel feature is a huge
staring oye painted on each side of ■Lhe
bow, since, as the Chinese boatbuilder
will tell you, “Boat no have eye, no can
see

a

go.”

The first

twenty miles
gloomy and

of the
monotonous
voyage are
enough. The river seems to have about
a hundred mouths, all exactly alike and
all equally overshadowed by the black
funereal mangroves, which stand so
thick along either bank as to give you
the feeling of sailing through a monster
hairbrush with bristles twenty feet high.
The cheerless twilight of the overarchor so

ing thickets, the black, sullen, slimy
waters, the close, damp, vapor bath atmosphere, the sickening ordor of mud
and decaying vegetation, the sudden
starting up ever and anon through the
thick, oily stream of the homy snout
and huge notched tail of a monstrous
crocodile, all combine to make this part
of the journey rather depressing. Nor
are matters much improved when you
pass on to the swampy jungles of the
femlike “nipa” palm, which, however
useful in furnishing atap (thatch) for native huts and house boats, becomes rather a bore when you see nothing else for
twenty or thirty miles on end.
But by degrees the gloom lessens, the
banks grow “high and dry,” the
’eous
cobweb of swamp and thicket give3
place to the firm forest land, «.r>d at
length, sweeping around a sharp curve,
yoti come all at once upon a view that
might make any man wish himself a
painter. A vast tower shaped mass of
sandstone thrusts itself out like a pier
into the broad, brown stream, crested
along the summit with noble forest trees,
while the successive ledges or terraces
of its steep, crumbling face are plumed
with magnificent palmlike ferns, one
sprig of which would have covered Goliath from head to foot.
In the base of this mighty cliff, just
above the water’s edge, yawns a deeu
black runnel-like arch, all around which
lie packets of rice and tobacco, strips of
dried fish, deer horns, “incense sticks”
and tiny red and white flags.
Your
Malay boatmen answer your inquiring
look with mi expressive gesture and the
single word “hantus” (spirit), these offerings being in fact a kind of blackmail paid to the spirits of the cave, who
might otherwise play unpleasant tricks
on passing travelers.
By this time you will have passed four
or five groups of rotting, tumbledown
hovels, which were once thriving native hamlets, for before the coming of
the English to establish order with a
strong hand, this whole district was so
mercilessly ravaged by pirates that it was
gradually forsaken by its inhabitants,
most of whom have never returned. But
as you get farther away from the sea
inhabited villages begin to multiply,
and a very queer sight they are. All
alike are built in the regular Malay
fashion, every house being a little box
of bamboos roofed in with palm leaf
thatch and raised high above the ground
on strong piles, wliioh makes all the
huts look as if they were walking about
on stilts.
The only access is by a tanggan (bamboo ladder), and in the middle
of the floor there is always a large
square hole, through which slops and
refuse of every kind are emptied on to
the ground below, till by degrees there
forms underneath the house a perfect
lake of miscellaneous filth, of which, as
the Scottish gamekeeper said of his master’s shooting, “The more said the less
the better.”
Nor is the cookery of this strange region less primitive than its architecture.
Half way up the liver you are regaled

by

hospitable penghulu (native chief)
with a huge “chunk” of queer looking
bluish-brown meat mixed with yellow
fat, which tastes a good deal like rather
a

nnany turns out to be
kind of beef which (as any
one who has been in south Africa will
admit) is not so bad when nothing better can be got. A little farther on you
fall in with another national dish which
is even more remarkable. At one of the
riverside villages two men come on
board with a rather tough steak smelling strongly of musk, which they present to you as “eekan bezar” (big fish).
And a very big fish it proves to be, for
it is nothing else than crocodile, the
Borneans having apparently the same
theory of retribution as the Jamaica negro: “Aha, massa! land crab eat black
Nebber mind. Black man eat
man.
he!”
Crocodile fishing is as favorite a sport
in Borneo as salmon fishing in Europe,
and »>• almost Averv Ijeud of the river
you may see one of the traps set by the
Dyak for his natural enemy. These are
as simple as they are effective, consisting merely of two strong poles, pliant
Bnough to bend without breaking, lashed
firmly together and get deep in the bank.
gamy porn,

rhinoceros,

out

a

To these poles is attached a stout
rope,
and to the end of this rope is fastened a
short stick with both ends
sharpened,
and a dead monkey or
else

something

equally palatable fixed upon it by way
of bait. The crocodile, greedily swallowing the bait, gets this sharp peg stuck
trosswise in his throat, and is then
easily
hauled in despite all his struggles, after
which his
captors enjoy a sumptuous

VIN4NGIAL.

FINANCIAL.

iisBTplffii

ALLENTOWN k

We invite the attention of
investors,
large or small sums, to our line of

of

will say very
sskit,” (man sick), and will then
to explain that this little bark

First

SAVINGS

meddle with it the disease will inevitably fasten upon some one on board your
boat, or perhaps upon the whole ship’s
company at once.
About a mile farther on there
appears
suddenly round a sharp bend a real lantin (raft), such as one sees on the rivers
of Siam—many yards in length and with
a good sized hut in the middle of it—
coming down toward us as if it were the
mother of the infant raft that we have
just passed in hot pursuit of her strayed
baby. The presence of this strange
craft is speedily and ominously accounted for by the sudden shallowing of the
river, which is so beset with shoals and
rapids just at this point that your whole
crew have to leap out onto the bank
and tow the boat by main force,
wading
the rough, knee deep and often waist
deep masses of black mud beneath the
full glare of the midday sun, while the
considerate sarang encourages them
with the comforting assurance that
“even if they are drowned it is
only
nasseeb (fate).”
When Mr. Boatswain musters his men
after the work is over, you will probably lie not a little amazed at the peculiar names to which they answ-er. I
remember having a native * :boat gang”
on the gold coast in west
Africa, the
roll call of which ran as follows: “Brass
Pan, Pea Soup, Prince of Wales, Red
Flannel, Duka of ^Cambridge, Bottle of
Beer, No Shirt, Bad Penny, Squint Eye,
Son of a Gun, Devil’s Father.” But this
queer muster roll would pass quite unnoticed in the interior of Borneo, where
one is met at every turn by such names
as
“Kaloog” (worm), “Ubi” (potato),

the Mill 51V hnnfmon
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Capital and Profits $1,100,000.
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and many times it homes from
carelessness of the attending nurse.
Be it inherited, climate, or disease developed from carelessness, there is relief and life is saved by the use of

Accounts of Individuals,firms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

fieatleaiea with lady, fl.OO.
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deposits.

MOTHERS

Realize the great loss of their children
when jonng from disease, or lack of vi-

tality,

This is

Interest allowed

one of many

cases that we
to show the value of onr
Liquid Food OVER ALL OTHER
TREATMENTS, AND WHEN ALL OTHER TREATMENTS FAIL.

can

on

febl4

460 Fifth avenue, NhwYoek CitvI
July 3, ’91.
)
Murdoch Liquid Food Co.. Boston. Mass. :
Gentlemen^-1 have sent you by mall a photo
my four children (boys), thinking that
Kht interest you a little, as they were all
ti nr brought up on
your Liquid Food as their
s'andard diet, most especially the one on the
rlgh of the picture. When he was about six
mouth-. old he was very sick from having been
given sour milk by a careless nurse—In fact was
so bad the physician was unable to leave the
house for two weeks, during which time the
child was virtually dead frum want of nutrltton,
as he was unable to keep anything whatever
on his stomach.
After trying all the
known
prepared foods, both foreign and domestic—
none of which were of any use—the physician,
as a final hope, had me buy a bottle of your
Liquid Food, .nd from the very first five drops
given he begnh to rally, and has been In most
excellent health .mce.
Whenever any of them show any signs of
weakness whatever we immediately give them
your Liquid Food, and U alwavs acts like a
cnarm in restoring them to health.
Very truly v»urs,
ARTHUR J. PURSELL.

dtt
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Agents
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By the World Renowned Explorer, Writer and
Lecturer—Mr. Faul B.

SECURITIES.

Cheque Bank,

DU CHAILLU.

<l,d’,

LUNUON.

dtf

Author of “The Countrv of the Dwarfs”
“Wild Life Under the Equator.” “The
Viking Age,” stories of the Gorilla
Country,” “The l.and of the
juaDignf aun,"

$15,000
Jamestown, IV.

WATER

SUPPLY

Principal

Anv case that has been under medical
treatment for three months and no reHer we will carry free of expense, with
ttnrdock’s Liquid Food until eared or

and

SUBJECT—“Travels

COMPANY

Afriea—Discovery

i

Iuterest Guaranteed.

$5,000

made better.

ILLUSTRATED.
(Uiaillu tickets on the Maine Ontnl Oraod
Trunk and Portland & Rochester railroads.
Jon. 0ih, The Whitney M >ckbndge Concert
(six artists.) Tickets 60c, 75c and

OF HmRIJETIE, HIS., O's.

Company,

and Interest Guaranteed.

j ■«. 13th, The Dudley Buck Quartette (of
N. Y.) and "theis. Tickets 35c, 60c, 7?c.
Jna. -joth. Leland T. Powers and the Mvron
W Whitney Quartette.
Tic* eta 3Bc. 60c, 75c.
J«s. ‘J*»th
sir Edwin Arnold (of Loader.
Eng.) Tickets 50c, 76c and SI 00.
T ickets now on sale to all of the above.
deo25
dlw

7T~ FOB SALK BY--

H. S3. PAYSON &

in Equatorial
of the Gorilla, etc.”

CO.,

BANKERS,

—I

aj2
This building was formerly the Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, and supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston (now ethir
works). Over 3000 women were treated In six
at a cost of $1.00 a day, Including operaons—which would amount to over $lt0,000—
to prove the value of Nutrition as ound in
Murdock’s Liquid Food. The last 1000 operations were made with a loss of 6 deaths.

Four Per Cent,

The last 382 operations were made
only one death, and consisted of

with

REFUNDING

Capital cases.45 Expiration of the

Rectal “. 26
heart. 12
Laceration of CerCurvature
40
vix.129 Reclsslonof Knee
Rupture of PerltoJoint.
2
neum. 49 Excision and DrainProcidentia. 38
9
age.
Vescio Vaginal FisRemoval Caruncle
tula. 2
of Meatus. 3
Removal of Cysts..
6 Replacing Uterus.
2
“
Polypo. 6 Dilation. 12
“
Naevus.. 1 Expiration of Labia 1
Recto. 2

The

so upon

These results show that the value of Nutrition
Liquid Food in preventing relapse after operatlous, as it Is as great
as In curing all classes of
disease, as it makes
new blood faster than all food
preparations
and
new
blood
will
known,
cleanse the system
of disease, as well as heal the wounds after
as found In Murdock’s

iso middle
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Watches,

Chatelain

every

one

INVESTMENT:

PIA KTOS GOLD 4s.,
for sale

or

As this

rent; also

OX?.Gr.A.T*rjSI
very

fancy

or

plain,

at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

W. P. HASTINGS.
ei?

dtl

will receive

pupils September lat.
ADDRESS S3 MONUMENT STREET,

or

Due

1927.

Company

is earning a
beyond the interest

large snrplns
and paying 6 per cent, dividends
on the stock, these bonds are a
desirable investment for Trust
Funds.

These bonds

istered if desired.

can

be reg-

|

25 Cents

a

Pair.

C. L. FOX STUDIO.
!

I

Painting’, Drawing and Modelling in
Clay from Life and from the antique.

REOPENS OCT.
lit

Schlotterbeck & Foss

dec 21

Exchange

1.4

rAn.M..

5tb,

$10 a month, Antique and Portrait Classes. (1st
course). $13 a month, Lite aud PortraltClasses
(2nd course). $4 a month, Evening Class tor
Antique.
Each course Dlls the entire dajr.
eod4n>

WESTBROOK SEMINARY
AND

Female

College,

HE EKING, MAINE.
Winter term opens Tuesday, Dec. 29, 1891,
and continues ten weeks.
Kor further particulars and catalogues, audress,
A- 11. ALLEN, A.
M.,
decl6dSw
lieerlng, Maine.

Price 98 1-2

BANKERS,

178

PORTLAND.

BOYNTON,

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
Cor. iTlidilfe and

Pina* H.aae, 3 Free
Block, Pwiltad.
d6m

aug27

and interest.

TOILET BOTTLES,

Thur.taa’x
Sirtri

dtl

I

CLASS

(PEPIL OF EI0HBEK6)

street, rortiand, name.

Portland Water

war-

ranted, $6, $8, $10.

FIRST

HOME

St.

THUHSTOH,

Teacherofthe Violin

favorable terms If

OCt29_

my28eodtf

MISS E,W,

BANKERS,

Company,

jlyg*_MOWTOIN_M.W&Ftf

Silver

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Send tor etrcular.

SWANS BARRETT,

operations,

Solid

Brawn Block, 337 CnagrMaSt.,

application Is made to the
undersigned at an early day.

1000, annually.

Congress

LOAN.

Holders of City of Calais
Bonds maturing Dec. 1,1891,
who wish to obtain the new
bonds in exchange can do

Massachusetts die, 29,
82, Pennsylvania 80, to the

547

MISS A. L. SAWYER.
Teacher of Shorthand and Type writing.

DUE 1001.1911.

women of

Murdock’s Liquid Food

Street.^

KUI'CATIUBAL.

CITY“CALAIS .(-t'.Cltl.

Sears

New fork

Exchange

517

Congress Street.

Gentlemen’s Solid SllrerStem WindSo,
dtl

(

/

Kfarrved Nntt BO and 76 cents.
Admlh
siun 35 cents; Children and pupils of Ml schools
25 and 35 cents. Now on sale at Stockbrtdg’s.*
Halffare and late trains to all holding Du*

City Water Company
Principal

HALL,

Wednesday Even's, Dec. 30

*18 middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit. Available In all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal European Cities.
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5th Popular!

J.B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers,

«ot

rmea

time

It. Small, Marshall R Godiog,
Stephen
President.
Cashier.

fnrnlnh,

one

As an Insurance Company and as a
Horne
Institution, the
UNION
MUTUAL LfFK INSURANCE COMPANY Is deserving ol the support of
Maine Citizens.

MATINEES

■

Prices, 25, 60, 75 cts.

+ha

The Boston stenographers do not like
to report the sermons of Bishop Brooks.
He started off a recent sermon at the
rattling rate of 200 words a minute, and
he surpassed this gait as he got wanned
up with his subject. Four of the stenographers who had been sent by different
papers to report the sermon were knocked
out in a few minutes, and the others had
to rest content with taxing down such
uassasres as ihev could catch.

& :

Saiardar, Dec. J.t Jb,

Shipwreck

THE

patient, good humored
fellows, easily enough managed by any

A Fast Speaker.

Jk.

The Reacne •( Passengers by means at
the Breeches Buoy.
‘JO Indescribable Chaago of Scenes.
The most realistic effect ever achieved upon
the siage. Tickets now on sale (or all
of the performances.

BANKERS,
deoS

of the Year

With its Wealth ol Scenery.
The Remarkable Miami at Sea aad Ike

FRED E RICHARDS t GO..
98

and

The Great

PRICE, PAR AND INTEREST.

most part very

who knows how to deal with them.
Many of them are decided “dudes” in
their way, and those who belong to the
government steam launches take great
pride in their smart dress of white trousers, scarlet cap, girdle of crimson silk
and blue frock, with a broad white
“man-of-war” collar, thrown back over
the shoulders.
They are very fond of music, often
timing the beat of their paddles to some
quaint old Malay song, and when they
have brought you to the village whither
you are bound and are off duty for a
time, instead of going to sleep, as you
would expect, they often sit up half the
night singing and telling stories. Many
of the songs are improvised on the spot,
and the jokes and personal hits which
are freely bandied about on such occasions are always received with hearty
laughter. Of the stories, I translate one
as a specimen of the rest:
“Two men had a dispute about a woman, each declaring that she was his wife.
The one was a learned man, the other a
peasant why cultivated padi (rice) in the
fields. Being unable to agree, they went
to the kazi (judge) and stated their case.
It was a difficult matter, and as if to
make it more difficult still the woman
did that which is hardest of all things
for women to do—she held her tongue
and spake not a word. Then said the
kazi, ‘Leave the woman here and return
tomorrow.’ They all salaamed and retired, and on the morrow he gave the
woman to the learned man, and sentenced the peasant to fifty stripes with a
rattan. ‘This morning,’ said he, ‘I bade
this woman fill my inkstand, and she did
bo like one well used to the task,
which,
had she been a peasant’s wife, she could
never have learned to do.’ Then all men
wondered at the judge’s shrewdness, and
the fame of his wisdom spread far and
wide.”
David Krb.

Manager.

Friday and Saturday,

MEREST Ji!». 1st and JILT 1st.

“Seeput” (sea slug), “Hariman” (tiger),
“Ular” (snake), “Rossa” (deer), “Buaya” (crocodile), and “Pisang” (banana).
Id spite of their queer names, however.

Lessee and

-for-

Mortgage 6 Per Coot

Cold Bonds. Due

large amounts
must hare been launched by the friends draw interest from the first
of some Dyak invalid in a village higher day of each month.
Jiyi
dtr
up the river, in the hope that his illness
may float away along with it, and if you
proceed

G. E. LOTHROP,

RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY.

rUnlLANU NAIIUNAL BAN A,

“Orang

THEATRE"

Strongest Attract)jn

CHAPMAN BANKING CO.,

boatswain)

BETHLEHti

PORTLAND

(PENN.,)

feast upon his flesh and make shields of
his scaly armor. Among the minor deli- which it will give ns pleasure to have
cacies of the Dyak bill of fare, snake you examine at oar office; or applications bf mail will be promptly replied
pie, stewed monkey and eggs kept till to*
can
he Bcented half a mile off hold
they
We are also agents for the Northa prominent
place. In the far interior, western
Guaranty Loan Co., of Minnehowever, where pigs are largely reared by apolis, Minn,,
one of 'he STRONGEST
the non-Mussulman tribes of the forest, and MOST CONSERVATIVE
investyou can at times vary this queer menu ment companies in this country, for
with a griskin or a spare rib, and, in the sale of its securities, which we
fact, the one thing which still retards keep constantly on hand.
INTEREST allowed on time deposits,
the conversion of these savages to the
or subject to check.
Moslem faith is their reluctance to give
up pork.
In one of the higher reaches of the
river you espy a small object
floating Oxford
Building, 187 Middle St.
down the stream toward you, which, as
J©25
eodtf
you near it, proves to be a pretty little
nnnn
i
nn
n
iTinn
■
n ■
miniature house of the native pattern,
adorned with a
profusion of tiny colored
flags and fixed upon a bamboo raft as
small as itself, the whole thing
being no FRED E. RICHARDS, President.
bigger than a doll’s house or a child’s
W. 1Af. MASON, flee President.
“Noah’s Ark.” Altogether it is a very
C. G. ALLEN Cashier.
charming little toy, but if you show any
inclination to seize it as it passes, your
Malay crew will raise their voices in
Deposits in our
alarmed and clamorous
remonstrance,
and the tall, sinewy Sarang

(native
gravely,

A.llCMKJlKISTw.

_
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in and Elgin
Watches,
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DISEASED CATTLE.

SUNDAY SERVICES.
EB^The Sail Loft meetings are held at No.6
Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing at 10.30 a. m. Strangers and others are
cordially invited to be present. All are welcome.
Bethel Church, No. 283 Fore street, near
Custom House, Lev* Francis Southworth,
pastor. Services at 10.30 a m., 8 aod 7 p. m.
Services
Tuesday and Friday evenings at

7.30. All from sea and land invited. Seats
free.
Congress St. M. K. Chukch.—Rev. J. M.
Frost, pastor. Sermon at 10.30 a. m. on "Living Prayers from the Dying Year,” aud at 3
p. m. ou “The Crowning Lay?’
Sunday school
at 1.30 p. in.; Revival service at 7 p. in. Junior
Endeavor Society at 6 p. in.

Clabk Memorial M. E. Church, Woodfords—Rev. H. Hewitt, pastor. Sundav school
at 1.30 i>. in.; preaching at 2.30 p. m. Subject:
"The Divine Assumption of Human Nature;”
prayer and praise service at 7 p. m.
E.
Chestnut
Street M.
Church.—
Rev. MaUS. Hughes, pastor.
9.30 a. m..
Young Men’s League ;9.45 a. m., Youug Ladies’
league; lo.3.) a. in, sermon.by the pastor;
1.80 p. m., Sunday school; 8.00 p. m., A New
Year’s sermon by pastor., 6 p.m.; Epworth
) eague meeting; 6.00 p. in., Junior Elpworth
League; 7.30 p. in., general praise aud prayAll are welcome.
er service.
Church of the Messiah—Dniversalist.
India and Congress streets—Rev. G. I. Kelrn
“The Message of
pastor. Morning service:
Christmas.” Sunday school concert at 7 p. in.
Congress Square, Church. (First Universallst.)—Rev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor. Christmas Sunday.—Service 10.30 a. m.
subject, of
sermon: "John Murray aud Ancient and Modern Umversalism.”
school
at 12 M.
Sunday
Free Street Baptist Church—Rev. B.
L. Whitman, pastor. Breaching by the pastor
at 10.30 a. in.
Sunday school at close of
morning service; Y. P. 8. C. E. prayer meeting at 6.15 p. m. Exercises appropriate to
Christmas at 7.30 p m.
First Parish Church (Unitarian) Congress St.—Rev. John C.
Perkins, pastor.
Service at 10.30 a. m. aud 7.30 p m.
First Free Baptist Church (Plymouth)
Congress street, opposite Public library—
Rev. C. E. Cate, pastor. The pastor w)ll;preach
In the
Subject: “The Incarmorning.
ouuuay scuooi aiuoou; uospei service
*t 7 p. m.

Friend’s Church—Oak street,

gress.
,

Services at 10.30

a.

near Conm. and 7.30 p. m,

Sabbath school at close of morniug service. All
are welcome.

Seats free.
Gospel Mission.—Bev. S.F.Pearson, pastor.
Sunday school and pastor’s Bible class 1.30 p.
m.; preaching at 3 p. m ; service of song at 7
p. m.; temperance meeting at 7 30 p. m.;
preaching at 8 p.m. All are welcome.
High Street chuhou.—Bev. W. H. Fenfi,
D. D., pastor.
Morning service at 10.30 a.
ni. Lecture at 7.80 p. in. Subject—“Chrysostom
of the Golden Mouth,” ihe first or a short series
on “The Greatest Preachers of the Church.”
Illsley Hall, East Deering—Preaching
service at 10.30 a. m. by the pastor, Bev. U.
Hewitt. Sunday school at 2 p. in. Prayer and
praise service at 7.00 p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.
—Divine worship aud nreachlDg at 10.30 a m.
B.
J.
by Bev.
Subject—“The
Spiers.
Star of Bethltham.”
Sunday school at 12 m.
All are welcome.
Preble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p. m.
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. In. A Christmas service at 7.
A cordial invitation to the

public.
Pine Street M. E. Church.—Bev. J. M.
Frost will preach at 10.30 a. m.; ou “Our
Greatest Holiday.” ;i2 m., Sunday school;
6.80
p. m., Eoworth League prayer meeting;
7.30 p.m., subject—“Good Tidiugs of Great

Joy.”

Portland Liberal
Fraternity meet
lu Mystie Hall, No. 457Y* Congress street,
at 10.30 a ni. Subject for discussion—“Is the
Universal Salvation the Coming Creed.” All are
cordially invited.
St. Paul’s Church (Protestant Episcopal)
—Conner of Cougress and Locust streets. Bev.
C. T. Ogden will officiate. Service at 10.30 a.
m.
and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday, school at
noon.

St. Stephens Church—(Protestant Episcopal) Congress St., he,.d of state-Bev. Dr.
Dalton, rector. Morning service at 10.30 am. Sunday school at 12 m.
All are welcome.
State Street Church.—Preaching at 10.80
a. m. by Bev. F. N. Peloubet, D. D., of Anburndale, Mass. Sunday school at 12 M.
Special
a Christmas service of the Sunday
school at 4 p.

f m.

St. Luke’s Cathedral.
State StreetClergy, Bt.uev. Henry A Neely, D.D., Bishop;
Bev. C. Morton Sills, D. D.,
Canon. Services
Morning Prayer, Sermon anil Holy Communion at lo.So; Sunday school catechising
at 3 p. m.; evening prayer (choral) with sermon
—

—

at 7.30. p. m.

Second Advent Church—Congress Place,
Bev. E. P. Woodward, pastor. Prayer meeting
at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school at 1.30 n m.;

nrpnnhirur
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Subject at 3 p. in "Is there any good reason
for rejoicing at the Cristinas time ?;If so, what?”
Subject at, 7.30 p. m., ’“Religion ol Common
Is Reason compatible with
Sense, No. 3
Faith?” Questions answeied at close of ser
moil.
Seats free.
Union Hall, 143 Free street
Sunday
school at, 1.16 p. m.: song service at 2.30 p. m.;
free and easy at 3.00 p. m.; an old time service
at 7.30 p. m.
Vaughan Street Church—Rev. D. W.
LeLacheur, pastor. Sunday school at 1.80 p. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. by the pastor: Young people’s meeting at 6 o’clock; Christmas concert
at 7 p. in.
West Congregational Church—Congress
street.
Rev. James A. Anderson,
pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m ; vesper service at 7 p. m.
Sunday school at close of
morning service. A cordial welcome to strang—

ers.

Woodfohds Congregational Church—
Rev. Kdwin P.
Wilson, pastor.
Morning
service at 10.30, preaching by the pasior;
Sunday school at close of morning service;
Christian workers at 3 p m.: evening service at
7 p. m.; prayer meeting Tuesday 7.30.; Y. F. 8.
C. li. meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m. a cordial
welcome to all.
Wililliston Church—Corner Thomas and
Carroll streets. Rev. Uwignt M. Pratt, pastor.
There wiil be the usual seivice of song Sunday
evening. Preaching by pastor in the morning.
Weather Signals by Whistle.
Mr. J. H. Gordon of the clothing factory
at Brooks has hit upon a novel device for
notifying people of the weathvr predictions.
He (blows the weather signals cn bis
factory whistle at 10.30 a. m. Following is
the code:
The warning signal, to attract attention, is a
blast of twenty seconds duration. After this
warning sigual lias been sounded, long blasts
(<«f six seconds duration) refer to weather, and
short blasts (of two seconds duration) refer to
temperature; those for weather to be sounded
first.
One long blast-Indicates fair weather,
Two long—Rain or snow.
Three IoDg- Local rain.
One short—Lower temperature.
Two short—Higher temperature.
Three short-Cold wave,
interpretation of combination blasts.
One long blast, alone—Fair weather, stationary

temperature.

Two long, alone—Itatn or snow, stationary
t^innwratiira
One long and one short—Fair weather, lower
temperature.
Two long and two short—Rain or snow, higher
temperature.
One long and three short—Fair weather, cold
wave.

Three long and two short—Local rains,higher

temperature.

January Dividends.
These dividends will be payable January
1st:
Date.
Fame.
Div.
1 Augusta, Hallowell & Gardi1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

ner.3
Bangor (Me.) 6s R. R.3
Bangor 6s,’04-1906.3
Bath (Me.) 6s R. R.3
Bath 6s, Muu.’97 .2ya
Bath 4s, R. R., 1902.2
Bueknport (Me.) 6s R. E.3
Bos. & M>*. 7s, ’93-’94.3ya

Maine Cent. R. 7s. 1898 .3ya
Maine Ceut. 6s, I8c6.3
Maine Cent. Imp.2V2
Portland 68.

Amt.

$3,000
3< ,000
18,000
13,866
1.960

7.182
3 000

122,600
20,488

18 990
10 125

'430

3
1892.
1 Portland 6s,’97, R. R...3
1 Port. & Ogd. 6s. 1900.3
16 Portland, Saco & Ports.3
1 Rockland (Me ) 6s. R. R.3
1 Wor., Nash. & Roch. 4s, 1896-

14.00 ^a
46 000

.2

6,500

_1980

12,480

12I602

a.—Amount payable in Boston.

Dividends are payable January lj on the
following, lagely held in Boston: Concord and Portsmouth Railroad, 3J per cent,
and Portsmouth and Dover, 3, at Portsmouth, N. H.

Tlio Massachusetts Commissioners and Dr.

Geo. H. Itailey

are

Skirmishing.

There seems to be considerable differof opinion between the Maine and
Massachusetts authorities as to the amount
of tuberculosis among the cattle of the latter State.
Speaking to a Press reporter of this
custom of Massachusetts men running diseased cattle into Maine from tbelr State,
Dr. Bailey says: “Four years ago we had
about twelve diseased cattle imported into
Maine from that State, and that was the
average until last year when it had increased one hundred per cent, or to twenty-four. Now Maine sends her good horses
to Massachusetts and receives in return
Massachusetts glandered horses and tuberculosed cattle.”
The remedy which the Maine cattle commissioners propose Is the prohibition of
the importation of Massachusetts cattle.
Chairman Levi Stockbridge of theMassachusetts Board of Cattle Commissioners is
doubtful whether our commissioners can
do this. He 6ays that it is no crime for
Massachusetts men to take cattle* into
Maine, because the Supreme Court of the
United States has so decided when it rendered its decision in the case of a Michigan
citizen who brought cattle into his own
ence

State,
“Massachusetts law
Ham

jur.

oiiockonuge,

affecting
-was

me

cattle.”
same

as

the Michigan law, and to bring cattle from
Texas into either of these was made a
crime by the State law. But the highest
court in the country stamped such as unconstitutional, and we then changed outlaw to read thus:
‘When animals are
transported within this State from Infected localities beyond its boundary lines such
animals may be seized and quarantined by
the commissioners at .he expense of the
owners thereof so long as the public safety
may require; and if, in their judgment, it
Is necessary to secure that safety, they
may cause such animals to be killed without appraisal or payment for the same.’
“You can see by that," continued Mr.
Stockbridge, -‘that the State has no jurisdiction over the cattle until they get within the State borders. Then they become
subject to local law and the authorities can
deal with them accordingly. If this report
be true, then the possibilities are that
there is an Immense amount of ignorance
in Maine. This case was brought before
the supreme court abont 12 years ago, and
at that time Maine bad not begun to open
its eyes to contagions diseases."
“The cattle which Dr.Balley is alleged to
have said came from Massachusetts are
probably not from this State. Of the immense number of cattle brought to Brighton lor sale, only about five per cent, at the
most, are Massachusetts animals. The reports of the market at Brighton last week
showed that 3553 head of cattle were
brought to the market and of these only (57
were from Massachusetts.
For all we
know, these animals might be from Maine,
New Hampshire, New Ydrk, Vermont or
the West, but it is not possible or probable
that they are from Massachusetts.
Brighton is the central market of New England,
and from there each week go thousands of
cattle to all parts of the country and especially New England. Dr. Bailey Is also
quoted as saying that our State is fairly
honeycombed with diseased cattle. This
statement is entirely false, as is the assertion that we do not pay any attention to
the disease among our cattle. Now the
general health and condition of cattle in
Massachusetts is excellent, and I can positivelv

sav

that thorn is

v^rv

lir.tln

tni.tr,.,.

lo8ls among them.
There are no cheap
cattle here and onr dairy animals rival any
of those in the United States. Last winter
when the great hue and cry was raised at
Worcesser over diseased milk, our full
board personally examined the 850 cows in
that region and found them to be healthy
and In fine condition.
Maine has been
either misrepresented or she is wrong.”
A

little and supplied with tracts and little
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
books of the cream of the Gospel songs
which he leaves in the houses of the people.
Climate, Fruits and Yankee Enterprise in
There needs a little more help so that
This Sunny Land.
the work can go on more continuously, and
thorough. Many of us would like to go our*
selves if we could, but that is out of the
[Special Correspondence ]
question; and if we should go we could
Los Angeles, Cal.,1
not get the access to the people. It seems
December 12, 1891.
to be our best way tb help one to go for us.
|
There seems no room for additional apIt is hard to gauge exactly the advanpeals to ministers and churches. They
of the Southern
have their hands full. So this call Is pre- tages and disadvantages
sented to the like minded for their free California climate. Were It not for a viogifts in money which may be sent to F. lent gale which swept over the district the
Southworth, Pastor of the Bethel, or Maj. night of our arrival, stripping orange orJohn M. Gould, National Traders Bank.
chards, unroofing large buildings and demolishing churches, we should have said
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
that It was a perfect winter climate. Again
we are assured that such an occurrence is
THE GREAT METROPOLIS.
unparalleled and never before known in
For several days past the management of the experience of the oldest Inhabitants,
“The Great Metropolis Company” have but we cannot help feeling that it may hapbeen actively engaged in getting the ex- pen again. We visited Pasadena where the
pensive and elaborate scenery, necessary greatest damage was done, and found the
for a proper production of the drama, fitted principal street of this famous winter santo Portland theatre stage. In most of the itarium filled with tin roofs which had
scenes the labor was well rewarded but at been taken bodily from whole blocks and
the matinee yesterday the stage proved deposited with coping and chimneys in the
rather ill adapted to one or two, although middle of the street. The large Methodist
fortunately the great shipwreck scene was church had been practically demolished.
not one of them.
Its tower had tumbled in through the roof
The play is an intense melo*drama. of the auditorium and the side of the buildwhich means that as far as dialogue is con- ing was broken In.
The lofty steeple of
cerned “it's the same thing over again,” the Presbyterian church opposite was
that we have heard in melo-dramas for the blown off at its base and broken Into |kinda COUbUlJf.
nut
CAttUbiJ iU
ling wood. These were the principal disthe same words but with the same ideas asters, but there were many minor ones.
expressed in the idioms of the year 1891. Orange orchards within the limits of its
The plot tells of the numerous adventures march were practically stripped of fruit
of the hero Jack Holt, and how Mowbry, and the partially ripened oranges lay in
Webster and Dick try to Undo him. The heaps upon the ground. Fortunately RivFlying Fish, the vessel that is bringing erside lay outside its path and did not sufback “Dock” and the missing witness is ier. jno aauiage was none in ljos Angelas,
wrecked on the Jersey coast, but the boy but the writer was awakened from his
and his companion are rescued by Jack slumbers by the severity of the gale and at
and the life savers.
first had the impression that he was listenA scene which arouses the audience to ing to a northeast gale on the Maine coast.
the highest point of excitement is in the The next morning the wind subsided into
fourth act, where brother and sister a moderate bret z', which served to give
meet for the first time since childhood. He
piquancy to the somewhat dull monotony
is the captain of the life-saving crew, and, of a genuine Southern California day.
It
through errors of judgment, has gotten in- was a delight, however, to be able to bask
to serious trouble, in which he is befriend- in the sun in December and to walk about
ed by the villain, who exacts as payment without an overcoat, to pluck the roses
of his favors, the commission of certain
growing in profusion on the clambering
criminal acts. He knows this man Mow- vines about the door, to see tropical plants
bray, and in bis interview with the sister, flourishing in the open air and feel the imhe discovers that she is living with the pulse of awakening nature on every hand.
man under the name of Savernak.
The Nearly every home in Los Angeles seems
sister tells the old, old story of broken to have its little plot of land laid out with
vows and promises of maniage unfulfilled, scrupulous neatness and filled with
showy
and her brother determines that the shrubs and evergreens.
The golden fruit
scoundrel shall do right by her. When of the orange trees peep out from every
the two men meet, the brother springs up- garden and often overhang the locust
on the other and forces him, upon his hedges
along the streets. Some of the
knees, to take an oath to marry the girl he private grounds are marvels of luxuriaut
has wronged.
vegetation and good taste. The variety of
The matinee yesterday did not draw a their shubbery and foliage plants we have
very large audience as Christmas always never seen surpassed, and their well kept
keeps so many at home, but in the evening lawns would do credit to a Newport villa.
the theatre was packed and every inch of As a city Los Angeles is the pride of
space utilized. The scenery elicited special Southern California, and well it may be.
attention.
The lounging room in Mr. It is the distributing point for a large secHolt’s house painted by Heiman, the in- tion and has attained a solid growth which
terior of the Sandy Hook Station and the cannot be permanently checked. It has a
open ocean with the wreck of the Flying court house, which in style of architecture,
Fish and the rescue, elicited the most spon- acd luxury of appointments would do
taneous and hearty applause.
All the credit to a city ten times its size, and its
parts were well taken. Remember the municipal building surpasses the former
matinee and evening performances today.
in some particulars.
Its main street is
filled with shops which would delight by
PORTLAND THEATRE.
The long list of attractions offered by their contents the searcher for articles of
Manager George E. Lothrop, at the Port- luxury and convenience. It boasts of havland Theatre the coming week should ing at least BOO clear days in the year, and
prove sufficiently Ivaned to suit the tastes of that the heat of summer is more than
all classes of theatre goers in this vicinity. tolerable and tempered by cool nights. I
It Is the intention of the management to am Inclined to think the Yankee temperamake this the banner week of the season ment yields somewhat to the delightful
lassitude of the climate, which tempers
nuu uuiu.uk which win aua io me mem
ol
the performances will be left undone and somewhat his restlessness and activity, but
finished and consistent productions will be from the specimens I have met in official

Worthy Object.

To the Editor of the Press:
To the northward of Portland stretching
to
the frontiers, are large districts—
towns and plantations—where the people
enjoy very few religious principles, often
none (70 000 of the people of our State
are In this situation).
There is no one in
the name of Christ to visit the lonely, and
minister to the spiritual wants of the sick
and dying or offer consolation to the afflicted. In very many places no religions services are held for months and years. The
Bible Society has occasionally explored
these regions to an extent, and its records
show the paiuful destitution.
No Lord’s
day comes with its wonted uplift; no Sunday School for thousands of children and
youth. The young men distinguish the
sacred rest by fishing, gunning and other
sports.
If there is any place in this Chistian
commonwealtn where one can truly say
"No man cares for my soul,” it is here.
It is for the Evangelical Alliance, or some
other conspiracy of love, to mature some
agency to pulverize Sectarian walls, and
organize a gospel that has a little practical
good news in it for the scattered unprivileged children of Our Father. Meanwhile,
the One who loves us has put it into the
heart of a man iu this city Harry J.
Llewellynto feel deeply for these neglected
He has himself been lifted up, and
ones.
a new song put in his mouth to voice the
new love in his heart.
During recent years
from time to time he has left his family
and travelled afoot and alone, in cold,
weariness and hunger often to visit lonely
homes and districts on the] gospel errand;
not on account of poverty in this worlds
goods for he has nothing in that line to
supply. ‘’Famine of hearing the word of
the Lord” attracts his sympathy. He finds
the sick infirm and disconsolate, and sings
and prays with them, and leaves such reading as is supplied to him. He often meets
those who tell him how many years ago it
was that they last, heard a prayer,
“Several years since Elder such a one attended
a funeral.”
He Invites the people to their
school houses or forsaken churches to enjoy a Christian service, where they unite
with him in Scripture, Gospel Hymns,
and where he often teaches them to sing
them, and leaves hymn books with
them that they may sing when he is gone.
His meetings are often thronged.
Now
the brother called to this work is poor and
without the culture of the schools, and for
that very reason has the readier access to
tne people to whom he goes.
They will
listen to his story, and join In his singing,
where the fine, polliiheu scholar could gain
no hearing.
He leaves a dependent family
when he goes from time to time on his
errands of good will. He has been aided

the result of the careful training which the
members of the company have received.
The engagement will open Monday evening
when the western ideal comedy drama,
“Lone Pine” which has just received a
most favorable verdict from the press and
public of both Boston and Providence, will
be given, cast to the full strength of Lothrop’s stock company; Tuesday evening,
“Our Angel,” made famous throughout
the country by the pleasing actress, Miss
Lizzie Evans, will be presented with Miss
Katherine Rober as Blossom; Wednesday
evening, that very interesting comedy entitled "Dad’s Girl” will furnish the bill.
This comedy was played with signal success for four years by Portland’s favorite
soubrette, Lizzie May Ulmer, the title role
on this occasion being assumed by Miss
Rober. On Thursday eveniDg, the attraction is to be “Fanchon,"Maggie Mitchell’s
great play. For thirty years this play
stood the head of the list in Miss Mitchell’s
repertoire, aud although she has spent
nearly $100,000 for other plays, none of
them have met with the success which has
been accorded “Panchon,” and from which
she bas realized nearly half a million dollars. Friday evening, “Silver Age,” a realistic drama of intense interest, will be
presented, and on Saturday afternoon and
evening the greatest of all melo-dramas,
“The Two Orphans” will be produced
with special new scenery, beautiful costumes, superb appointments and a great
cast, selected from the ranks of Lothrop’s
stock company.
Miss Katherine Rober
will have the role of Louise, the blind girl,
and Miss Frankie Bell that of Henrietta,
the sister. Miss Hattie Morris will be the
Mother Frochard; Miss Julia Porter, the
Countess; Miss Evelyn Knapp will impersonate Marraine. the outcast: Max Freeman will have the character role of Pierre
Frochard, the cripple; James K. Keene
will be the Chevalier Maurice de Yaudrey;
Wlliiam Cattell will impersonate Jacques
Frochard; Charles Wyngate, Count de
Liniviers; Richard Lyle will have the comedy role of Pichard, which is one of his
best and brightest performances, and the
other Important roles will be in the hands
of Messrs. Hall, Phillips, Melville, Caswell, Marshall, Williams and others. All
of the plays will be produced under the
personal direction of Mr. H. Percy Meldon.
NOTES.

Children and pupils of all schools can
get Du Cbailler tickets for 25 aud 35 cents.
Westbrook.

The Baptist church will hold its usual
services on Sunday in the High school
room, as the boiler for the church is not
yet replaced. In the morning the pastor
will preach from John 20 : 30-31, and lb the
evening he will give the second sermon upon the Prodigal Son, subject: “Waste and
Want.” All are invited to bring Gospel
Hymns, No. 5.

nntl nt.hpr nnalHnna hpro

To the Editor of the Press:
Mrs. Mary L. Hayes, wife of Harrison
Hayes of thiB city, died at her residence on
Congress street Saturday evening, the 5th
inst She bad long been a patient sufferer
from slow consumption, with which she
passed quietly away. Mrs. Hayes, whose
maiden name was Hurst, was a native of
Kittery, Me., where she leaves many sorrowing friends and relatives. She has resided for some years in o ur city and has
gained a large circle of friends by her gentle, patient and unobtrusive manners.
Mrs. Hayes leaves a husband, three sons
and two daughters to mourn her loss. **.
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Goods in all grades, Silks in Colors and Black.

Captain George Clark.

Saco, December 25.—Captain George
Clark, one of Blddeford’s oldest citizens,
died last night, aged 85. He followed the
He

about 40 years.

sea

was

alderman the

year jsiuueioru wa» a city auu a repre-
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sentative to the legislature the
He leaves a widow.
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Shawls,

Baskets,

Cloakings,

Celluloid Goods,

Table Covers, 6*4, 8-4, 10-4, in

Fancy Baskets,

year.

Chinelle and Raw Silk,

Daniel W. Pratt.

decorated

Leather Goods,

Napkins,

Toilet Cases,

Tray Cloths,

Manicure Sets,

1887.

Pa and Ma Cloths,

Fancy* Drapes,

Herring Moving West.
The first shipments of frozen berrlng for
the season from Eastpoit were made by tbe
State of Maine Thursday, and the Cumberland also took one hundred barrels on her
Monday’s trip we6t

5 O'clock

Cushions,

Covers,

Doylies,

Eider Down Pillows,

Fringed Table Sets,

Me filer?,

Hemstitched Table Sets,

Plain Linen

Some years ago, in a village school not
many miles from the Hub, it was the law

Cardinal Table Covers,

Hemstitched

»f the “committeeman” that the pupils
ihonld learn to spell and define all words
placed at the beginning of the reading les-

Towels,

Those Wonderful Boston Kids.

The knowledge attained will be evident
by the following dialogue, which actually
took place:
Teacher—Johnny, spell and define bewitching.
Johnny—Be-witch-ing, fascinating.
Teacher—Correct. Now, what doee fascinating mean P Who can tell?
Silence for the space of half a minute,
then up comes a hand, shaking with impatience to give the desired information.
Teacher—Well, Michael, tell us what

ter

yer arm
A

hr A

tiro

keep

off

China Silk Handkerchiefs,

Ginghams,

Fancy Silk Handkerchiefs,

Percales,

Children’s Handkerchiefs,':
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possible—can’t be done.”
“You eau’t do it?

You won’t do it?

Why?”

Silk Ties,

Lined Gloves,

Fans,

Mittens,

Silk Mittens,

Suspenders,
Pocket Books,"

Umbrellas

Hand

Bigs.

§

!

“Because it is impossible,” returned the
Indignant actor. “No human being can
play those three parts at the same time.
In the first scene of the third act two of
them have a fight, and the third fellow
rushes in and separates them.”—Detroit

Handker-

chiefs,

Kid Gloves,

j

Bordered

Colored

Aprons,

Fur
,
parts iu the same piece.
“Lancaster,” he said one morning, ad- I
dressing a very serviceable utility man, Kid
“you will have to enact three parts in ‘The
Silent Foe’ tonight—Henderson, Uncle Bill
V

Handker-

chiefs,

______

and the Crusher.”

Mail

Quilted Lasting Skirts,

more

V/M»I

Embroidered

Colored Blankets,

Why He Could Not.
A theatrical manager who had a limited
parse, and consequently a limited company, occasionally compelled some of the
actors to “doable”—that is, play two or

Handker-

chiefs,

Puffs,

smallpox!—Wide

Handker-

Silk

Embroidered

Crib Blankets,

Michael (drawling, but shouting with
the utmost assurance)—Phwhat yer put in

Linen

Ioitial Linen Handkerchiefs,

|

Wrapper Blankets,

your idea of fascinating is.

Handkerchiefs,

chiefs,

Blankets,

ion.

ano

undecorated,

Table Damask,

Farmington, December 25.—Daniel W.
Fratt died last night after a long illness of
stomach trouble. He was a prominent and
highly respected citizen. He was appointed postmaster by President Cleveland in
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An Expert
There was a tremendous crowdjn front
of the clothing store. A large glass jar ihad been placed on a pedestal inside the
window and this placard conspicuously
affixed thereto:

of

Southern
well
worthy of a
as
illustrate
study,
the
they
important part which irrigation plays in
the development of this country. Without
irrigation, land Is of little value except for
town sites, and even then some system of
water supply is essential.
The beautiful
San Benardino valley boasts the largest
and best organized irrigation system in
this country. The Bear Valley Land and
Irrigating company, and its inception and
success are largely due to a former resident of Connecticut, Mr. F. E. BrowD,
who is its engineer and general manager.
It represents an investment of several million dollars, and its irrigating works consist of an immense artificial reservoir high
up in the mountains, with subsidiary reservoirs at lower levels. The water is distributed by a system of iron and cement
pipes, the former being used where there
is much grade or prejsure, with some open
ditches cement lined. As the system of
small farming prevails, in plots of ten
acres or less, the ground is fully utilized,
wherever favorable to fruit growing. The
water is delivered at the highest point of
each tract and then distributed by means
of furrowed channels over the surface,
although in some cases the water is delivered by means of iron pipes with faucets at
the head of each row of trees. Orange
trees commence bearing when about four
years old, but fu'l crops are not expected
before the expiration of seven years from
the setting out. Not every kind of soil is
favcrable to
orauge culture,
gravelly
knolls
being
preferred
Prunes,
Olives.
anriCOtS.
Peaches
ond
ffnmAQ
are
also
with
largely
grown,
some fias and other semi-tropical fruits'
The favorite varieties of oranges cultivated
seem to be the Navels and Mediterranean
Sweets.
Well cultivated [orange groves
often give annual returns of five hundred
dollars and upwards per acre, and the price
of unimproved lands, suitable for orange
culture, with adequate water rights, varies
from five hundred dollars to one thousand
dollars per acre, according to locality; with
bearing orchards upon them the price is
much higher, two thousand dollars per
acre often beiDg paid. In 1889 Riverside
sent to market from three thousand acres
of orange orchards, 1480 carloads of fruit,
valued at eight hundred dollars a carload
on the track at that station.
Mr. brown Is
also at the head of several other important
enterprises in the valley, among which are
the Redlands Orange Grove and Water
Company and the Alessandro Orange Grove
and Frutt Company, and the best comment
that can be made upon his management is
that all his companies are financially sound
and prosperous. He is a good illustration
of what Yankee intelligence and push can

Now

Mrs. Mary L. Hayes.

good deal of a “rustler.” No matter
how long since he left the East, be seems
to have still a warm place in bis heart for
the New England hills and coast.
The
groves

HOtllYToll

OBITUARY.*

a

famous
oronge
California
are

nlHCKLtANKOi A.

accomplish In a new country where success
lies outside of the beaten track and is only
Ultimate
won by persistence and courage.
success in any new enterprise involves
patient waiting as well as keen judgment,
and the man who lets go his hold when the
strain comes is not likely to make a big success.
The Western country is full of the
C. F. L.
proof of this statement
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: ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS WILL BE
GIVEN TO ANYBODY WHO
f
l
GAN GUESS TUB NUHl
I
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f
J
THIS JAR.
f
:

91. Steinert & Sons

Co.
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For

a

disordered liver try Beecham’s Pills.

STEIN WAY.

WEBER,

In this city, Dec. 23. by Rev. Matt B. Hughes,
Miss E. Flora Buggies of
Portland.
In Bowdoln. Dec. 24 by Key. George Plnmmer, James Herbert Duubam Of Bowdoin aud
Miss Cora M. Jones of Webster.
In Lisbon Palls, Due. 24, by Rev. Geo Plummer. Horace Ayer aud Miss Nellie French, both
of Lisbon Falls.
In Lyman, Dec. 24, by Rev. A. F. Hutchinson,
Willis Coffin and Miss Lizzie E. Caril, both of
Waterboroujrh.
In Fryeburg, Dec. 24, by Rev. B. N. Stone,
James F. Wiley aud Miss Anna F. Weeks, both
of Fryeburg.
In Bath. Dec. 24. by Rev. M. C. Pendexter,
John H. Krsklue ot Bristol, Maine, aud Miss
Jennie F. Glass of Bath.
In Biddeford. Dee. 23, Jus. E. Ecllwalue and
Miss Mary F. Walker.
In East Livermore, Deo. 22. Leslie D. Tucker
< barles A. Foster und

East DIxQeld and Miss

Nellie

a.

u ,»t

nr

Wayne.
In Sedgwick. Dec. 17. Henry W. Morse and
Miss Grace E. Dorlty, both of Brookliu.
In
erwtcK, Dec. 23, George E. Goodwin of
Berwick ,and Miss Kosa Murray of Norm Her*

wick
In South-west Harbor, Dec. 20, H. Edwin
Stanley and Miss Maud E. Lurvey, both of Tre-

mout.

...

II ■ ————i

DEATHS.

j

In this city, Dec. 26, John F, Power, aged 25
years.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from his late iresidenoe, No, 104 Wllmot street.
In this city, Dec. 26. John M. Plek.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at ois late residence, No. 437 Cumberland St.
Burial at convenience of the family.
In South Windham, Dec. 21. Edward S. True,
aged 71 years.
in China. Dec. 22. Dr. L. A. Cook, aged 28 yrs
iu East Warren, Dec. 20, Stephen Crane, aged
72 years.
In Phipsburg, Dec. 24, Barker Duley, aged
83 yearg.
In York, Dec. 21. E. K. Savward, aged 82 vrs.
In East Poland, Dec. 19. Mrs. Iihooa K„ wife
of J. F. Strout, aged 71 years 11 months.
In Gardiner, Mrs. Ann Browu Field.
In Lewistou, Dec. 20, Israel Mitchell, aged
74 years.
In Ellsworth, Dec. 17, Capt. Joseph W. Eeralck. aged 82 years.
In North Lamoine, Dec. 13, Mrs. Sally J.
Young, aged 74 years.
In Lamome, Dec. 21, Charles Eastman, aged
23 years.
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eh'hne In business and will hereafter ao a
wholesale business only and can be found at
his new office 45 Cross street.
dec24dtd

We have Just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Piano* for the
trade.
Holiday
All of our Instruments are carefully selected

F. O. BAILEY &

au

CO.,

Anclieneers andComm issiun SferehaHta

540 CONGRESS ST.
McQOULORlC, Mane«»r
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BOYNTON,
547 Congress St.
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Hoih, Cm niher nets. Chairs. Mirror*. Folding
Beds. Slrteroards, Hair and Wool Mattresses,
bprii»u lieu;'. *-te.. '*tc. Mr. Colley is making a
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We shall sell Parlor Suits in Flush ao<1 Hair

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.
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COLLEY.
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expert.
TUNING, REPAIRING AND POUSUING.
Open Keening, until January f«t.
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HENNING,

by

of

——

CABLER,

AUCTIONEERS

Furniture, etc., 46 Exchange St

•

A violent commotion on the outskirts of
the crowd attracted the attention of those
near the window, and somebody called out:
“What’s the matter?”
“This is a fair and square contest,”
yelled a man in reply, “but we don’t want
bo expert on beans guessin on that jar, by
jucksl We’ve been hustlin a Boston man
out of this crowdl”—Chicago Tribune.

•

Silver Plated Cups for Child
$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50.
Warranted Quadruple Plate.

—

ren.

Job
PRINTERS’

971-2

Printer,

Fatrford Southern Pine Flooring.

EXOHAMUK.

Exchange_St1,

|

Pop. land, Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY
Ail orders by mall or telephone

tended to.

This Is

a

rift

sawn

MMV*

flooring.

»»•

It will not silver

V

tlltVV

VIUIUHI ¥

Boors.

Every one who Is building and thinks ol using
So-uuie sboulu see It.
Write tor particulars, or call on
d. H. ft A. R. DOTKN.
404 to 1504 Pore auu 279 Commercial rtts.
Portland. Me.
seplOeodfinis*

promptly at
norl leodtf

boyntonT

Tin Wonderful Coal-Saver

517

|

i

Congress

St.

I heard the youug lady say she
hopes she would have a
i lair of Pearl
Opera Glasses.
pvas in

I
CANAL

DESTROYS the Deadly COAL GAS,
SAVES 25 per sent, of the FUEL,

i

Lessens the Smofce, Soot and Ashes.

For Bale by all Grocer*.
COAX. A Fir FI, CO.
60 Equitable BtUldluic, BOSTON.

STANDARD
septtt

eodtjanii

1

NATIONAL

BANK.

Annual Meeting of the stockholders ol
The Canat National Bank of Pori land, for
election of seven Directors, and lor tha
! he
ransaction of any other business that may
egaliy come before them, will be held at their
janKlug houso on TUESDAY, the twelfth oay
Uuuary, 1892, at 11 o’clock a. m.
CEO. C. PETERS, Cashier.
Dec. 11, 1891.
declleoatd

,

THE

LIKE

AS

A

MOON.

istaed

love, thou art waning, alas, so soon!
Love, thou art over thy plenlluno!
Waxing weary as passions pale.
Lagging late as desires faill
Love, thou art lessening, slow, but sure,
Thy perfect circle could not endure!
Full

thou wilt be but a broken
Bailing on to tho swallowing darkl
soon

Love, thou hast vanished!

no

are

single

ray
Shoots from thine orbit across our way.
No ghost of thee vexes content supreme,

We only remember thee as a dream!
—Susie M. Best in Table Talk.

ruuninuB.
The

Flavia Andorni

Countess

charming, twenty-eight

years of

was

age,

40,000 lire of income as her dowry and
she did not take a husband. Every now
and then she refused one. Countess
Flavia read a great deal, she invented
the fashions which the elegant women
imitated, she did not attend first representations at the theater, but preferred
second performances; she did not care
for poetry, did not use paint or powder,
never was ill, journeyed
very often, allowed herself to be courted up to a certain limit, never talked politics, liked
the conversation of men better than that
of women, had gray eyes, dark complexion and brown hair.
Therefore she was called—rightly or
wrongly—I have nothing to say about

xi_i.

danced together for the same reason—
and the other admirers of the witty
countess were left badly off, disappointed of the mazurka or quadrille
hoped for in vain. When Flavia went

#»

-a>

nuuiQU ui

CDJJ1U,

The Marquis Ernesto Carafa, thirtytwo years old, had a handsome head,
with a tawny blond mane, a short, aris-

tocratic, tawny beard, 60,000 lire of inand not a sign of a wife. He paid
court to all the ladies with a certain
graceful nonchalance, danced while
others were playing cards, did not cultivate the acquaintance of the corps de
ballet, drove his horses him^lf, did not
wear a flower in his buttonhole, did not
patronize the fine arts, did not care for
music, lent money to his intimate
friends, did not aspire to be elected
deputy to Rome, loved the mountains
like a platonic member of the Alpine
club, had no literary proclivities, never
wrote love letters, was always in love
and never in love. Rightly or wrongly,
Ernesto Carafa was called a man of

away

come

jJiCBCUtCU to

in her box,
were

by

a

til©

friend.

countess,

Few words

exchanged, and those of the sim-

plest, of the kind that are not in the vocabulary of people of esprit. Ernesto
went away soon, smiling ironically upon

beings already so large among her acquaintances. So when they met—at the
theater, in society, at festivals, on the
promenade—they exchanged a rather
disdainful bow, without seeking to approach each other or to become better
acquainted.
But chance—that, far from being a
person of esprit, has obstinacies which
are quite stupid—made them meet and
remain near each other, perforce, at the
marriage of a cousin of Flavia with a
friend of Ernesto. They resigned themselves to endure each other mutually.
Each one thought how to sustain the
character attributed to her and to him,
in order not to make a poor figure; and
ensued

a

display

of fireworks that ended by bewildering
the two pyrotechnicians and putting
them into a state of nervousness foreign
to their habits.
“What a witty and
disagreeable man! but I kept up with
him,” said Flavia when she was alone.
“A witty and disagreeable woman; but
1 was not left behind her,” murmured
the marquis.
Yet the marquis went with some frequency to the house of the countess, and
the countess received him with polite
cordiality. Both perceived that the people around them enjoyed the relatiqps
that united the most witty man and woman in the city; they perceived the
slight smiles, the curious attention,
with which others sought to take part in
their colloquies; the care with which
was reported a witticism said by Flavia
to Ernesto,

nr

vice

versa.:

in short t.hev

that they were treated by the
star actors. Were they conscious of playing a part or of speaking
the truth? That is the dark point which
I shall not illuminate, but it is certain
that the little comedy continued, recited
with liveliness and much interest. Belonging to the far from numerous class
of brilliant people, the two sought to do
precisely the opposite of whatever all
the others did.
Ernesto had at the very first declared
that he would never, never pay court to
the countess, and the countess had added
that she forbade him to fall in love with
her, which is quite the reverse of paying
court.
Ernesto never sent flowers to
Flavia, and she never asked him for confidences, as is customary between friends.
The marquis never felt himself obliged
to praise the arrangement of the hair,
the eyes or the arms of the countess, and
the countess avoided speaking of him
with her friends. On the subject of love
they were in accords they spoke equally
ill and well of it, skimming the topic
lightly, of course making witticisms.
Upon matrimony it was the same. They
never became tender, never were melancholy or pensive. They always feared
to talk sentiment after the manner of
the crowd. They never hazarded artistic discussions, never discoursed of

perceived
public as

poetry.
All

ready

made

phrases

were ban-

tne

men
mafViA/l

-—

wtawW««

“Fnr fVifl nrimarri^

xrna

1

1

-■

n

quickly

retorted.
And she adjusted her lace cravat.
Ernesto took a book from the table, read
the title and laid it down again.
“Do you know what they say down
there about us?’
“I do not know. And I do not care to
know.”
“Then ’tis a sign that I ought to tell
you. Many of our mutual friends are
agreed in the opinion that we two are
persons of too much wit ever to marry
each other.”
“Bah!” said the countess, shrugging
her shoulders.
“If in order to prove ourselves witty
we should do just the
contrary. What
do you say, countess?
It would be
charming!” and he opened the Puugolo
newspaper to read the locals.
“Charming, indeed,” she replied, putting out her hand to take her fan.—
Translated from the Italian of Matilda
Serao by E. Cavazza for Short Stories.

i

|

1.
She sat in her cozy chamber.
With the curtains all drawn tight.
Curled up in a great big rocker,
Fair and sweet in the soft lamp light.
A bonbon box on the table
With choicest of sweets was tilled.
Which she daintily nibbled while writing
The words that her lover thrilled:

He Hilled the Chickens.

There is never a bit of comfort
For me unless you are near I”

NOTICE TO VOTERS
Registration of Voters,

n.

And her lover read the letter
As he sat in his bachelor’s den,
With his feet cocked up on the mantel.
In the usual way of men.
With a box of cigars at his elbow
And a pipe and a glass near by,
And the smoke clouds wreathed above him
As he echoed her lonely cry:

“Oh, I long for you now, my darling!
Without you my life seems drear;
There is never a bit of comfort
For

me

unless you

are

near."

Winningest of Love’s sweet

The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board tor the Registration ol
Voters for this city under the law,
hereby notify
all persons claiming the right to vote In tnls
city at the Municipal Election of March next
that said Board will be in session at the times
and places below
mentioned, lor the purpose
of relceivlng the names of such
persons and
forming lists thereof.

Hours from 9

a. m. to 1 p. in„ 3
p. m. to 5 p. un., 7 p. m. to 9 p. m.

teachers!

Lips her siren spell enhancing.

Fascination’s rapt enchainer!
Every glance of hers enthused mel
Yet was never woman plainer
Than was Belle when she refused me.
—Boston Courier.
ocuooi.

She was the queen of the boarding
school.
Had every girl for a chum.
For she had surreptitiously
Procured a box of gum.
—New York Herald.

Jiggers.
She has a cunning habit,
That of calling people “jiggers?”
She knows everything as “jiggers”—
Mary Jones, cats, canes and toddy.
Everything and everybody;
Trousers, horses, dog and diggers
Are by her translated “jiggers.”

Seven, Ward Room. Vanghan
Street, Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24, 26 and
28.

A Cheerful Old Salt.

’Neath tropic suns and arctic skies
He gayly sailed a whaler;
And when he wished for exercise
He gayly whaled a sailor.

—Indianapolis Journal.

Hours same
sessions.

as at other

ward

After December 28th, sessions will he resum
ed at office, Room 13,
City Buildihg, and continue so long as consistent with making
up the
list of voters of the several
wards, which

by

mo

j/uaicu

tuutv

lutja UOIUic lU© ©iec-

tlon.
As a prerequisite to voting at the Spring Elec
tlon, on the 7th of March next, application for
Registration must be made in person.
It is hoped that every citizen In the
respective wards will preseut themselves on the
days
named, In order that the registration be
made complete.
Board of
)
MONROE A. BLANCHARD,} Registration
JOHN S. RUSSELL,
j jl voters.
novlS
dtf
CITY OF PORTLAND.
Five Hundred Dollars Reward.
accordance with the order of the City Connell, approved December 7th, 189t, I nereby
offer a reward of Five Hundred Dollars to any
person who shall furnish evidence suffleieut to
procure the arrest and conviction otauy person
guiltv of the crime of incendiarism or arson la
the Citv of Portland during the municiDal year
1891-92.
GEORGE W. TRUE, Mayor.
Portland, December 8th, 1891.
dec9eodtf

IN

City of Westbrook.

of

once a

used a
ve_y jew

■

rimes, $42.00;

1

spring wagon, $26.00; 2 light carriage
poles.
sleigh ha ks, 2 single sleighs, set
traverse runner
for hacks, 1 set heavy for
barge, 1 set bub runners, 1 Chestnut mare, 1
fain y top phaeton, 1 harness and sleigh; price
$186.00. Can be seen at stable 697 Co gress
street; also storage lor carriages and sleighs,
with insurance if desired. FERNaLD &SAWYKK.
SALE—The two story brick house, with
Fieneh roof, situ-ted No 207 Cumberland
street; has 14 rooms, besides bath and closets;
Is one of the most desirable houses on the
street, and is finely located for a down town
residence. Is offered for sale at a great bargain to close an estate. Immediate possession.
Aoply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial
Block.
24-1

ment._35-1
1J10UND—Boys, Boys,

razors for sale,
if you
Electric
Electric Razor for
buy
Christmas
an

SALE—Mandolins, guitars, banjos arid
at! musical Instruments; Washburn. Luscomb, Gatcomb, Stewart and other manufactures; bestues exira violin and banjo strums,
for sale by HAWES, 414 Congress street.

FOR

23-1
SALE—We have just received sixty tons
of p lme Colton Seed Meal and can offer
very low prices for cash to farmers and dealers
who wish one or more tons.
Call and «ee us
before tuts Is sold. BENoON & DALTON.
221

can

find

thTTliT"

UAL! HELP

the office of
wholesale
WANTED—For
house, smart, active boy. Apply in own
a

a

handwriting

to P. O, Box 1674.26-1

WANTED.
A young
of age, to
assist

man, 18

20 years

or

Typewriter

i an

in gesieral

and

office work.

Address, timing experience,
JOHN

a

present ;jyour friend will gratefully remember
you every time he shaves. O. L. BAILEY, 263
Middle street.
24-1

yon

17 brated Long Beach Skate for 64 ct>m, »
pair at Page’s Bazaar, 261 Middle St. Durr*
up Boys, ouly 6* cents a pair.. Page’s Bazaar*
261 Middle Street.
2l-l

FOR

WATSON,

Houlton,

dec24

Maine.
dlw

live, energetic salesmen to
WANTED—Some
sell
improve d wludow and door
our

screens. Apply to the Portland
foot of Hanover street.
CHAS.

Screen Co.,
K. LEWIS.
22-1

Manager.

FOR

Tear.

barber—Christmas combe
year.—Washington Hatchet.

a

Why the Uttle Boy Was Crylaj.
Marshall P. Wilder, the humorist,
tells this story: Some people think they
haven’t got much to be thankful for,
but they might at least be grateful that
things aren’t any worse. But there’s a
good many that nsever can be satisfied.
They remind me of a little boy that I
met in the street. He was crying so
hard that he appealed to my sympathies.
“Well, boy,” said I, “lost your mother?”
•‘.Nope, saia he.
“Lost something else?” said L
“Yep,” said he, with a sob.
“What is it, then?” said I.
“I didn’t feel good,” sobbed he, “and
I cried, an a man give me a penny, an I
felt bad some more, an another man give
me a penny, an now I feel bad ’cause
I’ve lost my bellyache that made me
feel bad in the first place.”

|

v-f

Rooms.
a gentleman, a comfortable,
WANTED—By
large, sunny room, in
private family,
a

the Sherwood House.
637 Congress Street.

beautiful residence, No. 41 Thomas St.,
finely -diuated. light, airy and sunny every
room pleasant, fine library finished In polished
Black Waluut, Dining Room In quartered Oak,
elegant Parlors, cosy ewing Room, Bath Room

The

uruameuiai

gem

juaunes,

mectric

sens

throughout. Speaking
Combination
Tube,
Steam and Hot Water Heater, Plate Glass front,
large Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs in
laundry, Hot ana Cold Water, aud everything
first class. Lo contains about 5600 feet of
land.
Inquire ofS. B. KELSEY,
nov7tlfNo. 243 Commercial Street.
TO LKT,
RENT—The spacious
FOR
store No. 241 Middle St.,

and well located
occupied by
wholesale fancy

now

Messrs. Chenery & Co., as a
g oils establishment; also a manufactory connected therewith.
Frontage about 26 fset,
depth 85 feer. Possession Feb. 1, 1892. BENJAMIN SdAW, 51% Exchange street. 22 1

Adaiess

near

FORSALE

Boom 14,
23-1

OTlSr!KLL.ANEOC7fl.
have just received
WE Turkeys,
which

extra fine lot of
shall sell from 18 to
20 cents pouud. Chickens
16 to 18 cents
p >und. Ueese 18 to 20 cents pound. C. A
BOUNDS, cor. Boyd and Heatn streets. 2a.i *
an

we

V

Isn’t she beautiful.
Certainly, she
the famous Blush of Roses.
The
geuileman with her uses It also, but you could
never detect it on their fac*s.
We seU auan«tlesofit. YOUR DKUGulST.
2 -1 •

LOOK!

uses

WJUSTKD.

\\f ANTED—All

persons In want of trunks ol
VY
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 55«
and 668 congress street, corner of Oak; u we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices; trunks repaired: open eve.
lugs unttll e.
4-7

ANTED—People in
\AT
vv
one

want of pictures from
dollar to eight would do well to call
onus. Plusn goods and albums; cuff and c«U
lar boxes 25 cents and up. E. D. REYNOLDS,
cor Oak and Congress street.
16-2

LET—Very desirable rooms at 457 Cum
TO berland
street.
18-4
to bay from $1000 to $15000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
to loan
first
second mortgages
cash
for
ladies’ dresses, gents'
MONEYfarms city property, life insurance highest
price
and children’s
and
on

on

or

or

policies, commercial paper or any good collateral securit.es. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42V*

Exchange

Street._

4-4

BE LET—The elegant residence of the
late N. C. Sawyer, m Deering, Is offered
for lease for a term
of years; possession
given immediately.
Inquire of E. A. NOVES,
Treas. Public Library, 8a Exchange St.
2-tl

TO

upper tenament of
TO LET—A very pleasant
In house No. 19 Atlantic
seven

clothing,

coats: call, or

gents’ winter

address letter or

LEVI, 87 Middle

over-

postal to 8.

street.

augiotf

buy $1000 worth of cast-off
clothing; I pay the highest cash price for
ladles’ dresses, gents' and children’s clothing,
and gents’winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MRS. OOODUART, 83 Middle street.
augiotf

WANTED—To

rooms

LET—One
two flats in building No. 21
TO Portland
Pier.
Enquire WM. SHEA, 6
or

Notice to Voters.
Board of

Registration

of Voters.

December 3, 1891.

AN ACT to provide a Board of Registration to
the Cities of this State.
Sect. 1. a board ol registration is hereby
established in each city of the State, which
shall nave the exclusive power and authority to
determine the qualification of voters therein,
and exclusive power to make up, correct and
revise the list of voters in each of said cities,
and shall perform all the duties and have exclusively, all the powers now exercised by the
municipal officers of said cities in making, preparing, revising and correcting the list of voters
therein under chapter four of the Revised statutes or any other statute relating thereto.

The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registration of
Voters for this city under said law. hereby notify all persons claiming the right to vote in this
city at the municipal election of March next,
that said Board will be in session at the times
and places below mentioned, for the purpose of
receiving the names of said persons and forming lists thereof.

Upper Room, Hose House No.
1, Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28.
Upper Room, Pride’s Corner
School Hjuse, Dec. 29, 30, 31.
Woodbury’s Hall, Dock Pond,
Jan.

1, 2, 4.

Collector’s Room, Odd Fellow’s
Block, Jan. 5, 6, 7.

Upper

DanfortU street.

oct7-tf

PERSONAL.

TfTANTED—To buy from $1000 to $10,000

worth of cast off clothing, tne highest
prices paid for ladles’ dresses, also gentlemen’s and children’s clothing and winter overcoats.
Highest cash prices paid lor carpets
and furniture. Address, postal or letter to.
No. 102 Middle street, M. DbGKOOT, Portland, Me.
oct29-tf
vt

room, Hose House No.l.

FEHALE HELP,

W ANTED—The public

to know that J. G.
naDger, 13 at 137 Clark
Btreet.
speaking tubes and bells of every
description pm Into hotels, private houses and
steamboats at short notice: all wurk warranted:
orders by mall attended to.
vuxvnxmn.

7*

Den

_24-1

CHAPTER 34.

jr—

fan in the window, and,
thinking to
gladden the heart of his friend, he entered the place and told a polite clerk to
wrap up the fan. Instantly the clerk
was dissolved in smiles, and two ladies
who stood near looked
approvingly at
The Man, as if to say: “What a nice
So thoughtful of his
young manl
friends, and so liberal!” But a climax
was rapidly
approaching. In his masculine ignorance of such matters The
Man had thought the price of the fan
might possibly be ten dollars—certainly
it would be no more. And so, as the
smiling clerk handed him the parcel, he
inserted his hand deep into his trousers
pocket and, with all the assurance in
life, said:
“How much?”
“Sixty dollars!”
“Er—I beg pardon”— gasped Th*
Man, while the cold dew of horror came
out on his forehead.
“Sixty dollars.”
The Man made a desperate grasp tot
his presence of mind, and got it.
“Please put it right back, and do be
careful not to break it. Thank you.”
The two ladies looked indignant, and
as The Man fled into the street he heard
one of them say to her
companion:
“Just like a man!”—St. Louis Republic.

Song

£
v’*r(r,j
light side

same at

casn

Chriatmao Via

but

i

8
LET—One set light
\LF e
bresstnlat fi arness, rubber trimmed, at

street; rent 816 per mouth. Enquire of B. W.
JONES, 95 commercial street.11-tf

Story.
Now that Christmas stories are the
proper thing The Man proposes to tell
one on himself which is too
good to be
lost. The Man has a young
lady friend
who is a fan collector. She had rather
have a new fan than a block of
gas steal
stock. As The Man was passing a famous jewelry house a few
days before

a

$5 up, Suits from $20 up, Overcoats from
$20 up: for cash only. Good fit or nommey.
F. W. GROSST OCK, 10 Free street.
26-1

u

A Man’s Christmas

But Once

bowed eye
this oft™ i,»
proving property and paying for this advertiuL
•

can

__

AUGUSTUS P.GERRISB.

When she feels inclined to say,
In her artless, elf like way,
“Papa’s socks will soon fit Willie,”
She could never be so silly
As to rashly mention those
Useful garments known as hose;
But of speech rings in some'figures
And for “socks” she uses “jiggers.”
How to stop it I have figured,
But must give it up—I’m jiggered.
—William H. T. Shade in New York Clipper.

r-—

FOUND.

_

Ward

Eyes she had with depths entrancing.
Exquisitely chiseled features,

nnaiuiu^

coat, rather than carryover
pair t gold
FORmySALE—At
Fall anil Winter Woolens. Trousers
Owner
have the
FOUND—A
from

__26-1

No>ember Itf, 1801.

—Somerville Journal.
Fair and Yet Unfair.
Belle all other girls transcended,
Loveliest creature of her genus.
Never charms more nicely blended
To suggest a perfect Venus.

LOST AND

AN

Board of

A New Jersey fanner has a gun which
could give a Kentucky mule lessons in
kicking. When he fired it a few days
ago it let drive at him and threw him in
the air, landing him on his back, and incidentally breaking his shoulder. But
if you were to ask that farmer if he isn’t
Shot from Many Itockers.
sorry now that he used such a vicious
gun, the chances are ten to one that he
Wages always appeal to man’s hire nawould say no, he was glad of it. You
ture.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
The bill poster knows his place, and
see, a neighbor’s chickens had been anthere he sticks.—Providence Telegram.
the
of
owner
the
noying
kicking gun by
to disagree with
“I
remarked
getting into his garden and playing the the beg apple to thesmallyou,”
green
boy.—Augusta
mischief with it. It was at these tres- [
Chronicle.
passing fowls that the gun was dis- j The pedestrian is a man who generally
charged, and as the gun at the same time puts his whole sole in his work.—Baltithat it sent its owner flying through the more American.
air killed all the poaching chickens, the
It takes the small boy in the peanut galfarmer probably howled with delight,
lery to make a reputation for a great actor.
despite his fractured bones. That’s —Galveston News.
The young man behind the ribbon counhuman nature.—New York Tribune.
ter is not necessarily modest just because
he turns all colors.—Yonkers Statesman.
At the royal show at Doncaster, EngA correspondent writes: “I am in love
with a Genoa girl and am too bashful to
land, five prizes were awarded to the
Professor Babcock recommends the
propose. Can yon help me out?” “No;
persons who could make the most butter
addition of potash at the rate of one from seven
but perhaps her father could.”—Richmond
of
cream.
Sixteen
quarts
Recorder.
scruple to the pint of milk in testing, pounds of ice were allowed to each comwhere the moisture from the sulphuric
from
three
petitor. The yield ranged
Du Maurier, the London artist, is blind
acid hae a tendency to make the tester
pounds thirteen ounces to three pounds
and cannot see very well with
six
ounces.
....
the othep

feeleiofe^.

FOR SALE.

“Oh. I long for you now, my darling!
Without you my life seems drear.

mo

expenses, exout sons and
relatives of the directors to take charge
of the property totally unfitted, ignorant
of the first principles of mining, naturally involved a waste of money, expended
without judgment and resulting in debt
and the ultimate abandonment of good
properties that in many cases, falling
into the hands of competent men, were
developed into paying snd profitable en-

AUTKBTlMKnENTB.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Hypocrites.

n

hampering it with heavy
travagant salaries, sending

A

Two

CITX

VERSES.

--

»

a

stupendous absurdities,

aoout

nrnnor

of

_

conversation of paradoxes, retorts, bizarre questions, odd answers,

movea

composed
*r

2

manufactured fames, and Flavia asked
herself if she must add another name
to the category of foolish and useless

there

marquis

property

ors
flirt

VARIOUS

board of directtotally ignorant of

for a little while longer with a
bored air; then pnt on his overcoat and
departed because he had no longer any
one to talk with.
At the theater Ernesto remained
much longer than was his duty in her
box, for it is very common to make short
visits to ladies. If some poor mortal, in
f©rm of a dark youth in a dress coat, terprises.
Such instances are numerous, but this
marmoreally polished shirt front and
one experiment seemed to
the relative crush hat, presented himprejudice the
self to the Countess Flavia—if this un- original investors against all further inhappy but contemptible young man vestments in mining properties, who
were
to believe that the faildared venture the customary
compli- ure of unwilling
the
with themselves and
past
lay
ments—an
impertinent little laugh
stirred the lips of the marquis and a cut- not the properties they had owned.
The miners in the country west of the
ting reply came from the rosy mouth of
mountains are today hand in
Rocky
the countess. The result was the prehand
in
prosperity with the vineyardist,
of
the young man
cipitate flight
There
the great fruit raisers and the merchants;
was a rumor that the
Marquis Ernesto in
fact, he stands in the front rank of
had paid assiduous court to the
young
profitable
producers, while his prodDuchess Cesira G-albiati, a very beautiuct is permanent in its benefits and
ful young woman, tall, with
statuesqe never
perishes. Every dollar he prooutlines, great Junonian eyes, long goldduces
has a
value
to the world
en hair, a flower of
womanhood, but in
the way of intelligence, a goose of the at large, and is that much added
to its wealth and circulating medium
ingenious and conscientious sort; well,
in
a form to be seldom affected
it was to be supposed that the Countess
by
the
change of dynasties or the downfall
Flavia had exploded more thaji one epiof governments.
There is always a
gram at the marquis, for he ceased to
market and a demand for his goods.
hover around the Duchess Cesira.
If a capitalist contemplating an investAgain, the countess and the marquis
had reserved to themselves the privilege ment in mining was to give the same atof many, very many strange ideas, tention to investigation that he would
which they never failed to put in to exe- in the purchase of a piece of real estate
cution. When all the stream of car- or any other investment, he would be no
more liable to losses;
proper care, careriages was at the Riviera di Chiaia.
Flavia made hers turn by the corner of ful investigation would enable him to
axxvcol wmi
equal j augment*
Piedigotta and go by the Corso Vittorio
A list of seventy-five mines shows as
Emanuel; Ernesto described a circle,
went by way of the Toledo and the Sal- profits paid to the stockholders since invator Rosa and came to meet her. In corporation the enormous amount of
the winter season, in midst of the $132,000,000, besides which there are
hundreds of small mines not incorpoamusements, festivals, balls, Flavia fled
rated being worked as private ventures
away all alone to Sorrento, and after
of which product no note is taken, and
three days Ernesto appeared there, bored
to the above we may safely add $18,000,by the city. At first Flavia had a reception day, then annuled it, seeing that all 000, making a grand total of $150,000,000 as the result of “mining” investthe other women, her friends, had one,
and also because the marquis made fun ments.
It is not a bad showing.
How many
of days.
The marquis had lost his inveterate railroads would at present rate of profits
show equal results? And it must be borne
habit of going to hunt every year in
in mind that these mines are still pegging
Calabria. So, little by little, a certain
isolation was made around them; the away.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
world confessed aloud that in those two
A Model Better Box*
was contained the entire wit of
Naples,
but added, sotto voce, that it was betAll who have suffered the annoyance
ter to leave the two models of wit to of having their morning papers stolen
fight it'out between themselves. Flavia from the front doorsteps will welcome
and Ernesto did not perceive this, and the relief which is assured by a new
when the tardy moment came, in which form of letter box. This box is attached
they found themselves alone, one facing to the insido of the outer or street door
the other, it seemed to them a very sim- of the store or dwelling. It is accessible
ple thing. The public had withdrawn from without at all hours, access to it
itself—but not in vain was the invention being gained by means of a swinging
of art for art’s sake.
door or gate, which may be made as orOne evening, be it known, in autumn namental as desired, and if necessary
the conversation between those two lan- may have |h6 owner’s name engraved
guished, exhausted. Not that they found upon it and serve as a doorplate. The
nothing more to say, but a certain sense width of this combination doorplate
of weariness descended upon them. All and letter slot is sufficient to admit, bethe evening their wit had sparkled bril- sides letters, papers and small packages
liantly, and the charming epigram, deli- of merchandise.
cate ironies, courteous implications,
The packages, by an ingenious arrangebiting amiabilities had showered unin- ment, fall behind and below the box into
termittently. Now they were silent. a receptacle placed there for their acThe countess extended herself slightly commodation, and the letters fall directin her armchair; she was adorable under ly into the box, which a clever device
the quiet lamplight; but the marquis, guards so completely that the
improper
while recognizing this fact, had the good abstraction of its contents is impossible.
taste not to speak of it. He was playing This object is obtained by a
swinging
with a mother of pearl pen handle*
gate, which, while easily pressed in by
“Marriage is a very fine thing,” he the weight of the letters in the carrier’s
murmured, with a pretended air of con- hands, will close tierhtlv as soon as ths
viction.
hand is withdrawn.—Pittsburg Dispatch.

These two exceptional beings began,
naturally, like others, their acquaintance.
Some friend of Flavia said to her,
“That Carafa is really a brilliant man;
why don’t you have him presented to
you?” And Ernesto’s friends: “Do yon
know the Countess Andorni? A brilliant
And this
woman, my dear fellow.”
thrice four times, twenty times, so that
Flavia was bored and Ernesto annoyed
by it. They saw each other on a promenade and looked at each other with ill
concealed curiosity like two rare beasts,
but the countess discovered nothing extraordinary and the marquis Bhrugged
his shoulders for the same reason.
One evening at the San Carlo, the
Wtto

uie

rooms

esprit.

uia 141110

all

LEGITIMATE MINING.
conventionalisms, axioms,
sentences, classic quotations, linea of
Hand In Hand witli Other
poetry, newspaper diction, things that It la Now
Wealth Producing Industries.
everybody repeats because everybody
The general public east of the Mishas begun by saying them. I do not
river has a very faint and indefinite
souri
of
were
speak
proverbs; they
rigorously
of the extent to which legitiprohibited. At first for awhile they knowledge
is carried on in the terrimate
mining
amused themselves by citing proverbs
west of the Rocky mountains and
tories
at
the
cost of causing a
upside down,
shudder to the mightty Solomon and all on the Pacific coast. Few people stop
think where the gold and
other collectors of proverbial philosophy; to consider
handle
come from.
It may
silver
they
but it was a jest that soon became coma crop sown somewhere for all many
be
and
let
it
The marquis
mon,
they
go.
These are the ignorant,
bTas always upon guard, fearing to see a of them know.
of course, but there is
class,
unthinking
smile of scorn appear upon the beautianother more intelligent, not having the
ful mouth of the countess for
some#involuntary offense against esprit on*his excuse of ignorance, which loses no oppart. And on the other hand the coun- portunity of railing against mining.
of the
tess was wary as to her words, blushing Even while handling the prod
to be caught in a moment of weakness business and experiencing its uenefits,
in which she should resemble too much they not only decry mining, but do their
best to discredit all who are engaged in
any other woman.
But by too great subservience to their the pursuit.
This prejudice has grown out of losses
reputation, Flavia and Ernesto began to
sustained
by hasty, ill advised investbecome rather tiresome; that is to say,
not to themselves, but to the people who ments, taking the statements of irreIt is natural that sponsible speculators as facts without
frequented them.
brilliant people have many exactions, it giving them the careful investigation
is natural that they live a life different that would be given to any ordinary
from that of the multitude. For ex- business project submitted for investample, when they met at a ball, Ernesto ment. This careless, hasty method of
saluted the countess and spoke with her investment naturally led to losses, as it
for one moment, then took a little turn would in case of equal neglect to give
and came back to say something to her, time and attention to any other schemes
without even stopping long, but return- presented nearer home.
A want of knowledge of the business
ing often, and people around said that
he was right to do so, because she alone was more often the cause of the failure
could understand him. They frequently to realize profits than the want Qf merit
of the
itself. A
—

entry bookkeeper is open
for engagement after Jan. 1st; would accept any responsible position.
Address, Box
396, Maoison, Maine.
22-2

Double

ASTNBAIi

HEBTING8.

First National

YE7ANTED—Young lady with some knnwlv v
edge of bookkeeping and willing to make
herself useful when not engaged on books. Address P. O. BOX 1435.
25-1
HOUSEKEEPER

Wanted, a competent housekeeper; a womc.a
to look after a private hotel. Apply to 88 Park
Street.
dec21lw
experienced girl for general
housework In a small family. G. H.
DAVIS, 29 Bramhail street.
21-1

WANTED—An

Batik,

BOSIMBS9 ( ABD».

THE

National

Traders’

Bunk

shareholders of the National Traders’
THEBank
of Portland
hereby notified that
are

their

ing

aniiudt
room on

meeting will be held at their bankTuesday, the 12th day of January

next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose live directors for the ensuiug year, and to acton
any other
business that may legally come before the meeting.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 12, 1891.
decl2-dtd

Cumberland National Bank,
annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Cumberland National Bank ot Portland
will be helu at ibe banking rooms ou Tuesday
the twelfth day of January, 1892, at 10 o’clock
a. m.,for the choice of Directors for the
ensuing year aud the transaction of any other
business that may legally come be'ore them
W. H. SOULE, CashierPort land, Dec, llth, 1891.
deedtd

THE

*

8TEPHEN BERRY

Book, Job and Card Printer,
NO. BY PLlfl STREET.

GEORGE

C.

Counsellor

HOPKINS,
at

88 1-4 Exchange 81.,

Law,

Portland,

.He.

Organization^ Corporations specialty. au266m
a

CHAS. E.
Portland,

JACKSON,

Tin me.

nov24

f'ne
PHOTOS.

dim

Jan. 8, 9, 11.
Hours to be from 1 to 5 and from 7 to 9 p. m.,

excepting Prid9’s Corner and Duck Pond.where
the hours will be from 1.30 to 5.30, and from 7

DEFECTIVE

to 9 p. m.
The board, wishing to avoid favoring any persons or classes of persons have decided on a
personal registration, and every person must go
before the board himself, or his name will be
left oft.
Voters from any part of the city may register
at any place where the board is in session.
Naturalized citizens will bring their papers and
be ready lo answer where naturalized, when
naturalized, and before what court.
Every voter must state his name, residence,
occupation, place of occupation, place of birth,

rftftlriannA in Wrtwthrnnlr

nrhafA

lw*

innf

T H TH

—

WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN,

348 1-2

Cragreu

8k

GORSUNTIM FflEE.
an 24

..

married, residence of wife and family,
it is to
be hoped that every citizen will present themselves on the days named, in order that the
registration be made complete.
CHARLES M. WATERHOUSE,
CHARLES E. JACKSON
GEORGE W. LEIGHTON.
dec7
dtjanll

SIGHT.

All ‘‘errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
ayes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

A.M.

eodtf

NOTICE.
commissioners appointed
THEby undersigned,
order of rheCity council of the Cuy of

Portland. Ociob-r 7, I8uu, to assist the City assessors in revaluing aud
equalizing the values
of real est te belonging to resident and
nonresident tax payers of said ct.y, hereby give
notice that they will b- in attendance at Assessors’ Office, City Building, Monday, Dec. 28.
Tuesday, Dec. 29, Wednesday, Deo. 30, and
and thursday, Dec. 31. from 10 to 12 o’clock a.
and 2 to 4 o’clock p. m., to hear all persous
nterested.
VIRGIL C. WILSON,)
WM. B. IRISH,
IComm Issloners.
dec21
dt31

by mail, donblo sealed. Descrlpthre Prospect-

ns with endorsencf tho Press and voli
testimonials of the
Consultation In person or by mall. Expert treat*
ment. INVIOLABLE 8KCRECY and CERTAIN CURK.AddrM. Pr. W. H. Pnrker. or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 BulOnch tit.,
Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many 1ml.
Herald.
tatcrs, but no equal.
Tho Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, Is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Read It now,
every WKAKand NERVOUS man, and learn to
bo STRONG *—Medical Review. (Copyrighted.)
—

decs

eodAwly

m.

MIKADO
5 MYRTLE

LAUNDRY,

STREET,

HEAR CITY HALL.

about to add to
WE arestock
of Chinese and

laundry business
Japanese Fancy
Goods,
All goods
are imported direct from China, and are of the
finest quality.
We shall be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.
our

a

and also a choice line of tea.

The Non-Forfeitable and Incontestable features of the policies ot tue
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them In the
front rank^of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled iu liberality.

Please Call and See Us.
dec21

d3m

Before placing yonr Life Insurance
in Companies ontside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pbamplets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodtf

STATE

OF

MAINE.

Office of Board of State Assessors.)
AUQUSIA. I»ec. 19. 18»i. /
Notice is hereby glveu that the State Assessors will be in session at Cl y Building in Portland, the county ot Cumberland, on Wednesday,
the 6th day of January, A. U„ 1892. »t nine
o’clock tn th- for»n<>on to s-cure lnrn nutlo.i to
enable them to make a Just and equal assessment ot the tax th e property In the several
towns in said oouutv, and to Investigate charges
of concealment of propeity liable to

aaaa..m.«t«^

U

aecxi

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
NOTICE.
Me., Dec. l, 1891.
OTICE is here by given that the following
bonds issued by the town of Damariscotta,
Me., in aid of the Knox & Lincoln Railway are
hereby called, numbers as follows: 2o. 21. 27
30.33. 34.136. 37, 40, 41, 43 of $30 ) each are
hereby called and must be presented for payment by January 1st, 1892. R
F. GEN'l'HNER, Treasurer.
deel2et)d3vt»

N„_Damariscotta,

*

———■—————————————^

annual meeting of the stockholders of
the First National Bank of Portland, will
he held at its banking rooms on Tuesday, the
12th day of January. 1892, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
for the purpose of electing seven directors for
the en-uing year, and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before
them.
JaMKS E. WENGKEN, Cashier.
Portland, Me., Dec. 11.1891.
decl2dtd

The

^

WANTED.

«Rd

BOYNTON^
547

Courfcss

St.

I have the best N»okeI Alarm Tfock#
in the city, ami I will warrant them
to keep perfect lime.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND, Dec. 24, 1891.
Maine Central K K—For Portland
09 cars miscellaneous merhandlse, connecting
roads 114

Receipts by

cars._

Retail Grocers’

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf. 6%c; confectioners’, 7c; pulverized, 8c: powdered, 6c; granulated, Cc; coffee mushed, 4%c yellow, 4c.
Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTED BY POLLEN, CROCKER &

CO.

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Dec.
Ooenlng.10 %

Jan.
105%

Highest.If 5%
L>west.105%
Closing.loBs/s

l»'b%
105%
105%

Mav.

107%
107%

107%
1075/s

CORN.

Dec.

Jan.
h- %

May.

Opening. 54%
Highest.55
5314
Lowest..54%
5z%
53
Closing. 54
Thursday's quotations.

50%

51

50%
51

Opening.10?6/8
Highest.loey8
Y

107%
10M4

Closing...106%

106%

108%

1 ASKl.

IACVl

Mav
1 r.

v/

corn.

Doc.

J>n.
63
63%

May.

Ooenlng...56
Highest.55
62%
Lowest.64%
Closing.64%
514%
Friday—Holiday.

51

61%

13c; No Is at 14c; Bloaters at 90c; canned
trout $1 BO ;fresh halibut at 32 20; fresh salmon
at 1.20; clams $1 00; lobsters 2 IB; mackerel
$1 25; bening VBc.
Labrador herring at $8 00
bbl; Newfound*

£B®9.

native

and Maine

stock

£1 37*®1 60; choice Vermont and N Hampshire and New York Burbanks —@48c; Houlton
Hebrons

®60c: rose 46c.Aroostook Bebrons
at 46@—s; Rose at, a 6c. Sweet potatoes. Eastern extras bu'k stock and cloth heads £1 75:
Jersey double heads 2 26
Apples—No 1 Baldwins and Greenings $1 r0
@1 60; No 2 at 76c®90c, Greenings at £100
1 60.
—

61

marine jSTKWS.
FRIDAY,

Arrived.
Cross, Bristol, E—
Steamship Dominion, (Br)
D Torrance & Co.
passengers and mdse to
Maine,
Colby, st John, NB,
Steamer State ol
via Eastport lor Boston.
Sen Lillian, Grindle, Boston.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Sch M J Sewall, Beals, Jonesport.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Chase, East Machtas.
Sch Mollle Phillips, Bryant, Calais for Nantucket.
,,
Sch W R Chester, Machias for Boston.
Ar 23d—Sch Isabel Alberto, Peterson, New
York—coal to Randall & McAllister.

For the week ending Dec. 24, 1891.
Crain.
Flour.
Superfine &
Corn, ear lots....65'oi66
low grailes.4 7E@5 00 Corn, bag lots...69@70
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. .67@48
XX Spring.6 00@5 2B Oats, car lots_4*in4''>
Pat. Spring
Oats, bag lots...47@49
Cotton seed—
Wheat.
5 7P@6 25
Mich str’ght
Car lots... 2 s o0@28 50
roller.6 %@5 % Bag lots. .29 00@30 00
clear do. ..5 16@5 2o
Sacked bran—
St Louis st’gt
Car lots.. .22 00@23 00
roller. 6 6< @5 65'Bagiots...24 o0@26 '>0
clear do...5 2E@> 'Vs Mladlings.23 00@--8 00
Wni’r Wheat
Bag lots. ..24 «c@29 oo

Cleared.
Sch Mary Brewer, Burgess, Rockland—master.
_

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at Glasgow Dec 24th, steamer Austrian,
Fairfield, Portland.
Ar at Martinique Dec 7, barque Mary C Hale,
Coggins. New York.
Ar at St Pierre Dec 4th. brig David Bugbee,

Provisions.

PorkBacks.15 00@15 26
Clear.14 5 @14 76
Shortc uts.14 76@16 00
BeefEx-Mess... 8 fiPffi 9 00

Stowers, Portland, and sld llth for Pensacola.
Ar at St Jago Dec l, sch M A Achorn, Acborn
Wilmington, NC.
Memoranda.
Scb Ben] C Frith. Fales, at New York from
Demerara, reports strong N and NE gales on
the passage, with heavy seas ; carried away
maingaff and mainDoom.

Plate.1000@1U60
Ex-Plate.. 10 ot@ll 00
Lard-

box...14@18 Tubs, ^ lb. 6*4® 7>4
Mackerel
Tierces. 6*4@ 7*4
bbl—
Shore 1S..24 0( @28 0i> Pails. 8*fc@12
Shore 2s..14 oo@i6 OO.Pure leaf...12 @(2*4
Med 3s...11 6i@l3 001Hams.10 @10*a
Large 3s. .00 oi @00 OOido coverd..ll @il*«*
Oil.
Produce.
C’pe Cranb’s.7 60@8 26 KerosenePea beans. ..2 u0@2 15 Port ref per. 6*4
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8*4
Scaled,

<

__»

©

___

.j

1

rm/sin

•* A

n„...

,.v.

1. ..m:n

>-

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar24tb, scb Benjamin C Frith,
Fales, Demerara; AD Lamsou, Smith, Mobile;
Lizzie Chadwick. Clark, Brunswick; S E Nightingale, Hilliard, Grand Manan; Rogers, Rogers,
Calais; Kennebec, Wall, Hailowell; Viola May,
swain. New HaFisher, Fan River; Palestine,
In fas

_...

ci

ivti-

YelloweyesT.i 7615 r6!uiSa?.““" ey*

Cal. pea.2 6U@2 C6I Centennial.. 6%
Thursday’s Markets,
Irish Potatoes—
Raisins.
fby Teiegrann.i
ffl1 bush.46@56 Muscatel
l 50@2 60
/
NEW YORK.Dc. 24,1891.—The flour maiket
Lonn’11
Potatoes—
Sweet
!ay'r.2 Ot@3 60
cajaii
—ircri|Pia
...2 60@3 26 Ont.ura lay’r.,8
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
@4
and 21.HE3 sacks; quiet aud unchanged; sales
Valencia.7 @7^4
Wednesday’s quotations.
22,160 bbls.
Onions—
Su£»er.
Flow quotations—low extras at 3 60®416; Natives.2 60@2 76
WHEAT.
Ex-quality Fin#
Dec.
city mills extra at 6 >0@6 25; city mills pat Geese.f.16@ 7
May
4 7-16
granulated
ent« 6 2r\®6 60. winter wheat, low grades, at
9b %
Opening..
Chi. kens.13@16 *tand’ra do.4%
3 60@4 15 fair to fancy at 4 10@4 90 ; patents
Closing.. 80%
9d%
Extra
C.4
Fowls.12@U
at 4 60S;5 25,
Minnesota clear 4 1B@4 86;
CORN.
Seeds.
Turkeys.18@20
straights do at 4 45@6 10; do patents 4 60@
Red Top.1 9 @2 00
Dec.
May.
6 60 do rye mixtures 4 15@4 86 superhne at
Timothy.1 6f@t no
Opening.
41%
3 16®3 76: fine 2 8f>@3 60.
Southern flour No 1 Apples.
BaldClover...10 @14
41%
^ Closing...41
unchanged and dull. Bye flour firmer and more
00
wins.1 75@2
Cheese.
active at s 0. @5 30. Buckwheat flour is dull
Thursday’s quotations.
6( @2 75 NY factory. 12
@13
I
Corn- Eatlug.2
at 1 9f @2 0. Buckwheat at 60@d8c.
Vermont...12
WHEAT
@13
Cooking.10f@150
meal unchanged and quiet; Yellow Western at
lb
Dec.
»@12
Sage.13%@14Vi
Evaporated
May.
3 10@3 60.
Whent—receipts 226,140 bush;
old
do
Butte-.
Opening..
9b%
7@ 8
exports 189,898 busb;sales 162,000 bush;quieo
Creamerv. i> lb..28@30
/ Closing.90%
Lemon®.
9_%
and stronger;No 2 Bed at 1 06@t 06% in store Palermo.4
60@6 50 Gilt edge Vt.28@ j9
j
CORN.
and elevator, I 07%@l 8 afloat, 1 <iO%@1 09
Dec.
Mav J f o b; No 3 red at 1 0/@l 02%: No 1 Northern Messina.4260^4 50 Choice.*0@ <1
Good.t»@2l
Opening.41%
4j% j KtSlOR^igio#; No 1 hard 1 12y8@l 12% ; Malagers.
Store.1 @18
Oranges.
ClOSlng......................41^
42^1
No •> Northern 1 03%@1 04% : No 3 spring at
5 @2 75
Florida..’2
Eggs.
1 OP@l ot %. Eye dull and unchanged; WesFriday—Holiday.
Eastern eri,ias..2t5@28
tern i 0C@i 03. Barley dull and steady; No 2 Messina.0<jO@ooo
lireitii
(.rtiliur
Mil—. t:«ru—receipts ‘/'06.925 bush: exports Pilot
Portland Daily Press Stock List.
New York««p.7y @3
123,844 busbjsales 148.000 bush; weaker, and
Light.19 (@ 20
dosq.6Vs>@6
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
less active; No 2 at 64 @5*%c eWator 65%
o
f>‘?2
hlld weight*! 1
fn66%c afloat; ungraded mixed 46y2®66%c; Ship.4Vi@
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
Crackers P!b....t@6V4 Heavy.22 @2 t
3
at
No
steamer
mixed
at
60c;
6o3/i@c6y4c,
STOCKS.
Gobi.
Slaughter..Si
fa-its—receipts «1,6< 0 t u-th: export* uu bush: Ctnnberiand.4 50@6 00 Good d’mg.19 @20
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Description.
sales 97,000 bush; firmer and moderately acAm call.6C@70
Acadia........
@
Can tl Nano al Bank.10 130
132
tive No3 at 39%@39% ; do White3. %c; No 2 Caestnut....
S.uiuber.
@6 Of.
Casco National Hank..100 120
1. 2
do White 40%®4 %■
No 1 at
at40@4n%c;
60
Franklin.
S’th
nine.SO uu@40 00
@7
First National Bam..100 100
102
40y2c; do White at 4t %o: Mixed Western 39
@6 00 Clear pine—
Cumberland National Bank. 40
48
41
@41%c; White do at: 40a43%c White State Lehigh.
Oailtte.
Uppers.$6t‘@60
Merchanis’National Bank.. 76 118
12"
4 >@43%c; No 2 Chicago at 41 @4i%c. o«tfRio,roasted
Select-••*•...-846, 62
National Traders’ Bunk.100 120
122
fee—Bio dull and lower; No 7 atl8@13%c. JiVa no.... 19@21
Fine common..838^45
29@30
Portland National Bank ...100 li>3
106
SuKcr—raw dull and nominally lower: reuud
Spruce....$13@14
Portland Trust Compauy_
116
lla
Is unchanged and qntet; N<>6 at8lt-18;No7 HhhdCooperage.
shooks
and
hasHemlock..fli@12
Portland Company.
100
at £%c; No 8 at 8 9-ltic- No 9 at 3%c; No 10
80
MoL
city.,..l 80@1
Clapboards—
80
Portland Ga- Company. 60
85
at 8 7-16C- Noll at 3%e; No is at 8%c;
8hg.
country
.90ci@$l
Spruce. X.t36@38
Portland Railroad Co.
115
120
off A £%@3 15-16C; Mould A 4%c;staudaiu A
moL
dear.i
84m 66
Country
4 3-16c; Confectioners’ A at 4 1-I6c; cnt loaf at
BONDS.
hhd shooks..116@1 20 2d clear.826(67.8
at 4%c; granucrushed
6%c:
6%c,
powdered
Portland City 6s M’nlcip’l various.tOO
110
Hhd. hdgmot.
No l.simaso
Petrolated at 4y8@4%e: Cubes at 4%c.
Por laud City Cs, R. R. aid. 1807..123
i26
32 In.24@26 nne.$25@50
leum steauy aud quiet; united 69%c. Pork Is
Portland City Funding 4s .lo2
101
2
36
Shingles—
Spruce
in...20^
quiet and unchaused; old mess at 9 26: new S >ft Pine, 36
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.10"
luR
in.20® 21 X ceaar.3 60@3 76
9 76@10 26 Beef quiet ;teet bams slow tlerced
Bath ciiy 68 K. R aid, 6s, 18C2. .106
Hard Pine,82 m26@^‘
iear cedar. 3 01 @1 26
307%
beef quiet; cut meats easier: middles weak Hoons
112
Bangor City 6s, long R. R aid.ll-<
14ft....$2Q@k 6 X No 1..... 2 O0@2 0
and dull. Lard firmer and quiet ;Western steam
120
l2ft....iaoffi22 sol cedar..1 2o@l 60
Bangor City 6s, long Municipal....118
66 37% ; city at J6 0C@8 (i6; refined fairly ac“
Belfast City 6s. R. R. aid.10 s
107
8 ft....|10@i2 Soruce.l ki @1 60
tive and firm; Contiuem at $6 60@6 77% : S. A. Red oak staves
Port and & Ken. K. B. 6s. 1896...104
105
L vt.hs bpree 2 00@2 15
Rutter
Cheese
at
60.
and
67
quiet
steady.
].eeds & Farmington K. li. 6s,.....106
106
Box snooks....
l.ime-Orn-f.«.
firm
with
fair
demand.
Maine Central K R. 1st mtg 7s_114
116
L mep cask.l 00®l f'S
to Liverpool weak and dull; grain
PreitrhtN
Maine Central R. R. Con 7s.'33
136
Carriage.
Cement......140@t 60
per steam 3%d.
Maine Central K. K. Con 4%s_103
105
Amer’n p lb
matches.
lO.ail
—The
60
Marne Central K. U. skg fund 6s..iu3
1891
market
06
Flour
Manilla.... 11 @13
star, ^ gross
CHICAGO, Dec. 24,
Portland Water Co *-sdue 1899...106
is barely steady.
no
Wheat stronger and dull; Macula Bolt R’pe 13
Dingo.89@40
«
Ac
1Q97
Ott
GQ
No 2 spring 90%®L0%c; No 2 ited at 91%c. Rossi do.I7f@lt>
metals.
Corn strong aud higher—No 2 at 41%c.
Oats Sisal..-.78%
Copper—
New York Stock and Money Market.
quiet and firm; No 2 at 32%c. No 2 Rye at
00@26
4@48 com
3i%c. No 2 Bailey at 69c. No Flaxseed 94c.
P.xiShd Copper, @25
Drugs and Dyes.
NEW YORK. Dec. 24, 1891.
v
Provisions firm:mess pork at 7 62y2 0.7 76.Lard Ajuioxalic.... 12@14 14x48 plan“
6 02%@8 0
Short ribs sides at 5 10@5 20.
Thursday’s quotattoi s
isnea.
35
tart.4C@42
Dry sail meats-shoulders at g4 37%@4 60; Ammonia—
Bolts.
20
j
The following are to-day’s quotations of Govshort clear sides at «5 46@5 60.
... o.ii aui x m 'iieaui
><
ernment securities:
Receipts—Flour 31.000 bbls, wheat 140.900 Ashes, pot....6%@8 I YM Bolts..
27
corn
bush,
bush;
oats
122,000
bush; Hals copabla ...6t@701B)ttoms....
260,009
New 4s. reg..1161%
28@33
rye 22.000 bush, barley 67.000 bush.
B esw&x.86ffi40|laerot........
New 4s, coup
13 a 14
117%
21,000
wheat
46.000
Shipments—Flour
bbls,
United States 2s reg.100%
Blch oowaers
6! Tin—
bush corn £33,000 bush, oats 292,000 push, Borax.12® 14 Straus.4. 22® 24
Central Pacific lets.K 8%
rye 7.0(H) bush barley 38.000 bush
Denver & R. G.lst.116
Brimstone....- .2%@o English,.23® 26
Erie 2ds,.
106
ST.LOUIS, Dec. 24, l«9i.—The Flour market C jchineal. 40@ i3 Char. I. CO. .7 00@7 60
Kansas Pacific Consols. ....107%
is firmer; family at 3 30@3 40; cho ce at 4 20 Copperas
1%@2 Char. I. X. ..9 25®9 65
.112
Oregon Nav. Ists.
@(30; paten s at 4 4t@4 60. Wheat closed Cream tartar... 8q®36 Terne.6 00@8 50
Kansas Pacific lets.109
firm; No 2 red at 92yac. tairc—cash weak: fu- Ex logwood.12 ®X6 Antimony.id® 18
tures firm aud higher: No 2 at 37%@3 %c. Gnmaraotc... 70@1j;2 Coke.6 oo®8 60
Closing quotations of stocks:
Oats firmer; No 2 at 31c. Barley nominal ;Miun Aloes cape. 16,a2 Z nc.7 60@8 00
Dec. *8
Dec. 24.
—c: Iowa
Provisions are very dull; pork at ramnaor.. 60WP2 solder %x%.
16%
147
Adams Express.....144
» yd ior oia ana jx yb ior new.
x.ara at $6 ho.
IHolaase*.
Myrrh. 6u@'o
lift
Am Express.116
salt meats—shoulders $3 90: longs and ribs Opium.226.0 60 Porto Rico
Dry
P0@40
84
Central Pacific... 84
at $E> 62%: short clear at 6 66.
Bacou—shoul- S el lac. 35@40 Barbadoes.32®33
6
Ches & Ohio...
26%
ders at $6 2 >; longs and ribs 6 26; short clear Indigo..—
8P@i 0 Cienfuegos. 38@30
140
Chicago & Alton..140
8t 86 37%.
Iodine.3 75@4 oo Boiling.
160
Chicago ftAltou prefd.-.160
2 26 Fancy Ponce.... 39@40
Hams 9 00@10 60.
Oo
iDecae.2
108%
Chicago Burlington ft Quincy lot%
lour 3.000 bbls:
X nils.
wheat 64,000 Licorice, rt.15@ io
Receipts—f
ft
Hudson
Co—123
Canal
Delaware
123%
Lai ex.34@40 Cask, cut
190@2 00
busb; corn 168,000 nush: oats 19 000 bush
Lacka
ft
Delaware,
Western-140%
140%
Moromne.. ..195**, xo
Wire...2 16@2 25
rye 4.000 bush barley 10.000 busn.
Denver ft Rio Grande. 16
17
Shipments—Flour 8.000 bbls: wheat 73,000 04 Wergamot4 00,k 4 ?5
buf-h corn 199000 bush oats 36,000 bush; Cod liver.... 1 lo@i 36
Erie.
i',82%
33%
Erie pref.
74%
73%
Lemon.8 25@3 50
rye 6,000 bush; barley 2.000 bush

5l%

—
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Illinois Central ..108%
Ind. Bloom ft West.
Lake Erie ft West. 21%
Lake Shore.126
Louis ft Nash... .............. 82t(g
Manhattan Elevated-..1(3%
Michigan Central.108%
Minn ft St. Louis.
9%
do
nref. 21
Missouri Pacific
62%
New Jersey Central.112
Nor. Pacific common...... 26%
do pref. 70%
..116%
Northwestern
Northwestern pref.141
New York Central.118%
New York. Chicago & St. Louis 20%
do pref... 79
Ohio ft Miss... 21%
Ont ft Western. 20%
North American. 18%
Pacific Mail.
37%
Pullman Palace......184
Peading. 39%
Rock Island..- 89%
St Louis ft San Fran. -..
do

pref.«

do 1st prf.81
St Paul
do pref.122%
St Paul Minn ft Man.114
St. Paul ft Omaha
42%
St. Paul ft Omaha prf...107
new...
Texas Pacific,
133/8
45
Union Pacific.
fO
U 8 Express
Wabash'St. Louts ft Pacific- 14%
do pref. 31%
Western Union... .. 84y8
Sugar Trust...186%
Richmond ft West Point.. 33ya
do pref. 67
80
Oregon Nav.
xne

wool

108%

21%
128%
83Vk
103%
109%
9%
2i

62%
112%

26%
72

116%
141%

119%

21%

79%
22

21%

1*%

J-8

184
39%
89%
•

81%
128%
1'4«

44%

108 ,.,
13%
46
60

14%

31%

84
86
14%

59%

82

BOSTON, Dec. 24, 1891.—Unw* hed(Wools
demand, with rather small stocks from
the fine ttee:e dicricts, though of the territory,
Texas and California varieties there are Wools
in full offering. Texas Wools has been in some
movement. The demand is decidedly for course
and medium Wools. The quotations on Wool
are slightly higher in some directions with figare in

ures at:

Picklock and XXX...S2 @33
Ohio and Penn. XX and above.30 @Si
Ohio and Penn. X.29 @80
Michigan and Wis. X and above—26Vfc@27
Ohio and Penn, no 1......84 «35
Michigan No 1.32%@33%
Ohio and delaine, fine.34 @35
Michigan delaine.32 @83
Ohio No 1 combing.3't @39
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable ./O @21
Unwashed combing.25 @28Vb
Medium unwashed.20 @74
Fine Texas and territory.18 @23
Medium Texas and territory.17
@23
Fine medium Texas and territory.. 18
@22
Oruinary Texas and territory.16 @10
California Spring.16
California fall....16
Kentucky and Indiana clothing.26

@n
@23
@18

@28

Georgia .27%@i8
Super pulled..
@45
Extra pulled.30 @36

Western super and extra.26
Scoured wools .36
Cape of Good Hope..28

& 35

@74

©30

Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON. Dec. 24, 1891.—The ioliowing are
today’s quotations ol Provisions, Produce,&c:
Pork—Long cuts 14 00&14 25; short cuts
$14 006J14 60: backs at 14 50@14 76; lean
ends 00 00@16 00; pork tongues 16 50; butt

park

10 60.

—

CHICAGO,Dec. 24,1891.—The Cattle market
Receipts 7 00: shipments 80.000: active and
higher; prime steers 5 50®6 00; good to choice
4 00(5)5 25; others 2 60@3 75; Stockers 2 oO@
3 00; Texans —; cows at i 26@3 0 >.
Hogs—receipts 34,000; snipmeuts 8.000
steady to strong ;rough and common 8 60g!3 60.
mixed and packers at 3 6S@8 »•»; primerheaw
and butchers’ weights at 3 Hu a 3 90; light 3 40
—

Olive.1 OOr/:? 5c
P*PPt..8 26@3 60
WiaterereeB2 oo. / l®
Potass br’mde.. 28@33
Chlorate. i @ i *
Iodide.2 8f@:i00

Naval Hlvret.
Tar » bbl...3 76g4 00
Coal Tar....6 25 «6 60
Pitch.8 oujSjs 26
Wil. Pitch... 3 00,@ 3 26
Rosin.3 0084 00
Quicksilver... »o@96 rurpt’ne, gan 39® 49
Quinine. 8t@3« Oakum. 8 @9
On
Rheuqarb, rt. .76@i 60
Rt snake.»o@4o Linseed.38@43

SUtpetre.l'ffild Boiled.4l@46
Senna.2o@30 Snerm....—.1 00@i 17
Canaryseed.... 4 <4% Whale.60@60
Cardamons..10C@ i 7u Bank.. ,3c @45
Soda, bi-carb.3% » 6% more.. .80®33
Sal.2% @3
Porgie.00@H5
Sulphur.3%@>% Laru.6E@75
Sugar lead.20*22 Castor.l 26(§)i 36
W iite wax.6>-@6■' Ndatsfoot.90a 1 ('0
Vitrul, piue.8® 0 Blaine.26@5o
Painu..
Vann a, Dean. $lo@l3|
Oncttf
No I.
No 3..
N 1 10.
8

Si
28

20
12
16

oz...

10 uz...
C unpowder

—

ewes3 00®4 26: mixed at!4 2s®4 76:
wethers 4 7 @5 f u; Westerns 4 75@l 80.
Lambs 3 E0&6 75

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOB TDK WEEK ENDING. Dec. 24.
Frozen herring $3 50 q* loo lbs,
lieirlng bait irorn cola storage $3% per cwtl.
Last fa e sales of Georges cod $6 00 and
3 76; Bank do—.
Faie sales of fresh mixed fish 170 for cusk,
1 2D for bake, l 00 for pollock, $1 60 for haddock aDd 2 26 for cod.
Last fare sales of Bank halibut 18% and
16 u>e
lb for while and gray.
S-.1'. spurling bait for haddock fishermen $2%
Obl.
Salt herriog S3
bbl.
The receipts for the past week have been as
ollows:
Frozen
CodQsb. Halibut. Herring.
Fares
lbs.
lb.
Ids.
700
6 Georges
107,600
Shore
25,600
4 Banks
64,000
l Plecentla Bay,
480,000

Hhot.

LeadPure ground 7 00@7 60
Pure dry....7 00@7 60
Red.1
@'Vi.
Eng Yen Red. 3@3%
Am. Zinz....6 0 .@J 00
Rocnelle Yellow...2ya
■Rice.
Rice
lb.6Va@7

Blasting.3 60@4 00 Rangoon.6ya.-ti
NaleralUk.
Sporting.... 4 60@6 60
D on shot. 26 ibs .i 6o Saleratui. 5@6%
Buck. B, BB,
Wolceiw
T, TT, F.175 Cassia, pure. 16 @17
Mace.
Hay.
75@ 0
Pressed.$I2@13 Nutmegs.... 70@'3
Straw.$ 9® 10 Pepper. ]8@21
Iron.
Cloves. Li @20
Common.2
@2% Ginger. 1S@15
Rtarch.
Refined.2%@2%
Norway.3%@3% Laundry. 3ya@7ya

@4 72%.
Sheep—receipts 3000isbipments 900; steady; Cast steel.
native

Market.

Oregon.i«

DETROIT. Dec. £4 —Wheat—No 1 White at
96c: No 2 Red : 5VaC. Corn—Nc 2 at 4 3c. Oats
—No 2 at 34; :No 2 White at 35c, Rye 89c.
Receipts—flour 000;Wiieat I6,60u imsh;corn
11,300 bu; oats 3900 bush.
NEW YORK. Dec. 24 —The Cotton marketquiet aud unchanged; sales 147 bales: ordinary
uplands ai 6 9-16e; do GuU at 6 15-16c; good
ordinary stained 6 1-16: middling uplands 7 16
16c; Gulf do at 8 6-16cc: do stained 7 %
NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 24.—Cotton market is
easy; middling at7 3-16c
CHARLESTON, Dec. 24, 189l.-Cotton market quiet, middling at TVs'SAVANNAH.Dec. 24, 1891.- Cotton market
steady; middlings at7e.
MOBILE.Dec. 24 1891.-The Cotton market
quiet .middlings at 7%".
MEMPHIS Dec. 24, 1891 —The Cotton market steady: middlings at 7%c
LIVERPOOL, Dec. 24, 1891
Quotations—
Winter Wheat 8s 3d « 8s 4%d: Spring Wheat
at 8s f>d@8s 4%d: Califoruia average at|8s 9d@
8s 9%d; Mixer American Corn at 6s 8%d..
Cheese at 66s.
LIVERPOOL Dec ‘'4,'i891,—Cotton marketmoderate; middling at 4%d: Rales 8,000 bales;
speculation and export 1,500 bales; receipts
bales.

T«an.

@8

German steel.
Snoe steel....
Sheet iron—
Common.4

@3ya Souchong... 18@50
do choice.. 35®6u
@2ya
Japan. 2r@to
3< @39
@4% Oolong
do choice.. S9®40
HO.4%®6
Tobacco.
Russia.13% @14
Galv.0 @7
Best brands.60 @60
teas
i*i_a.
»' UUUU

Pipe.
Pig.

m/
iwv;

Medium.

S0,a49

J't
A-'V/i

»l!

/»OA

—'

»2J"v

uuivrui

6@6Vi Half ;p.
Natural leaf.
(a!7

OCEAN STEAMER
FROM

605^70

FOB

UATF

Ktruria.New York..Liverpool ...Dec 26
Veendam.New York. .Rotterdam..Dec 26
La Gascogne ...New York..Havre.Dec 26
Havel.New York..Bremen
Dec 26
Moravia.New York..HamDurg...Dec2‘J
Labrador.Portland.. ..Liverpool... Dec 29
Majestic......... New York. .Liverpool... Dec 80
Waesland..New York..Antwerp;....Dec 30

Russia..New York..Hamburg...Dec 31
Sautiago.New York..Cieutuegos..Dec 31
Auranial.New York..Liverpool ..|Jau 2
Furnessla.New York..Glasgow....Jan 2
Obdam.New York..Rotterdam...Jan 2
10 fares
63,700 480,000 La Champagne.New York..Havre.Jan g
133,160
Fulda......New York..Genoa.Jau 2
Mackerel, jobbing, sma’l 3s, $8 60 and $9; Nevada.New York..Liverpool...Jau 6
medium 3s, $io 60 and $11; large 3s, 814; meTrave.New
York..Bremen.Jan 6
oium 2s, 813 and 8 4, large 2s, * 17(61$ 18 bay
of Paris ....New York..Liverpool ...Jan 6
Is, $2 ; Sh> re is, $24; extra Shore is, $*6;ex- City
Germanic...New York..Liverpool.. .Jan 6
tra bloaters $30.
We quote new Georges Codfish at 87 26 p Rbylaud.New York..Antwerp ....Jan 6
York..Hamburg... Jan 7
qt) for large, and small at 0 0(.@6 60; Bank at Suevia.New
86 2E@7 00 for large and $4 26 for small;Shore Bothnia.New York..Liverpool.. Jau 9
Devonla.New York..Glasgow....jau 9
a $8 76 and $4% for large and small.
Dry Spaarudam.New Y’ork..Rotterdam...Jau 9
Bank at 87 00; medium $5%.
La
Normandie. New York..Havre.Jan 9
We quote cured cask at $6 00 & qtl; hake at
York..Liverpool...Jan 10
$3 00;naddock $3 76; heavy salted Pollock at Umbria.New
Kips...New York..Bremen ....Jan 12
$8 00, and English cured 83 76 per qtL
Boneless and prepared fish at 5{w7c
lb for
MINIATURE ALMANAC,DECEMBER 26.
bake, haddock and cusk, 7%@luc qt* lb for
codtluh. as to style and quality. Smoked halibut Sun riBes.7
i. 7 07
12iHj h
ai 10%: # lb for strips and ll%c for chunks; Sun sets.4 181 “'S11 wawr
7 62
{.
smokcu salmon 18c; do haddock —c.
Medium Length of days.. 906
t... 7HSiu
h
herriug at 19c & box; tucks 18c; lengthwise Moon rises. 2 38]weight.... j>># 7 u 3 in

1_XX..
uim * uut|
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Cld 24th, ship Kernbraffdt, Smith, Melbourne;
barque Matauzas, Havana.
Passed the Gate 23d. schs Ellen Perkins. New
York for Bangor; J C Bowers, do I or Oyster
Kav; Mary B Wellington. Hoboben for Boston;
H B Cousins, do for boston.
Passed the Gate 24th, schj Lydia M Deerlng,
Fort Johnson for Salem.
BOSTON—Cld 20tli, barque Cheshire, Stahl,
Matauzas.
PENSACOLA—Cld 21st, sch Sadie C Sumner,
Sumner. Havana.
Cld 24th, sells Anna Pendleton, Coombs, Boston; Henrv P Masou, Percy, Velasco.
FEKNANDINA-Ar 23d, sch K Bowers,Wilson, New York.
FEKNANDINA-Ar 24ih, sch Lizzie B Willey, Rivers, New York.
SAVANNAH-Sid 24tb, sch Gen Adelbert

Philadelphia.
BKUNSWlCK-Sld 23d, sch Fannie L Child,
Hart, Providence.
Ar 24tb, sch Linah C Kaminski, Woodbury,
Ames.

New York.
DARIEN— Ar 23d, sch Dickey Bird, Gahan,
Charleston.
BERMUDA HUNDRED—Ar 2Sd, sch Sebago
ltoss, Richmond, to load tor New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, sch Geo Bailey, Curtls. New York.
Cld 24th, sch St Thomas, Sawyer, Boston.
Sid 23d, barque Kate, for Key West; sch
Edith Olcott, for New York.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 23d, sch Rebecca
Sheppard, Smith, East Cambridge.
Cld 23d. scbs Douglass Gregory, Stillwell,
Suuua; Sami Dilioway, Smith, Boston.
Cld 24th, sch Eauny J Bartlett, Hutchings, for
Havana.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 24th, sch Carrie E Pick
ering, Marshall, New York.
Sid 24th, sch Hannah F Carlton, Bryant, for
Portland.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 23d, sch B D Prince,
Boston.
HYANNIS—Passed west, sch Independent.
SALEM—Ar 23d, sch Williamlne, Babbidge,
New York.
In port 24th, schs Florida, Rockland for New
Telegraph, Thomaston for New York;
lizabeth M Cook, Calais tor Providence; Eliza
Leveusaler, Boston for Thomaston.
Also In port 24th, schs Jas A Webster, from
Vineyard Haven lor Portland; Hattie M Mayo,
Boston for Calais; D T Patcnen, do for Castlne;
Mentor, do for Bath; Mary E Amsden, Hoboken
for Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24th, sch Sarah Hall, fm
Bcston for Belfast; Forest Belle, do for Macblas
Marv B Rogers, do lor Bath; Arboreer, do for
Ellsworth.
PORTS MOUTH-Ar 23d, schs William GR
Mowrv. Motz, Hoboken.
Below 24th, schs Richmond, and Napoleon,
from Rockland for Boston; Unison, Bath for
do; Ethel F Merriman, Damarlscotta fordo;
Amelia F Cobb, and Winslow Morse. Boston for
Bluehill; F G French, do for Red Beach; Two
Brothers, do for Sullivan: John Gerard, do tor
Deer Isle; Coquette, do for Wlscasset; Angola,
do for Mt Desert; Jennie Greenhank, do for
Rockland; Star of the West, do for Portland.
BATH—Sid 24th, sch Mary Sands, Gray, for
Boston.

Sort;

Foreign

Ports.

81d fm Newcastle. NSW, Dee 2, ship Ivinci-

ble, Howland, San Diego.
Ar at Sydney. SWW, 22d lost, ship Southern
Cross, Bailey. New York.
Sid fm Marseilles 19 th inst, ship A M Small,
Howes. Trapani.
Sid fm Havre 19th inst, ship Belle of Bath
Curtis. New York.
Ar at Fleetwood 19th inst, barque St James,
Burnham, San Francisco,
Sid fm Liverpool 20th Inst, ship John R Kelley. Gibbons, New York.
Passen Portland, E, 18th inst, ship Robert
Dixon, Houston. Dunkirk for New York,
At Buenos Ayres Nov 21, barque Edward L
Mayberry. Knight, from New York,
Ar at Rosario Nov 13, barqne Kremllm, Bray,

D,uuerara.
At Pernambuco Dec 4, barque Mary E Russell, Nichols, United States.
Ar at Demerara Nov 20, sch Olive Packer,
Hall, Portland.
At St Pierre Dec 12, barque Elmiranda, Williams, from New York, disc.
OH Point-a Pitre Nov 20ch, barque Lapland,
Davis, Buenos Ayres.

Spoken.
Nov 28, lat 55 8, ion 64 W, ship Tillle E Star
buck. Curtis, from New York for Portland, O
ISLAND

HTEAllERS.

IM BO Af GIL

HARPS W E LLS
and after Nov.

2,1891, steamer MERRYONCON E AG, will leave
Orr’s Island at 6.40
a.

for Portland and Intermediate landings. KKTURNleave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island and
intermediate landings at 2.20 j>. nr.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
OCtldtf
General Manaeer.
m.

FBEEPORT

STE A M.B0 AT€0.

PHANTOM will leave Portland
at Falmouth
Foreside. Couseus’.
Chebeague and Littlejohns’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p. m. dally
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at ail landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9,1891,
sep2 ttfH. B, SOULE, Manager.
Pier for Freeport, touching
STEAMER
Great

PORTLAND

fit BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT

inter A rrangementa. On ar.d
CO.
after Monday, Nov. 2. Str. Enterprise will leave
East Bootbbay every Monday at 7.16 a. m., for
ou. nnsioi anu
romauu, loucuiug
DoomDay
»*'

Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Round Pond,
touching at Boctnbay Harbor. Every Thursday
leave Round Poud at.7 a. in. for Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothby, So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaquid, Weather permlting.
No freight received after 7.46 a. m., on day of

leaving.

oct29dtf

ALFRED

RACE, Manager.

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,

MOVEMENTS^

Wlscousiu.New York..Liverpool. ..Deo 26

X

u

The oldest theory by which it was atto account for the origin of
tumors ascribed it to a peculiar state of
the system, a “cancerous diathesis,”
which rendered the tissues of the body
liable to “cancerous degeneration.” The
great answer to this theory is the large
number of cases now on record in which
complete cure of the disease has been attained by early and thorough operation,
for if the tumor does not return at its
previous site or elsewhere it is manifest
that its cause must have been a local
one and must have been removed with
the tumor.
The coexistence of several tumors has
been advanced as proof that there was a
constitutional taint, but more careful
pathological work has shown that in almost every case it can be proved that
where there are several tumors one is
considerably older than the rest, and
that the latter are secondary and owe
their existence to an infection from the
first. The old theory alBO fails to explain why the cancerous growth remains
confined to one small portion of the body
for so long a time; and why, after removal, it persists in returning to the
6ame locality; whereas both of these
facts become clear at once on the supposition that cancer is a local disease.—

tempted
Dec 25.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1,1891:
Leave Portland for Forest Cltv Landing, Peaks
Island, 6.46, 6.45.8.00a.m.. 2.16, 6.10 p.m.:for
Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’* and Lou
Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.16 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING,
oct30dtf
General Manager.

WINER
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Harper’s._
Britishers Enlightened.
Miss Jennie O’Neill Potter relates a
funny story of an experience in England
during her tour in that country. She
was invited by the Royal artillery to
give an entertainment in aid of a military charitable institution at Woolwich
garrison, near London. Her readings
met with approval, and in response to an
encore she recited “Sheridan’s Ride.”
An old general of the Royal artillery,
who was chairman for the occasion,
came to Miss Potter during the interval
and said, stroking his gray mustache:
“Aw, Miss Pottah, don’t cher know,
several persons wish to know—aw—
where the incident of this—aw—Sheridan’s ride took place. Of course I’ve
heard about it, but it has—aw—quite es-

caped my memory.”
“Why, general,” replied Miss Potter,
who dearly loves a joke, “that Sheridan’s ride took place at the battle of
Bunker Hill.”
it did,” rejoined the general, who rose, and addressing the audience, said, “Ladies and gentlemen—In
response to numerous inquiries I have to
inform you that the ride of General
Sheridan was an incident of the battle
of Bunker Hill.”—New York Telegram.

“Certainly

Peculiarities of French Bread.

In Paris bread is indeed the “staff of
life.” It is carried about the streets
without even a string around it. Women
clasp the long rolls affectionately to their
bosoms and re3t the ends against their
hair. Men forget that it isn’t a cane
they are carrying and rap the end of the
loaf on the pavement as they walk. I
saw a little boy in the dirt by the Seine
using a long piece of bread for a plaything. Presently he wiped it upon his
dress and took a mouthful. I saw a
woman sitting on a bench in the Lux-

embourg gardens cosily hugging
_J

1_c
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Of late years paste diamonds, imitation diamonds, quartz diamonds and
glass diamonds have been placed upon
the market in quantities, and it is
difficult to distinguish many of these
from the genuine articles. They are
the most
cut in
approved style,
and a good quartz diamond, cut in the
shape of a brilliant, makes a very effective show. Its value, however, is less
than one-twentieth of that of a diamond
of similar size and shape.
Glass cut in prism shape will illustrate
the value of angles in any transparent
body, and glass diamonds can often be
cut so that they resemble greatly the
pure water gems. Fine, large diamonds
are so very expensive that many wealthy
people prefer to wear imitations on general occasions and leave the genuine
stones for only very important and
special times.—George E. Walsh ia Hew
York Epoch.
Ivory Nut In South America.
The ivory nut is grown in the equatorial regions in South America. The
principal point of shipment is Colon, on
The

PHYSICIAN,

Street,

Portland.

For the treatment of all cronlc and compli*
that flesh is heir to, all cases
cated
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make
a

cure.

Or. Reed will not ask you any questions In
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you cau be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
eaeh case, be thinks he can tell tne difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
becoming an entranced medium. There
as been a great many
people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my otfce every day including Sundays from a a. m. to9p. m.
Examination by
letter, stating their name, place or lesldei oe
and age and one stamp, St.uo.

Person

my22

d9m

T.itrA Oia Vm.

nana, the ivory nut is perennial in its
native clime, and may be found in all
stages from the bud to the ripened nut
at all seasons of the year.
The nuts
grow in great bunches of about fifty incased in a shell, as are chestnuts in the
burr, though the shell outwardly resembles in roughness the surface of a pineapple. The entire cluster of nuts in this
shell is as big as a man’s head. This
shell comes off easily after the nuts are
ripe. At this stage they fall from the
trees—which are fourteen or fifteen feet
in height—and are packed on the backs
of natives to the points of shipment.
They are about the color of an unwashed
last year’s potato and as hard as an ele-

phant’s tusk.—New York Telegram.
Ocean

Sponges.

sponge is the glass
sends
whioh
down
into the mud a
rope,
coiled wisp of filaments as thick as a knitting needle. The latter opens out into a
brush, fixing the creature in place after
the manner of a screw pile. Still another remarkable sponge is found in the
deep water off the Loffoden islands. It
Bpreads out into a thin circular cake,
Burrounded by what looks like a fringe
of white floss silk. Yet another curiosity is the “eupectella” sponge of the
Philippines, which lives embedded to its
lid in the mud and supported by a lovely frill.—Interview in Washington Star.

singular

California, Jaoan, China, Central

0

South Amenoi and

ocean

Mr. James Gordan Bennett is a guest of
Prince Bismarck, at Frledricbsruhe.

Mexico,

From New York, pier loot of Canal 8t„ North
River,Iordan Francisco via The Isthmus
of Panama.
For Japan and China,
sails Thursday, Dec. 31, noon.
COLON
From Ban Francisco. 1st and Brannan ms.
CITY of FEEING, sails Thursday, December
31, 3 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS Be CO.,

IIS State Street, Cer,Bread St., Res tea.
jeioJet

DOMINION

LINE.

Royal Mail Steamships.
PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL OIRECT.
From

Liverpool.

Steamer.

|

From
Portland.

|

Thur. Nov. 12,1 OREGON,
| Thur. Dec. 3.
••
“
ITues. Dec. IS
86. SARNIA.
“
Dec. 10. | LABRADOR, f 5
“28
Cabin $40 to $60, return $80 to $110; second
cabin $25; steerage $30.
fer Avenmenth Deck.
Bristel Service
From
From
Avonmouth.
Steamship.Portland.
—

November 17,
“

2u,

TORONTO,
ONTARIO,

December 5.
December 12,

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
nov23tl DAVID TORRANCK A CO.. A rant

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From

BOSTONawf WEDNESDAY

From PHILADELPHIA

oven

~

and SATURDAY.

Tuosdar ami Fridif.

otn Long Wharf,
m. From Pino

Boston,
Street

xf, Philadelphia, at 3p.
Insurance

one-half the

sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
of

commission.
Raaad Trip BIS.
Passage 110.00.
Meals and Boom included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Oen. Manager, 89 State St., Fisk e Buuulng,Boston,Maas.
oct22
dtf

International
-T

Easport,

Steamship Co.

FOB

—

Calais, St. John, it. 6., Halifax,

N.S.,

and all parts of New Brssswick, Nava
Scstia, Prince Edwards Island, aad
Cage B re tea. The favorite route to Caaspobclls and St. Aadrews, N. B.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. 2d. and until farther notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, MONDAY and THUR8DAY
at 5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same davs.
Through tickets issued and baggage ebeeked
to destination. |y Freight received up to 4.00
p. M.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at

Wharf, foot of State street.

le20dtf

J. B. COYLE,
Gen’l Manager.

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
FALL

Fare

ARRANGEMENT.

Only $1.00

THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS.

TREMONT and PORTLAND
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland every evening, Sundavs excepted, at 7
o’clock'; arriving in season for connection with
earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providoace, Lowell,
Worcester, Hew York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 8 o’clock.
J. F. L18C0MB,
J. B. COYLE,
Gen. Agt.
Manager.
dtf
seplB

Maine

On and after MONDAY. Dec. 7, 1*91.
trains will run as fallaws :
DEPARTURE*.
For Auburn nnu Lewiston, 7.10 find 7.20
а. m.,and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. Por Dor*
hum, 7.10 a. in. 1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For Man*
treat aud Chicago, 7.10 a. in., and 1.80 p. tn.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckflcld and
lumen, 7.10 a. ra., and 1.30 p. iu.
ARRIVAL*.
From Lewistaa and Auburn, 8.25 a. ra..
13.10,3.10,6.40 and 5.C0 p. ra. Froiujdorhnm N. II., 3.35 a. ra.. 12.10 and 5.60 p. m.
From Chicago and Montrenl, 13.10 a. ra.,
б. 50 p.m. From Quebec, 13.10 p. ra.
TICKET OFFICE.

50

Exchange St,

Steamship Company

Allan

Line

Royal Mall Steamships.
Between
Portland
and
Liverpool.
From
LIVERPOOL

17th Dec.
31st
14th Jan.
28th J*

|steam<ihin«l

From

|

From

IaWaraSU,pSiPORTLAND]HALIFAX.
“Numidian, 7ihJan.
aist
Parisian,
•Mongolian 4th Feb.

“Numidlau

18th

9th Jan.
23rd
6thFeb.
20ih

*S. S. Numldian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $ao to
*60, according 10 steamer and Igcatlou of s;ata
room; second cabin $24; steerage $20.

STATi! LISE
Hew York and Glo.gow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return
$65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boaton direct via Derry and
Galwav. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. F. MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dec24dtf

BAILKVAUS,

CALIFORNIA. TEXAS AND MEXICO
Semi-Monthly Parties, Personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quien time, Pullman sleeping cars.
Call on or address E. K.
CURRIER, New England Agent southern
Pacific Co., 192 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
janl9

eodiy

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE

STREET.

On and after MONDAY, OCT. 6,1891, Passenger Trains will LEAVE PORTLAND:
For WORCESTER, CLINTON. AYERJUNC
TION, NASHUA, WINDHAM and KPPINO
at 7.80 a. m. and 12.80 p. m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 p. m.
For ROCHESTER, SPRINGVALE. ALFRED,
WATERBOROaud SACO RIVER at 7.30 a
m, 12.30 and 6.30 p. m.
For GORHAM at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 6.3n. 6.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For WESTBROOK, CCMBERLAND MILLS,
and
WOODWESTBROOK JUNCTION
FORD’S at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 13.30,3.00,
and
11.16
m.
6.30, 6.20
p.
For F6RK8T AVKNU (DEEER1NG). 6.20p.m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at AYER JUNCTION with" HOOSAOTUNNE1. ROUTE” for the West and at UNION STATION, WORCESTER, for PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via “PROVIDENCE LINS,” for
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via “NORWICH
LINE” with BOSTON * ALBANY R. K. for the
W EST. and with the NEW YORK ALL RAIL
via “SPRINGFIELD.”
Trains arrive at PORTLANDfrom WORCESTER at 1.30 p. ni. j from ROCHESTER at 8.30a.
m
i.30 and 6.60 p. m.; from GORHAM at 6.4U.
8.36 and 11-30 a. in., 1.30,4.30, 6.60and 7.36 p.
m.

For through Tickets to all points West and
8outh, apply to 8. K. CORDWE L L, Ticket Agent
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
Portland, Me.
CJ.WIGGIN, Gen’l. Ticket. AgectoctSdU

Depot Foot of India Street.

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.
Far Hangar, Bar Harbar, *t. Jshi, She
While Meuntaius, Quebec, Man-

(real,

and the West.

On and alter November 29,1801, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For DANVILLE JCT.. AUBURN and LBWI-

TON, a.30,

a.

m..

1.10,6.06_p. rrra.1

t vitMaTnVwio UDiTV’cnn/'U

m

*1
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6.00 and tll.30 p. m.
ROCKLAND aud KNOX and LINCOLN STATIONS 7 15 a. id., 1.16 aud on Saturdays
only at 5.00 p. m.
BRUNSWICK, BATH. GARDINER, HALLOWELL aud AUGUSTA. 7.16 a.m.7*1.16,6.00
aud tll.30 p. m.
FARMINGTON and PHILLIPS, via LEWISTON, 8.30 a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via BRUNSWICK. 1.16 p. m.; and (or KANGELKY at
8.30 a. m.
READFIKLD
MONMOUTH, WINTHROP,
au<i OAKLAND, 1.10 and 6 05;p. in.
WATERVILLE. via LEWISTON, 1.10, 6.08 p.
m.; via AUGUSTA,7.16am., *1.16,111.30
SKOWHEGAN. via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.j
via AUGUSTA, 7.16 s. in., 1.15, tll.30 p. in.
BELFAST, 1.16 and 11.30 p. m.
DOVER and FOXCKOFT, via DEXTER, 1.16,
11.30 p. m.
BANGOR vis LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.; via
AUGUSTA. 7.16 a m., *1.18 and tll.30 p. ra
and Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. B.. vta DEXTER. 1.18 and 11.30 p. m.; via OLDTOWN
at li.30 p. di.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR at 1.16 and
11.30 p. m.
VANCRBORO, ST. JOHN. HALIFAX and
PROVINCES, *1.16 and tll.30 p.m.
HOULTON, WOOD8TOCK. ST. STEPHEN
and NORTH AROOSTOOK at 1.16 and 11 JO
p. m.; ST. ANDREWS, 11.80p.m.
•Runs dally, Sundays Included,
t Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Sxowhegau
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.

White Muuataina and Quebec List.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, SEBAGO LAKE,
BRIDGTON. FKYKBUKG, NORTH CONWAY. GLEN. BARTLETT FABYANS. 1ST.
JOHNSBUBY, NEWPORT aud MONTREAL,
8.46 am., 3.30 p.m.; JEFFERSON and LANCASTER, 8.46 a. m.
The 8.46 a. m., connects tor all points In Northern New Hampshire. Vermont
Chicago and
the West; and with the Can. Pac. Transcontinental train (or Vancouver and Pacific Coast
points. The 3.30 p. m. train has sleeper (or
Montreal and connects with trains via “Soe'*
Line (or Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARBIVAI4 nr PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.8R a. ra.;
Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays
only, 8.40 am.; Montreal. Bridgtoo, tie., 9 80
a. ra.; Farmington. Skowhegaa ard Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor, Rockland, &c.,
12.30 p. m.; Wateivllle, Bath, Aueusta and
Rockland, 6.36 p.m; Farmington,Skowhegan,
Waterville and Lewiston, 6.45 p. m.; Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Brtdgtou, 8.00 p,
m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a m.
•Sundays included.

FQRTL&P, HT. DESERT and liOHUS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer City mt Richmond. Capt. Wm. E.
Dennison (weather permitting). leaves Portland
lor Rockland, Bar Harbor and Machiaspori, via
usual landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p.
m.; returning, leave Maohlasport Moudays and
Thursdays at 4 a m.; connecting at Portland
with early morning trains (or Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager
F E BOOTHBY, Gen’1.Pass, and Ticket Agent
'Portland. Nov. 20. 1891.
nov24dtf

ROYAL BLUE LINE.
FINEST AND SAFEST TRAINS IN THE WORLD

—between—
New Verb, Philadelphia.
Baltimore and

Washington

—VIA—

For NEW YORK.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharl on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 8 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
novlO-dtl
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.

and

Lowest lares trom Portland, Yarmouth Jure*
Mon and Danville Junction
as follows: T-»
Chicago $20 and 316.75; Detroit $16.76 and
$12.50; Kansas City $80.00 and $25.75; St.
Paul$81.60and $27.25: St. Loots via Detroit
$38.76 and $19.75; 8t. Loulsvia Chicago $26.00
and $21.50 ;8ao Francisco. California, $00.00
and $60.25. These rates are sut tect to change.
L. J. 8 BARGE ANT, General Manager.
dec8
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the

Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for
other information atComnanv’a Affine Railrna.1

Glass and Paste Diamonds.

Singular

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT

-UNI roa—
4

great

remember. We heard angry voices be*
fore our window, and beheld a woman
thumping a man with a fresh baaed
roll. It broke in two. but the woman
beat a tattoo on his back with the pieces.
When we go to buy bread we are
tempted to ask, “How much is it a
yard?” We are sure the French people
never die of lockjaw, for any grinding
apparatus that can stand the test of
years on this bread can stand anything.
—Paris Cor. Chicago Post.

A

No. 399 l-il Cougrcw
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PACINO MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY GRAM TRUNK RAILWAY OF GAKABL

_!ll_i.___t_
| piCuOu
CVUJ W A

Tsthmns nf Panama.

RAILROAD*

STEAMERS.

The Formation of Tumor*.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

and do $t.
We quote cod oil 30c
gal medicine oil 7tc;
blai kfish oil eOc; menhaden oil 26c; livers 26®
30c.
ton; dry do §6; Liver do 36;
Fish scrap f8
fish skins 318; waste $3.

chickens 1 c c.
Beans—New York hand picked pea 1 96® $2;
marrow pea 186®1 90; choice screened pea at
patents—6 76@8
1 6 (@1 7h; hand-picked medium at 1 86®1 9u;
Fish.
choice screened at 1 60®175; choice Yellow
l
2
96;
California
beans
at
Eyes tOal
pea
10@
Cod, per qtl—
* '-‘0 V
nosh baua-picked at 2 20®2 30; red Large shore, tf 2f
kid. 2 00@2 10 -fobbing prices 10c nigber.
Small.BOO;
Hay-Cnolce 18 00: some fancy higher; lair Pollock.8 00
to good at
£16 Ot;®17 00; Eastern fine at Haddock ....305t
£12®14; poor to ordinary £11®14. East swale Hake.2 00@2 60
£8@9. Rye straw, cnoice, at £14 60; Oat
Herring—
Potatoes—choice

Jan.
106%
10‘%

Am/vnf

12@12*c
Eggs—Eastern extras at 2R@30; fancy near-by
stock higher; firsts 2tt@27o; extra Vermont
and New Hampshire at 28@30c Western firsts
27@00c; Michigan firsts at —@26c. Jobbing
prices lc higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh killed turkeys, chce
18® 190; fair to good at 12® 17 .choice chickens
15®16c: fowls I2a.l3c; Western dry packed
turkeys, choice at I6®l6c; fowls at lO^llc;

straw

WHEAT.

Dec.

Hams at 9*c; small at 10c; pressed hams
ll*o.
Lard—Choice 7c V ft In tierces and tubs;
10-ft pails tn cs 8*c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6c ^ ft; country
do 6c.
extra creamery 2?®. 28c;
Butter—Western
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts 23®26s;
extra imitation cream *2®23c; factory choice
at 20 u 21c;Northern creamery, choice 28@29c;
New York and Vt dairy gooa to choice at 24
at
Ca.2iie- Eastern creamery, good to choi
26@28c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
choice full creams and
Cheese—Northern
twins ll*c; fairtogood at 7®llo: Western
choice lie; fair to good 8*@l0*c; sage at

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & REA0IN6 R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R,

All trains vestibnled from end to end, lighted
by gas. Unequaled dining car service'
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 16, 1891.
Leave New Yark from foot of Liberty street
North Kiver,
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.46, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15.3 80, 4 00. 6.00, 8.00,
7.30 p. m.. 12.16 night j Sundays— 9.00,
10.30.11.30 a. in., 1.30, 8.30, 6.00, 8.00
p. m.. 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(ll.So with dlniug car) a. in.; 1.30. 3.30. dining car 5,00 p. m 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains—Sleepers on night

trains,

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New Yotk ana New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
aeu22

Portland & Rumford Falls

dtf

Railway.

In’ Effect Nov. 16, 1S91.
Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. ra.
ana 1.30 p. in.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and9.30 a.
ra.

STAKE
CONNECTIONS!—DAILY—From
W.
Minot tor lit:l>iou Academy;
Bucktietd
for W. Manner ana Turner. Canton far Peru
Dixfleld, and Mexico, also for Brettun’s MiHs,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN. Snpt
Je27dtf

Boston & Maine R. R.
In Effect October 4, f.NMI.

WESTERN OK VISION.
Trains leave Portland (Uniou Station) for
Srarbor. Bench, Pine Point, 7.0<>. 10.15
a. in., 3.30, 6.16, 8.15 p. m.;
Old Orchard
Kfn. h. mi t o, Hiililt-ft.nl, 7.00. 8 5.10.15 a.
m., 12 40. 8.30. 6.15, 8.15 p. in.; Kensebaak,
7.00. 8.46 a ra., 12.40, 3.30, 6.16. 0.>5 p. in.;
Welle Bo t h. 7.00. 8.46 a.m.. 9.30. 6.15 p.
Bn.; North B 'ficU, ..real Pnllt, Dover,
7.00, a. 8.46 a. ra., 12.40. 3.30, 6.15 p. in.;
Kochealer, fr'nruiingtoii, A Ilea
Ray,
Wolf boro. 8.46 a. m.. 12.40. 3.30. n. m •
w«< center (via Great Fall1* and Rochester)
7.00 a. ni.; Mituch« «ier and 1 onc*rd (via
So. Newmarket Juuctiom 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
(via Lawrence) 8.45 a. ni.; No. New market
Junctiou, exeter, Haverhill, Lntvrmcr,
l. nwcii. KoHtoa, t7.00, 18,4fc a.m., $13.40,
8.30 p. m.
Boston tor Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. ra., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Nuuday Train* from Union 8tatlon, tor
Bontou and way stations. 12.65. 4.16 p. m.
E ANTE UN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For tape Elisabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Ameabtirv, 9.00 a. ill ti.OO p. ra.;
Bidtleferd, Portsmouth, Nrtrburyporl,
Salem. Lina, Hoston, (fi.00 a. m. dally)
t9.oo a. m.. (§l p. m. dally» tB.OO p. m.
Hoatou for Portinud. 7.00 a. ill., (J9.00 a.
m. daily) 12 80 p. m., (’7.00 p. m. dally.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth
m

tConuects

aud way stations, 4.40 p.
wiui Rail I.lues for New York,

South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
tWesteru Division from No. Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South aud
West for sale at Union Station, Congress street,
and at Commercial street station.
JAMBS T. FURBER,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.

octSdtf

THE

PRESS.

CHRISTMAS SERVICES.

BEAL-DAY.

Sermons and Music Tomorrow Commemo-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Portland Society.

In the oity churches tomorrow the services will generally have some reference to
Christmas, either in the subject of the pastor's discourse or in the music or both.

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found,
and similar advertisements will be found under
the appropriate headings on page 6.
A Luxurious European Tour—A11 Travel

by Special Train.
by Messrs. Raymond &
Whitcomb, gives the interesting details of a delightful trip of 114 aays. The party will sail
from New Fork Saturday.lFebruary 20, in one of
the maguificent steamships of the French Line,
aDd will make the round of Continental Europe
—from Havre through France, Italy, Switzerland. Austria-Hungury, Servia, Bulgaria, and
Turkey to Constantinople, and back through
Germany, Holland, and Belgium to Ostend—in
a special train of American-built sleeping-cars,
with dining-car and other first-class appointments. In all the great cities visited the leading hotels will be made the sojourning places,
the train being occupied only in moving from
place to place. A week each will be passed in
Rome, London, and Paris, and ten days in Constantinople and vicinity. A circular giving full
details nay be obtained of Messrs. Raymond &
Whitcomb, 296 Washington street, opposite
School street, Boston.
& circular just issued

No Christmas and New Year’s Table should
be without a bottle of Dr. Siegert’s Angostura
Bitters, the world renowned Appetizer of exquisite flavor. Beware of counterfeits.
BRIEF

JOTT I NGS7~"

Class of '84, Portland High School, hold
reunion today.
The new cottage at the Reform School
is up and roofed over.

a

The schooner Electric Light arrived yesterday with about 150 live lobsters.

There was a jolly party at Gilbert’s last
night and they eDjoyed the dance extremely.
The usual Christmas tree and carols will
be given at St. Stephens’ church today at
4 o'clock.
The boat from Boston did not leave
Thursday night on account of the rough
weather.
The children of the Cristmas Club will
bear in mind the meeting this afternoon in
the ward room in City Building.
D. Wasserman & Son have settled with
the insurance companies for $2300 on the
loss sustained by their recent fire.
Remember it is this evening the Second
Parish ladies will celebrate Mrs. Woodbury's birthday at No. 365 Congress street.
The locomotive Annapolis lor the Western Counties railway of Nova Scotia is
nearing completion at the Portland Company.

Mrs. Mary E. Taylor, No. 10 Gray street,
has in this morning’s paper an advertisement of interest to those desiring instruction in botany.
Fire alarm box 814 has
been moved
across the street at the corner of Yaugban
and Congress streets, and 56 at Green and
Cumberland streets.
The regular weekly service at the Seamen’s Bethel occurred last evening. It being Christmas a large number of English
sailors were in attendance; and the meet-

Interesting.
At St. Paul's church, Bishop Neely will
officiate on Sunday morning and administer
the Holy Communion. It is|desirable that
all communicants of the parish shall be

ing

was very

Services at the
present at that service.
usual hours.
Vessel owners should bear in mind that
the law requiring the name to be painted
on both bows goes into effect January 1. A
failure makes the offender liable to a
penalty. The name of the hailing port
must be spelled out in full on the stern.
The police did not do much business yesterday. About the usual number of drunks
was gathered in from various parts of the
city. Officer Winfield Frank found an insane woman wandering [about the streets
J_I_1.1-X
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safe keeping.
■ William Adams & Son of East Boothbay
are creditors of D. C. & H. Babson, failed
Gloucester vessel owners, to the extent of
$2800. The Babsons offer to pay 20 cents
in 30 days. Their liabilities are $75,347,
of which $37,155 is secured and $356 is
in

preferred

claims.

PERSONAL.
Ur. E. P. Mayo of the Fairfield Journal
is in town at the Falmouth Hotel.
Mr. Walter P. Perkins of
Cornish,
county attorney of York, was in the city

yesterday.
Mr. Thos. B. Merrill, of Quinn & Co.,
has been confined to his house for a week
with the grip.
Miss Grace Jacobs, stenographer for
Arthur Sewall & Co., Bath, spent Christmas in this city.
Mr. H. A. Osgood, of the Lewiston jewelry jobbing firm of H. A. Osgood & Son,
had a slight paralytic shock, Thursday.
Mr. Francis P. King, of Johns Hopkins
University, is at home enjoying the Christmas vacation and the grip at the same
time.
Byron Noyes, train baggage master, has
been appointed conductor of the Pullman
on the Eastern division of the Boston &
Maine.
Rev. George M. Howe of the PiDe street
Congregational church, Lewiston, has recovered his health sufficiently to be able to
occupy his pulpit Sunday.
jnr.

^uarie»
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bbks, iot me

past ten

years Rockland agent of the Bangor &
Boston steamboat line, has resigned. He

is to enter the fish packing business Jan.
1st. Mr. Fred Lothrop has been promoted
to be agent.
Christmas

on

the Steamers.

The steamer Dominion of the Dominion
line, Capt. Cross, arrived yesterday morning at about 9 o’clock from Bristol direct.
The Dominion brought 950 tons of freight,
mostly tin plate, of which 48 tons were for
this port.
There was a general suspension of work
on the steamprs yesterday, although the
carpenters who are building cattle pens on
the Oregon kept on up to noon.
Plum duff and English ale were in order
on all the steamers at dinner time.
Dr. Blanchard’s I-ecturo.

Rev. Dr. Blanchard will deliver the sixth
lecture of his course on American History
next Tuesday evening. The subject will
be: "Benjamin Franklin—the Sago of the
American Revolution.” The public are
oordially Invited to attend.

High Street Church.
The music at High Street church at the
10.30 a. m. service will be as follows:
Organ Prelude—Sanata op. 9.Malley
Haii to the Monarch.Marsten
Where is He Thai is Born King of the—

Jews.Go s
The Birthday of a King.Niedln.ger
Offertory ~op 10, No. 4.Wely

Posilude—op. 52.Smart

At the evening service at 7.30 p. m., this
will be the music:
Prelude—Grand Offertory.Batiste
lake Silver Lamps.Bamby
Christinas Hymns.Mendets-ohu
Golden star. Scott

Offertory.Cliopiu
Posiluue.Whiting
The High street choir is composed as follows: Frank L. Rankin, organist and director; Mrs. Frank Hascali, soprano; Miss
Ruth Long, contralto; Mr. Herbert Barnard, tenor; Mr. Charles Follansbee, bass.
Williston Church.

Christmas music will be rendered at both
services at Williston church Sunday, the
evening service being in part repeated
from last Sunday by request.
The pastor
will preach a Christmas sermon in the
morning. The evening theme; "The Other
of Two Great Gifts,” will also be appropriate to Christmas. The morning music
will be:
Pastoral symphony.
.Handel
Anthem—Calm ou the listening ear of nignt
.hhelley
"He shall feed His flock”.Handel

Offertory.Schubert
f^hpiotnioa Hirnin
Williamo

|

Beauteous Indian summer weather prevailed Wednesday at Barnstable, Mass.,
the old home of Judge Joseph M. Day, and
wedding bells rang out merrily at noon, it
being the occasion of tne marriage of the
judge’s youngest daughter, Elizabeth Chadwick, and Joseph Harry Beal, Jr.t son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Beal of Dorchester,
Boston.
The Old Unitarian church was profusely
decorated with Christmas greens, and a
beautiful arch was erected in front of the
altar, from the centre of which was suspended a marriage bell made of evergreens.
At 1 o’clock Miss Abbie Hinckley began
the wedding march from Mendelssohn on
the organ and the lovely bride entered the
church leaning on the arm of her father.
She wore a gown of white corded silk trimmed with duchess lace, having high neck,
with train and veil. She carried a bouquet
of white roses. She was followed by the
bridesmaids and the maid of honor, then
by the groom-elect. Rev. Mr. Dawes of
Brewster performed the ceremony.
After the ceremony the company repaired
to the home of Judge Day, father of the
bride, where a breakfast was served.
The bridal pair, who, with their friends
took the afternoon train for Boston in a
special car were followed by a shower of
rice and old shoes.
The bridesmaids were the Misses Emily
and May Beal of Boston.
Both were
dressed in white crepe, with train, and
carried pink flowers. The maid of honor
was Miss Mary K. Cobb of Barnstable,
dressed in pink crene and carrying white
fPt__1___
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At the vesper service:
Grgan Prelude.Mann ! Smith, Mr. Charles F. Bangs, Mr. Heury
‘•Hail to the King”.Bartlett ;
Hutchins of Boston and Mr. T. C. Day of
Duetts.Marstou
Barnstanle.
Gloria.Cnauts
Choir Hymn..
Sullivan
the other
at the

Postlude.Wtly
First Baptist Church.

Baptist church on Sunday
evening there will be a Sunday school
Christmas service, with the following proAt the First

gramme:
Organ prelude.

Anthem.Choir
1 n vocation.Pastor
Solo.A. B. Hall
Responsive reading—The Savior’s Birth.
Carol—Fair the Heavens.
Recitation—Angels front Glory.

Carol..Primary Department
Rectiatlcn—Long Ago.
Teacher’s Beading—The Wise Men.
Carol—Merrily. Meirily.
Responsive Reading—The Great Kingdom..

Recitation—The World fot Jesus.
Hymn—Joy to the World.
Roll Call of Nations.Ten Girls
Recitations. Mission Notes, Readings.
French National Hymn.Choir
Hymn—Christ for the World.Choir
Reading—The Roval Bauner.
Hymn—No. 116, No. 6.

Offering.

Pastor’s address.
Closing Hymn.
Benediction.
Notes.

At the Church of the Messiah the subject
of the sermon in the morning will be “The
Message of Christmas.” In the evening
there will be a Sunday school concert.
At the New Jerusalem church the subject of the morning sermon will be “The
Star of Bethlehem.”
At the Treble chapel a Christmas service
will be held at 7 p. m.
At the Pine street M. E. church the title
of the sermon at 10 30 will be “Oub Greatest Holiday;” and at the Epworth League
prayer meeting in the evening the subject
will be “Good Tidings of Great Joy.”
At the Second Advent church the pastor
at 3 p. m. will preach on, “Is there any
good reason for rejoicing at the Christmas
time ?”
At the Vaughan street church there will
be a Christmas service at 7 p. m.
At State street church the Sunday school
will have a special Christmas service in the
church at 4 p. m.
Christmas at the Sherwood,

At “The Sherwood” Christmas eve, the
guests gathered in the parlor, and the gentlemen, through Mr. Wm. M. Bradley,
presented mt. o.o. rooier, me proprietor,
a very handsome American
Mr.
flag.

Bradley’s address
very witty and
elicited great applause. When he had concluded, and Mr. Pooler had responded, the
ladies in their turn, gave Mr. Pooler an
elegant easy chair as a token of their appreciation of his unvarying kindness. He
He also received a handsome grip from the
servants.
Christmas, an especially elaborate and
delicious dinner was served. The diningroom was beautifully decorated with evergreen emblems appropriate to the season.
The menu covers bore pretty designs in
water-colors and the accompanying verses
related to ‘the Christmas tide. This was
the menu:
Iced Oysters.
was

Mock Turtle Soup.
Fillet of Soles au gratln
Parisienne Potatoes

Turkey— Cranberry Sauce
Goose—Apple Sauce
Potatoes, Squash, French Peas, Tomatoe
Tenderloin of Beef with Mushrooms
Chicken Croquettes, Bechamel Sauce
Orange Fritters, Claret Sauce;

Saratoga Chips
Christmas Plum Pudding, Brandy Sauce
Mince Pie,
Pumpkin Pie

Cake,

Fruit,

Ice Cream,

Cheese,

Nuts

Coffee

—-j

A Novel Christmas Entertainment.

The Sunday school of
Pine street
Methodist church held a Christmas jubilee
last evening at the church at 7.30 o’clock.
After brief opening exercises consisting of
singing and recitations, the members of
the school and church made offerings of
food and clothing for the poor. This giving of necessary things to the needy took
the place of the usual giving of gifts to
each other. The price of admission was a
potato or an apple, and these also were
made offerings to the poor. Santa Claus
made a brief call on his way home to congratulate the young folks on their benevolent way of holding a Christmas entertainment.
Rev. M. S. Hughes at the M. C. M. A.

In making your engagements for Sunday
don't forget to include the meeting at the
Young Men’s Christian Association rooms
at half-past four o’clock.
Rev. Matt. S.
Hughes will give one of his intersiDg addresses to young men.
The singing will
be fine and every young man should be
sure and attend.
If you don’t you will
miss a grand Christmas talk,

feMTlMUMKNTM.
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Brilliant Wedding that Will Interest

A

rative of Christmas.
EIGHTH PAGE.
C. H. Guppy & Co.
H. H H»y & Son.
Instruction in Botany.
Loilng. Hhoit & Harmon.
Ray mond Vacation Excursions.

«»•

Among

guests

reception

the Misses Fannie and Cornelia Chadwick of Portland, Mr. Arthur Beal and
Miss Edith Beal, brother and sister of the
groom; Mrs. Messenger of Boston, his
grandmother; Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Beal of
Boston, his parents; Miss Fiitcher of Milton, Mr. and Mrs. Eben B. Crocker of
Barnstable, Mrs. Heald of Sandwich, Mrs.
J. M. Day, mother of the bride, and Mrs.
T. C. Day, sister-in-law of the bride.
The wedding presents were very numerous and
valuable.__
were

A Beet Sugar Scheme.
The Bangor Commercial hears that there
is a growing indication that Maine may yet
have another beet sugar factory. A plan
is now being matured whereby a large parent or headquarters organization in New
York city will furnish aid to local factories
in the different states who wish to engage
in the manufacture of beet sugar by furnishing them with machinery, capital and
experienced workmen. The bounty offered
under the new tariff law for the production
of sugar is likely to produce excellent results. Eight million pounds of beet sugar
were produced in the United States last
year, and it is believed that fully twentyfive million pounds will be produced this
year. There is no reason why Maine ahould
not have this industry well established
here, as all the conditions are favorable for
its success.
_

Presentations.

Mr. Michael H. Hughes the popular
head waiter of the Falmouth Hotel was

Bright; Glean.
FULLY [QUIPPED

Every Department
Stock Surpassed by If one.
Lately lidded

Parke,

Deering Schools.
Miss Myra L. Elder, teacher of the Deering Centre intermediate school, has resigned, and Miss Isabella Jordan, for some
time teacher at Nason’s Corner, will take
her place, beginning with the next term.
Miss Minnie Bailey, a graduate of the
high school and of the Gorham Normal
School, will take the Nason’s Corner school.
Miss Webster, assistant in the high
school, has been sick and will not be able
to resume her place immediately upon the
beginning of the term.
The terms begin Monday.

Give

us yonr
ness. We

managers._

Christmas Entertainment at Gospel Mission.

The entertainment at the Gospel Mission last evening given by the members of
the Sunday school, assisted by Mrs. Blake,
Mrs.[Pearson, and Miss Evangeline Pear*
son in select readings, proved very successful

Is

Vital ity

greatly desired and so much needed by
many people who are in a ruu down, all gone,
nervous condition, that we earnestly urge upon
so

all such the

use

Sarsaparilla

This medicine possesses just those elements of
vitality and strength the system craves for. it
purifies and enriches the blood so that It carries
health Instead of disease to every organ; it

Invigorates the Liver
And kidneys so that all waste is properly
carried off; it tones the stomach so that food is
readily digested and assinjjlated. Besides this,

oocfs
Sarsaparilla

nenve and mental strength so that life’s
duties may be performed calmly and efficiently.

gives

Fxtra Large Stock.
More than
we want to carry at
present—we can save
We
yon quite a large amount of money.
are willing to
lose something on them. A
good chance for a Christmas present—Also
muff to match—at a much reduced price.

Prescription busi-

an

MUFFS.
0

Why

C. H.

FUR

elegant trade in

an

GLOVES.

Well, we have them and at the right psiccs.
Bon’t buy any kind of turs until you have

403 CONGRESS STREET.

dec26

will give you

we

one.

& Co.

(Slippy

ritf

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

seen ours.

Cliristmas IVeckwear.

ALL TRAVELLING EXPENSES INCLUDED
A Grand Tour

See

before you
tie
for
50 cents.
gant

by

SPECIAL TRAIN
THROUGH EUROPE.
The partv will leave New York by FRENCH
LINE STEAMER “LA
BOURGOGNE,”
Satuid iy, Fe iruary 20, and be absent 111 days.
AG days in Eurone, wiih vi-lts to Marsel ms,
Nice, Monte < a>lo. Mentone, Genoa, Pisa Naples, Rome, Florence, the Italian Lakes. Lucerne, tile Kiphi. Milan. Venice, Trieste, Grottoes of Adplsbuvg, Buda-PeS li. Constantinople
(Hi d iys). Sofia, Belgrade. Vienna, Munich,

Nuremberg, D>esden. Berlin, Frankfort, the
Rhine, Cologne. A msterrtnm, the Hague. Hottei<iarn, Antwerp,Brussels, London and Paris.
The Special Train (10 • e at the service 01 the
party ihroughout the railway journey) will Include American Sleeping-Cars, a DiningCar, and other luxui leu previously unkuowu in
Euronean travel. The Best Hotels and numerous Carriage Rides everywhere.
Everything
Party United in
thoroughly First-class.
numbers. Send for aescri Drive circular.
U96

HA1 »IO>D & WHIICOnK,
Washington *l, (Opp. School St)
HOs'l'OlI, ,11aM. dec26,28,29

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

and get

buy
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UMBRELLAS
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BAGS
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present.

THE^ HATTER
AND furrier,
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Middle Street.
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THIS IS A

•

Feed!

Wheat, Barley, Oats
at $1.40 per

and Corn mixed
100 lbs.

GUARANTEED

Book Year!

Mortgages

0

This Is the cheapest as well as the best teed
for poultry; nothing mattes hens lay better
than mixed grain.

OFFICE-

BENSON & DALTON,

STATIONERY

Foot ol Green Street
PORTLAND. MB.

Jyleodem

GUARANTEED

What is better for

gift than

DECKER

Variety.

BROTHER'S
(▼era and

THE WAKMING PAN

has long since passed from a
state of usefulness to one of ornament
or sentiment, but its modern substitute, a but water bottle, is still considered quite as much a comforting
article of domestic furniture as the
warming pan was in Pickwick’s time.
Every convert to its use knows that it
not only contributes comfort and
soundness to a night’s sleep, but also
by regulating the circulation keeps
the fret warm all the following day,
and removes many chances of falling
a victim to the now prevalent “L t
Grippe” by nipping a cold in the bud
We have a line of these bottles, in
all siz-s, that has given our customers
every satisfaction during the rour
years we have handled them and the
price at which we sell them should
not deter you from buying one, as we
warrant every one of them.
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HAY

middle
decZ6
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SON,
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Pend,
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Brothers,

A little money will go

PIANOS.

CRESSEY & JONES,
OPPOSITE

A dollar

Portland, Maine
CITY
HALL.
eodly

purchase

a

gems, while ten dollars

We

buy

have

new

and

low

J

All Stomach Troubles £
tit For
Dr. Bronson’s
made
Pepsin Troches,
Roots. Barks, Sums and Pepsin,

it

liable and effective. 25c. and 50c.
Of all druggists or by mall.

.g
Z
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are rea box.
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NEVER LOST A DOLLAR

$13,800,000

earefuliy

realizing 6 per oent. to 13 per cent, interest.
never handle any security that we do not abeelntely control. The investments we now have are as
secure as any wa have ever offered, and pay more ln-

library.

print,

We

I ereat thin any we have offered in the last ten years.
We oan refer to the leading banka hi New York, and
We are under the supervision
to our 4,00t) patrons
of the Banking Department of New York State.

J.B.WATKINS L.M.CO.

at

A Wall St.. Cor. Broadway, Now York.
HENRY DICKINSON. Manager.

snipS&WAwly
GHAUT FUI*—CAB! PORTING.

Also all the new publications of
a

fine assort-

BREAKFAST.
thorough knowledge ot the natural laws
which govern the operations ot digestion and nutrition, and by h careful application ot the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
Savoured beverage which may save us maay
heavy doctors’ bills. It Is by the Judicious use

“By

Books, illus-

low prices.

very

Loring, $|hoit & Harmon.
HI

W

BOTANY,

In accordance with the request of several who
desire to pursue the study of botauy, clashes
will be formed the first week in January that
pupils may be fitted for the work of classification as soon as the early flowers bloom. Attention will be given to our na'ive orchids.
For
tf»tm« ami

3

ai

ortnrao nf

inotmetian

urtnlo

botnri>on

A. R. & E. A.

dec26dlw

d 6 p. m. to

MBS. MtKV E.

TAYLOR,

10

«ray

Si.

BOYNTON,
547

fleet 6eod2w

Real Estate
$50,000

DOTEN,

and
to

Loans.

Loan

Parties wishing to
In large or small amounts.
build can be accomodated.

COMMERCIAL PAPER.

nov26dtf

SLEIGHS! SLEIGHS!

08

EXCHANGE

Jul

STREET
eodiy

Kogers & Bros. A1 star brand
Knives, Forks and Spoons.

NOTICE.
Steamer

Enterprise

will be

taken
from the route .itondty, Dec. 28, 1*91
for repairs, until further notice, mak«

BOYNTON,
547 Congress St.

her last

trip east Friday, Dec 25.
ing
Her place will be supplied by sailing
packets.

ALFRED RACE,

Manager.

dec23

diw

Gold
Pens,
Toot Picks, etc.

BOYNTON, SACHET
lOc
547

Congress

Single Sleighs, Double Sleighs
AND

Sf.

Solid gold rings for children
from 50c to $1,00.

Pencils,

POWDER

Package.

Schlotterbeck & Foss

Maine

GROCERY PONGS,
Fur
HORSE

Commercial Travellers’
Association.

6th Annual Dinner of

Association
THEwill be held at the Preble this
House, FRIDAY

Robes,

Tickets aie now
EVEslNG, Jan. 1st 1892
ready aud can be obtained of the secretary, No.
2 Free street, or of the Committee:
G. w. TENNANT,
BENJ ILLSLKY,
F. T. GROWS,

BLANKETS.

Harness and Stable Goods in
groat variety and all at lowest

J. H. DOW.

_8. C.

possible prices.

Booms 3 and 4, Jose Building,

Congress St.

a

of such articles ot diet that a coestitutlon may
be gradually built up until strong enough to
resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds
ot subtle maladies are floating around us readv
to attack wherever there is a weak point.
We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—1'Civil Service
Gazette.*9
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only id half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus
JtnES EPPS ft CO., Hmmpalhk
t'hrmiiii, I.dug.
(eb7S&T&wiy

* BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R.l.

INSTRUCTION_jN

^

la every instance Interest and Principal has been
paid at maturity.
WE Hare RETURNED to INVESTORS

prices.

trated, at

jZ

Experience
20 Years*
INVESTMENTS.

buy the

beautiful

with clear

%;0/

WE HAVE HAD

editions of standard works, finely

IA Simple Remedy
*■

book.

a

small

a

ment of Children’s

T

long

number of choice

***************»»*»***»★»

■k

a

best of the kind, and five dollars

current works and

For Heartburn. Sour Stomach, Nausea, 4.
Water Brash, Wind in Stomach, Distress *■
or Fullness after Eating, Indigestion,
Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough, T
Offensive Breath and

of

two will

or

illustrated,

*94 Congress Street,

apKl

purchase

invested will

We carry In stock the Mason and Rlsch Vocalllon
for churches, halls, lodges, etc., the Wilcox an
White self-playing Organs, and the Mason and
Hamlin, Wilcox and White, and Packard Parlor
Organs. Send for catalogue and terms.

or a

set of books for the library ?

will

Kranich and Bach,Mason

boob,

n^

Bonds
Stocks

Christmas

a

readable

a

way in the

In Great

ele-

fine

a

(7HRIRTMAS.

FOR

Winter Cap is not bad for

Blank Books Poultry

of

Hood’s

We have

of

will appreciate it
and treat yon all right.

An

Enjoyable Christmas Party.
The friends of Mr. Bradford Robinson
of Cambridge. Mass., gave him a party in
Williams Hall last evening which was
much enjoyed by all present. Refreshments
were and servt d a general good time was
in order. The success of the ocoasion was
due to the efforts of Misses Hatch and
Clement its

full line
Davis & Co.’s.
a

preparations.

agreeably surprised Thursday evening
when he arrived home, at finding an elegant parlor lamp awaiting his arrival. Mr.
Patrick H. Barrett on behalf of the waiters
made the presentation speech and Mr.
Hughes responded in a happy manner.
Afterwards music games an~[refreshments
were in order.
Mr. Hughes was also generously remembered by the guests and
boarders of the Falmouth.
Chisholm Bros, presented each of their
employes with substantial tokens in honor
of Christmas.
The conductors and drivers on the
Spring street line received $l each from
the lady patrons of thejline.
The telephone operators received their
customary gifts yesterday from patrons.

T TO SELL YOU

-IN-

LANG.

The annual meeting and election of officers
THURSDAY EVBN1NG. Dec.31 1891. Ills desired that every
member should be present, as there is business
of Importance to be transacted.
dccl7did
C. K. GAGE, Sec’y.
will be held at ttie rooms.

i

I HUM J BRO.
carriage Maaufactaiei*,
ELH
decl7

ST., IORN1R CUMBERLAND.
daw

1

To Railroad Contractors.
directors of theSkowhegan
THEridgewock
Railroad Ompany will,

and Nor*
up to
teceive
sealed
»roFeb.
1.1892,
iuciudlng
posasl for the complete c nstiuetton, includin'
buildings aud ail material, of a railroad from
SKowliegan to Norrld.ewock, a distinct of 6V*
ml es. Plans and specification* may be seen by
flailing upon the clerk at hi* office. H9 Water
Street. Skowhegan, Me.
The right to reject
bids reserved.
By Order of the Directors.
J. O. SMITH. Clerk.
_
_
Skowhegan, Dec. 21.1891.
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and

The Policy* plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY? embrace amoDK others, Ordinary

Life, Ordinary

Life with

an

Adjusted

Premium for 10 years, Limited Pay.
meut Life and Endowments.

HUYLER’S

Christmas Candies,

BOYNTON,
547 Congress

St,

AT-

Scklotterbeck k Foss

Eight day, Cathedral Gong Imitation
French Clocks, $4.60.

